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Older and wiser

Lumber for sale

Duke's had a year to
learn — but so has UNLV

Two of baseball's heavy
hitters are on the market

/keep up with your favorite
programs in TV Week
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Wintry weather causes wrecks, one death
iff's department said.
Johnson, Gupton and Mitchell and the i:• ren in the car with Mitchell. Amanda. 7:
Adam 7 had minor injuries and were treated and
released at Murray-Calloway Hospital, the spokesman
said.
An accident in Stella around 12:55 p.m._
involved four cars and sent four Mayfield residents to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, according
report from the Calloway 'County She:.!' •
Department.
A vehicle driven by Lisa Browning. 19. of R:.
Mayfield. and another vehicle driven by Bertha Dunn.
27 of *Mayfield, were stopped on Kentucky 121 in
Stella waiting for a vehicle to turn 1.,••: V. hen another
car driven by Tonya Tyler, 18, of R,)i,;! 4. \lay f.leld.
approached them at a high rate of speed and•faittd
,stop in time to avoid a collision, pe said.
• The impact of Tyler's vehicle sent Dur..n's vehicle
into Browning's vehicle which was stopped in front of
it..police said.
Another vehicle, driven by Sherry Williams, 28, of
1058. Weda Circle, Mayfield. also came upon the vehicles and failed to stop. striking the Tyler vehicle,
knocking it into the Dunn vehide, police said.
All four drivers were treated and r,:leased at the
listurrav-Calloway County
' pollce said.

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray loadger & Times Stall Writer
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MURRAY. KY

SATURDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
wAS/I/NGTON
The Bush
administration refused on Friday
to intervene to 'help Iraqi rebels
fighting Saddam Hussein, even
to the extent of trying to limit
civilian bloodsheid.

STATE
FRA\AFORT-- Kentucky's
old state -Capitol will be closed
June or July for a S300,000
it:erior restoration. the Ken.eky Historical Society
ounced.

SPORTS
r\I)/i VAPOLIS — Rick Fox
..•
...,T •••:-,co never play..2d a game his final year in high
school, thanks to an unfriendly
Indiana court. Four years later,
back in his adopted state
seeking college basketball's
priie

BUSINESS
Owners of more than 4.1 million
recreational boats are about to
ne hit for a special contribution
io reduce the federal budget
deficit: The Coast Guard has
issued regulations spelling out
hov. those owners will have to
start paying a new "user feeOf S25 to $100 a year for the
privilege of operating in navigable U.S.. waters. Their boats
will havd to carry a decal certifying payment of the fee.

FORECAST
Tonight. clear and cold. Lows
25 to 30. Light wind. Easter
Sunday, Mostly sunny and war- •
mer. Highs around 55.

-Yesterday's unexpected wintry weather caused several accidents and at least one death in the area, white
another local wreck was due to other causes.
James B. Bradley. Sr., 61, of Hickman. was pronounced dead at the scene at 2:42 p.m. after a one-car
accident four miles west of Fulton.
. The accident occurred on Highway 166 at 2:30 p.m.
when Bradley's son, Joel Brian Bradley. lost control
of his car on ice and struck a bridge abutment headon.
Joel Brian Bradley, 19, received multiple injuries
and was taken to Lourdes Hospit.ii in Paducah.
At 1:30 p.m. in Murray, a four-car wreck occurred
on U.S. 641 South due to icy road conditions and a
tree across the road near Paschall'.
The first car, driven by Vivian Hogue of Memphis
was stopped with William Johnson. _of Springville.
Tenn. stopped behind her in the second car.
In the third automobile was Laura Gupton. of Route
I. Kirksey, which was also apparently stopped. reports
said. Nlitchell Ellis, of L.P. Miller. Murray. driver of
the fourth car was unable to stop because of icy road
conditions. Mitchell rear-ended Gupton. causing a
chain-reaction collision, a spokesman irom the sher-

Baghdad claims control of Kirkuk
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraq
reclaimed control- of a'key oil center in the north and ordered workers thereto return to work today.
but Kurdish rebels also claimed to
hold the city after heavy fighting.
In another apparent move to
demonstrate it was regaining.,control amid civil war. Baghdad on
Friday allowed foreign repOrters to
return to the capital for the first
time in a month and promised to
escort them to areas recaptured
from the rebels.
,While the White House urges
Saddam's ouster. on Friday. it
-rejected a Kurdish appeal for aid in
their insurgency, one of two

against Saddam after the Iraqi presdent's Gulf \Ka; defeat.
A ii,
:a=di_st rebel_ spokesman. 11oSby ar •Zebari. termed the
response ''very, very
disappointing."
The of ficial tracii \ews Aqoncy
'Naid the government was firmly in
control of the oil city of Kirkuk.
150 miles north of 'Baghdad.
The news agency. monitored in
Cyprus. said Vice President Izzat
Ibrahim told government workers
in the city to return to work today
and ordered the formation of working parties to clear the city of
rubble.
Kurdish rebels said they used ,a

'strategic witniraw,a1 — from Kirkuk on Friday to regroup and expel
the Iraqi army. An O- ther- rebel
spokesman said the government
troops were fleeing south to Tikrit.
Saddarr's hometown.
Tehran Radii
fled rebel sources as saving tierce
fighting was continuing -for control
of the city.
Saleh said Iraqi government
troops had massacred 400 women
and children in the village of KareHanjir, 12 miles northeast of
Kirkuk.
Tens of thousands of civilians
fled Kirkuk and other major towns
in the northetn provinces.

By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer

JERUSALEM — Black-robed Arab priests and a scattering
of Christian pilgrims' carried wooden crosses Friday along the
path which the faithful believe Jesus-Christ -follow-410 his
death.
In the Philippines, a dozen people ---- including two men
serving life sentences for murder — were nailed to crosses as
thousands of tourists and religious devotees watched. Hundreds of others beat their backs bloOdy with bamboo whips.
Pope John Paul II, hoisting a 5-foot wooden, cross, led a
torchlight procession through the Roman Colosseum on Friday night in a re-enactment of Jesus' walk to his crucifixion.

Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad Friday honored Murray Police Dispatcher Bill
McDougal, who is retiring fronithe
department after 24 years of service to the city of Murray.
The CCFR honored McDougal
with a presentation of a plaque recognizing his service to the CCFR.
McDougal was-also honored with a
retirement • •dinner•Tuesday night
presented by the MPD.
During his years as a dispatcher,
he has also served as a dispatcher
for the CCFR, according to information officer Mike Sykes.
"The CCFR has an emergency
phone line tied into the dispatcher's office and so, along with all of
his other work, Bill puts out the
alarm for us and then takes the
time to assist us by radio and does
as much as he can," Sykes said.
"We truly appreciate the job that
all of the MPD dispatchers have
done for us over the years.
"Through the many changes of
command that the MPD has gone
through over the years, McDougal
has always been there for the
CCFR, supporting our organization
and making it possible for us to
have a communications ba?"

Pages
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14
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Murray Police Department dispatcher Bill McDougal, center, is presented a plaque
for 24 years of service
to the MPD at a reception in his honor held Tuesday. The plaque was presente
d by Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry while McDougal's wife, Jo, looks on. McDougal was also presented with
a similar plaque Friday
from the Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad.
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Local agencies honor
dispatcher Bill McDougal
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Instead of Easter eggs. local residents found snow and ice in their
yards Friday afternoon.
scan photo by Daniel T. Parker

In Germany, hundreds of activists marked Good Friday by 'of the Holy
Sepulcher built on the spot where Christians
marching for peace and disarmament.
believe he was crucified.
The traditional Good Friday observances in the winding
John Nloore. a visiting businessman from Glen Burnie. Md..
streets of Jerusalem's Old City drew the poorest attendance in joined 15 black-ro
bed Arab priests on the route. "The conyears. Western`pilgrims stayed away because of Middle East nection to
the ancient is so strong here. You feel you have to
tensions and Arab Christians from the occupied territories whisper because
it is such a holy place,- Moore said.
were baited from attending by army roadblocks and curfews.
About 40 American, Canadian and Colombian 'soldiers
Hundreds of paramilitary border policemen flanked the Via attached to the multinat
ional peacekeeping force in the Egyp,Dolorosa, of Way of Sorrow, as small groups of Christians tian Sinai
also walked the route, as did a dozen Filipino
moved with their crosses. Security was stepped up sharply nurses
who work at Jerusalem's Hadassah-Ein Karem
following a series of fatal stabbing attacks by Arabs against Hospital.
Jews.
One of the nurses, who gave her name only as Laarni, said
Most of the pilgrims paused to pray and sing at the 14 sta- that
attendin
tions arking Christ's route to Calvafy, ending at the Church Holy Land g Good Friday and Easter Sunday services in the
"brings home the real meaning.' of Christianity'.
P
,

Kentucky Lake
355.1, 0.0, below 335.5, +0.6
Barkley Lake
355.5, 0.0: below 332.3, +0.9

Subscribers who have not
recei‘ed their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m..
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

•

Christians mark Good Friday around the world

LAKE LEVELS

Two Sections
Businessi News
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Dr. Gott
Horoscopes.
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
TV Week
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Sykes said.
"Since as volunteers we must
work at our paying jobs, we would
be at a disadvantage by not having
someone able to man a phone and
get on the radio to call us all in the
event of 'a fire.
"We wish Bill the best of luck in
his retirement years and we hope
that all of Calloway County knows .
what a great asset he has been to
the CCFR," Sykes said. "On behalf
of all the members of the CCFR,
we wish him the best of luck."

•

White House tells
of Scowcroft trip
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's national security adviser Brent Scowcroft made an unannounced trip to the, Middle East
this week, the White House said
Friday night_
Spokesman Bill Harlow declined
to say where Scowcroft had been,
with whom he had talked or what
he had talked about, how long he
had been gone or when he returned.
He did confirm that Scowcroft was
back.
"At the president's request, the
general (Scowcroft) made a trip to
the Middle East," was the nub of
Harlow's statement.
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All,MSU inaugural activities are open

By DWAIN McINTOSH
Murray State Information Services

All actRities planned in conjunction with the
inauguration of Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth as the eighth president of Murr
ay State University on
Satu.rday. April 27. are open to he publi
c.
Beside;he installation ceremony itself, the sched
ule also includes an
inauguration-eve choral concert on Friday and
a post-inaugural reception
and inaugural hiall on Saturday.
Dr. Anita Lawson. chair of the 15-member Inaug
uration Committee.
said Dr and ikIrs. Kurth have directed that
a special effort be made to,
encourage a big turnout of people from the local
and area communities for
al: inaugLral events.
- Aft..ir ai. \lurrd State University belon
gs to the people of Kentucky.she said - NA, e fcei it extremely appropriate
to invite them to be part of
n.,:fout that the inauguration was scheduled
to coincide
alumni weekend, always planned around the
last
:0 afford alumni with the maximum opportunit
y for

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

"Our purpose is to let everyone know that eith
er choice
of dress is quite proper," she said, "so that
no one need
be concerned about feeling out of place."
participation.
Both the g p.m. concert on Friday by the Concert Choir, the Unive
rsity
Chorale, the Choral Union and the Brass Ensemble, with Dr. Steve
n
Michelson conducting. and the 2:30 p.m.' Investiture ceremony
on Satur-.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In a
20-year-old divorce case, a domestic relations commissioner found
that Democratic gubernatorial candidate Dr. Floyd G. Poore beat his
wife on numerous --occasions,
according to a published report
today. .
Poore. who was divorced twice
from the woman. denied the findhgs in a story. in today's editions
of the Lexington Herald-Leader.
fie told the newspaper that couples
often made bluer and exaggerated
accusations :0 get a divorce in the
days before no-fault divorce
became law in Kentucky.
"I do not know who instigated
these charges at this time but it is
obvious they are designed for only

77

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Judy Payne. chair of the ball arrangements
subcominittee, said some may prefer formal wear such
as tuxedos and evening gowns while others will choo
se dark suit
and tie and semi-formal dresses.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

0
Shell

Mon -Tues.-Wed, Special
April 1-2-3
Top Coats.
Rain Coats.
Winter Coats

LOUISVILLE. K. (AP,)
Here are Fridav's winning
:ambers Ne ec te.;:: -by the KenLIR7\* Pick 3: 1-8-4

$319

It
12199IY wig*

CLEANERS
Er -

/

Location
Center
-525
a—
a

„Compleke

one purpose: to damage my campaign for governor," Poore said in
a written statement.
The divorce papers were found
by the newspaper during a routine
search of documents for a profile
of the candidate.
Poore had mentioned the divorces from Shirley Thomas Poore,
now Shirley Jones, in an interview
earlier this month.
Jones, now a schoolteacher in
Florida, declined to comment in
detail. Poore's campaign released a
signed statement from her that said
the divorce was "ancient history
and has no bearing on what is happening today.''
"I am sure that we did what
most couples do when they are
going through a divorce and made
charges that were exaggerated and
unnecessarily bitter," the statement
said.
Jones confirmed that she put out
a statement but did not say who
wrote it. The statement also said
that Jones would vote for Poore if
she still lived in Kentucky.
Poore and Jones met at Georgetown College. where he was a stu-

Chimney fire
occurs at Hazel

NIon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
Thurs.- Baked Va. Ham
12th &
Fn. - Country Ham
Sycamore
Sat. - Fned Chicken
oPEs
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 am.- 10 p.m.
Served wah Salad Choice of Potato a
11411
., 44/ Homemade Roils

CbLn

pm,

2 p

Professional Dry Cleaning
That's A Step Above The
Ordinary
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SOUTH AFRICA

DURBAN. South Africa — The leaders of
the nation's two most powerful black
opposition groups today met in Natal
Province to try to halt bloody fighting
between their supporters The meeting
between African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela and Mangosutha
Buthelezi, head of the rival Inkatha Free
don Party, came as 19 people were
reported killed in the province "Violence
is increasing and a large number of our
people throughout the country are being

hanged as an accomplice in Mehrana vil
lage 100 miles south of New Delhi

Sta
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PHILIPPINES

MANILA — A boat on its way to
resort capsized in rough seas aoflbeach
the
Philippines and survivors said today they
clung to the hull for 30 hours before
their
rescue At least 15 people
drowned.
including seven children
-One of the country's most active volcanoes shows signs of possible erupti
arid local officials will draw up plans on,
for
evacuating thousands who live near the
crater, a seismologist said today The
Taal volcano, 30 miles soLith of Manila
has been showing signs of impen
activity since March 12 accordingding
to

2i

prit

Raymundo Punongbayan, director
of the
Philippine Institute of Vulcanolog
y and
Seismology These include increases
in
acidity and temperature in the lake
sir
rounding the volcano, rumbling
from the
crater, and earth tremors he
said
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THAILAND

BANGKOK - A man turned down for
a
dance at a Cambodian refugee camp
threw explosives into the dancing crowd

killing 20 people and injuri
ng many
others, a police officer said today
The
attack came during a concert and
dance
at the Site 2 refugee camp Thurs
day to
mark the close of training for Cambodian

police in the camp, said Sgt Mai Naret
Santree of Thai police , Naret
said a
Cambodian man whose name was
not

known, asked to '
dance with a'woman but
was refuted Incensed, the man
tossed
the explosives into- a crowd of
people
dancing, killing 13 instantly, Naret
said
Seven others died at the camp hospit
al

GREECE
ATHENS — The United States
$2
million for information leading- has
to the
arrest of the terrorists responsible for
kr11
ing an American Air Force serge earlier this month The leftist Novpmant
ber 17
terrori

st organization claimed responsibility for a powerful remote-control
led bomb
that killed Sgt Ronald 0 Stewart
in the
Athens seaside suburb of Glylada on
March 12 A statement issued Friday
by
the U S Embassy said the State
Depart
ment "is offering up to $2 million for infor-mation" on the terrorist group
under its
Rewards for Terrorism Informatio
n
Program

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Listen To This Radio Broadcast
Every Sunday Morning -- 8:00 a.m. to 8:30
a.m.
WBLN-FM (103.7)

SUBJECT TO BE DISCUSSED:

Do you look for signs
of Jesus' return?

c Ge
1302 N. 12th St.
Hwy. 641 N.

This radio broadcast is dedicated to
answering Bible
Questions and responding to Bible Comments
from listenners of the Searching the Scriptures Radi
o Broadcast and
the Searching the Scriptures television
program. If you
have any questions concerning the Word
of God and would
like to have them answered on radio, or TV,
then send them
to . . .

ontro
FOR A FREE TERMITE INSPECTION
753-0414 or 753-3914

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

— We are the only termite and pest control company
in the
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.

Manager, Murray

Jones "proved as her cause for
divorce cruel and inhuman treatment for a period longer than six
months in that the defendant
(Poore) was extremely jealous and
on numerous occasions beat the
plaintiff (Jones)."
The initial divorce proceedings
had no details of the alleged
beatings.
However, Jones hired another
attorney and contested the property
settlement. In 1973 she gave a
deposition in Which she described
the alleged abuse to show she was
coerced into accepting the
settlement.

By The Associated Press

NEW DELHI — Two young men
and a
16-year-old girl were hanged becau
se a
village council decreed they violat
taboos segregating higher-caste Hindueds
from outcasts, newspapers repor
ted
today The council had decreed that one
outcast and the daughter of a landowning
caste had eloped in defiance of age-old
bans on contact between outcasts and
caste Hindus, the newspapers said
second outcast — among the class A
sidered "untouchable' by society — conwas

=

a

NEWS OF THE WORLD

INDIA

We are certain that after comparin
g not only price, but also
the service and the guarante
e (which we back 100% and in
writing). that you will be sure
about having the corrective
measures performed by our comp
any.
Do not let yourself be pressured
into a treatment that you
do not need t begin with, or that
is extremely too high priced
for what you d
ad,
We have been serving the West
Ky. area since 1958. We are
an established company, locally
owned and operated, and we
can service your pest control need
s better than anyone else.

Rick McGee

Sam Neacc was the domestic
relations commissioner assigned to
the case. He wrote in his 1972
"findings and conclusions" that

Arab world nearly down the middle

3.95
3.95
— _2.95

Murray's Oldest and Largest

Owner

In 1968, Jones filed for divorce
in Boone County. charging that
Poore treated her in "a cruel and
inhuman manner." The divorce
was granted in August 1968, but
they remarried the next month.
Jones filed the second divorce
action in 1971, also in Boone
County.

CAIRO.— Egypt s foreign minister today
opened the ,•st Arab League meeti
ng
since the Pers in Gulf War,
urging its 21
members — inc ',ding Iraq and
t—
to heal divisions caused by theKuwai
conflict
About 100 Iraqis peacefully demo
n,
strated outside the organization's headquarters, protesting Baghdad s suppres
sion of internal rebellions and calling
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein a "mur
iAfter 4 pin.,
derer and butcher " The demonstrat
ors
3.95 also
demanded that Saddam's represen
be barred from the Arab
3.95 !alive
e
session But the session was attenLeagu
ded by
,
entatives from all 21 members, the
2.95 repres
rst
that has happened since Iraq
3.95 invadtime
ed Kuwait on Aug 2, dividing the

Bevvare of Coor to door 5,3, stJ'4,cc'e -fferir/g termit
e inspections

Ocie McGee

dent and she worked in the registrar's office. They were first married in 1957.

EGYPT

THE TERMITE SWARM SEASON
IS COMING SOON!!!!!

No one does it better
-Anywhere. Anytime.
at any Price
Call Us Today!

day will be in Lovett Auditorium
.
A reception sponsored by the Stude
nt Alumni Association immediatel
y
following the inauguration from 4
to 5 p.m. will be in the Clara NI. Eagle
Gallery of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Culminating inaugural activities will
be the black -tic optional inaugural
ball from 9 p.m. to midnight in
the ballroom of the CUlTiS Center.
Music
for the ball, sponsored by the
Department of Music, will be provi
ded by
the Alumni All -Star Band.
Tickets of SIO a person for the ball
include an II p.m. breakfast buffet
of ham and biscuits, cheese grits,
quiche, mixed fruit, miniature muffi
ns.
Danish pastry, juice and coffee.
Half of the purchase price of all ticket
s will go into a scholarship fund
for music students.
Outlets where tickets are available
include two campus locations and
six in the community. They are:
Office of Alumni Affairs (762-373
7 or
762-3023) or Student Government
Association (762-6951) at Murray
State, Chamber of Commerce (7535171). Bank of Murray (7531893).
People's Bank (753-3231), Mr. Is and
Lady Is (753-1300), Mr. Tuxedo
(759-4073) and The Showcase (7534541).

slaughtered, Mandela said before leaving Johannesburg to meet with Buthelezi
The unrest has cast doubt on Mandela
and Buthelezi's ability to control their followers and black leaders in recent
weeks have warned it could harm proposed negotiations with the government
on ending white minority rule

The Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department was called to a house
fire on West Center Street in Hazel
at :1 a.m. Friday,.
Chemicals were used to extinguish the fire. which was confined
-to the chimney area. Two truck)
and four persons ansWered the call.
according to Gene Orr Miller.
department member.

-DINNER SPECIALS-

If you_suspect your home may be
infested with termites or
have a moisture problem do yours
elf and your home a favor
by calling us for an inspection. Our
trained technicians will
inspect the necessary areas of
your home and tel you the
results Then. if by chance you
do have a problem that needs
correcting. our technicians will give
you a complete and ex
act estimate of treatment and explain
the treatment procedures
Then, if you're not certain, get
a second inspection and
estimate.

J

Commissioner found Dr. Poore beat
his wife

Ross Insurance Agency

6th & Main

Description of the ball at Murray State Univ
ersity to
celebrate the inauguration of Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth as
"black-tie-optional" means that persons who atte
nd have
a choice of attire.

to the public

P.O. Box 984

Mark McGee

Murray, Ky. 42071

This program is supported by the

Entomologist

GREEN_ PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
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Alexander joins Leadership Kentucky
Leadership Kentucky's board of
directors have announced that Constance Alexander of Murray is one
of the participants selected for the
1991 class.
The class represents a diverse
group of citizens from throughout
the Commonwealth. Leadership
Kentucky was created in 1984 as a
non-profit statewide educational
program, in affiliation with the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
Participants in Leadership Kentucky are selected from across the
state — a cross-section of citizens

The Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights recently approved
eight conciliation agreements,
including a race discrimination in
housing case in Murray.
Arvin and Martha Crafton, who
own rental property in Murray,
agreed to adopt a number of provisions to settle a charge of race discrimination in housing made by.
Commissioner Winifred G. Glass.
Including in the provisions were
agreement to:
*Post and maintain the "Equal
Housing Opportunity" poster prepared by the Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights in a conspicuous
and well -lighted place;
'Include the words "Equal Housing
Opportunity- in all of its advertisements for one year, and;
*To periodically inform each of its
employees of its equal housing
opportunity policy, and of its
expectation that they comply with
it or face serious disciplinary
action.

2 Albert articles
printed in magazine
Two articles written by Larry
Albert, engineer for the MSU-TV
studios at Murray State University,
have been published in the March
issue of TV Technology.
The articles deal with inepensive ways to maintain television
cables and to repair the zoom function of a copy camera and speed up
production time.
Albert, who has been at MSUTV 11 for five years. installed most
of the equipment in the full -color
studios. His prior experience
includes, six years sith commercial
stations and nine years with
universities. .
He has been published in several
televisiOn industry journals and
earlier this year was certified as a
professional engineer by the Society of Broadcast Engineers, Inc.
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A former employee of PO-HO is eage
r to
welcome his former customers to stop
by West Main for a visit
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Q. Does your car ping'?
Q Doe.§ your car fail to shut off whe
n Ignition is cut off'?
Q Does your car fail .to perform up
to standards?
If you answered yes to at
least one of the questions you need
to try our...
CHEVRO

'Based on information she had
received, Commissioner Glass had
alleged that the Craftons had misrepresented the availability of rental
property and had otherwise denied
or withheld real property from individuals because of their race.
In addition, the landlords agreed
to provide Commission staff v.ith a
racial hreakd6W:n of new. rentals
made during the preceding year for
a period of two years. and to send
their leasing agents and management employees to at least CIP.0 fairhousing law training session. conducted by Commission staff during
each of the next two years.
Arvin and Martha Crafton denied
that any discrimination had taken
place.
Other Commission conciliation
agreements included commissionerinitiated complaints involving race
discrimination against Stoney Falls
Apartments of Lexington, Wentworth Apartments of Florence. and
Hinkle's Trailer Park in Danville.
In addition. the Commission
approved three conciliation agreements. The approved agreements
require Simpson Distributing Co.,
Inc. of Louisville to pay S4.000 in
damages to settle a charge: of sex
discrimination in employment;
Little River Ford & Toyoto, Inc. of
Hopkinsville to pay a woman
S6,500 to settle her charge of sex
discrimination in employment; z4nd
Bryant Manufacturing Co.. Inc f
Louisville to. pay S1,200 in
ages to settle two charges of r.1,•e
discrimination.

Murray Lodger & Tim**

.

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL

Human Rights Commission
approves 8 agreements
Staff Report

PAGE 3
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YOUR CAREFREE
VACATION
STARTS HERE

representing a variety of backKentucky experience, graduates
grounds who have demonstrated
have developed a network of relaleadership ability and who are
tionships with a cross-section of
dedicated to Kentucky's progress.
leaders from throughout the state.
Leadership Kentucky brings and
together each year 50 of the state's broadthey have deeper insights .and
er knowledge of the issues
most promising leaders for seven
facin
g
Kentucky. They bring a
monthly programs that address critfresh
,
broad
ened perspective to
ical issues facing the state: They
meet and talk with Kentucky's cur- their local communities, and serve
rent leaders, and explore through a as important participants in the unisystematic educational program the fied- effort to shape .Kentucky's
state's opportunities. needs and future.
Other local persons selected to
'resources.
the
1991 class were Jeffrey R.
At the end of the Leadership
Green of Mayfield, Stephen B.
Kight of Paducah and Robert A.
Qualls of Benton.
•J

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1991

(
1
1"1
he1 Inauguration Ceremonies
are open to the public at no
charge. To reserve tickets for the Ball at
$10 per person, please call 762-3023.
++++++
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PERSPECTIVE

Washington Today

Mystic chords of memoryfrom better angels
Gen. Schwarzkopf,
you're no MacArthur
too great
The awful irony of the war in Iraq is
that it has become -a respite from
peace.
Peace time was wearing us do-a
and burning us out. War has distra, tea
us momentarily from domestic prob.
lems. from a stumbling economy.
growir.g unemployment. unerasahle
national debt. muddling welfare programs. emerging ethnic and gender
polarities. and public despair.
•
War has also distracted us from our
I ha rr:Man‘ trohleril is the absence
herplessness to. capitaliae off of the
op:.on: Were there -world enough
anarchy In totalitarianism s dense in and
.. Nips unseen mist1:T.C ahem a- Europe and off of e.asps of freedom
e me
from the
from China's liana:Ira:en Squar
e.
:rain the hest dreams of our past or
arha Conf:777;tcd the
0:
:aa:: the hest visions of
future or
fe,:h.n...,!Og!call‘ -‘orn:Nt:17oni the better recesses of human
ca:ekt wearOrn e‘er as :1 has began
nature and inventiveness.
to dcp:ete that arsenal and to coats:la:1
But time presses us. and creati
vity
a

By GEORGE GEDDA
Ailisoelatad Prima Weiler
WASHINGTON — The dustup between President Bush
and Gen.
Norman_ Schwarzkopf over the timing of the end of -fight
ing against
Iraq added a titillating touch to the Gulf War post-morte
ms.
But as conflicts between civilta.n presidents and military comm
anders go, this one .deserves little .mor.e. than a small. footno
te. It was downright tame compared to what happened precisely
40
years ago when Harry Truman was the president and Dougl
as
MacArthur was commander of an allied coalition fighting
in Korea.
Like Schwarzkopf. MacArthur felt he had the enemy on the
run
and _wanted to carry the fight further than did Truman. Like
Bush.
Truman felt pressures both domestically and internationally
to keep
the conflict contained — and not to tempt a political backl
ash by
widening it.

new agenda 1O7 "...:i:r.era:17-4.: it when
the war is over War has meant
that

On March 20, 1991. Schwarzkopf told interviewer David Frost:
"N1y recommendation had been ... continue the march
. We had
them in a rout ... We could have ... made it in fact
a battle of
annihilation."
On March 20, 1951. MacArthur wrote to House NI:nor
ity. Leader
Joseph Martin, "My views and recommendations with respec
t to
the situation created Dy Red China's entry into the war
... follow
the conventional pattern of meeting force with maximum count
erforce ... Here in Asia is where the communist conspi
rators have
elected to make their play for global conquest ... If we
lost this
war to communism in Asia. the
fall of Europe is inevitable."
Martin read MacArthur's letter on the House floor
on April 5.
provokang outrage from Truman. As Truman saw it. MacAr
thur forgot who was boss. Truman felt that if the allies becam
e bogged down in a ground war in China. that might be an incent
ive for
the Soviets to move against Europe. The MacArthur
letter. Truman
said later. constituted "open insubordination to his comm
ander la
chief.".
Six days after the letter was made public-. Truman fired
V.:, A7thur. The president who had served' anortyartoasly as a nea7si
_7:e,t
Army captain daring World War I boldly cashi
ered the gene:
who had become a legend daring World War
II. a Ilse-star
whose exploit:: nad-- earned him -a reputation
as - a mititary gen:.
The differences between (
1 15: and 19Q: oatweitt the similar::
Whan Schwarzkopf spoke out. the cea,::7. tf:r:e Persian Gui:
had already been :7
for three wee
T•Te Iraqi
been mated at a•1 7- s:
low
to 1:for.es
7ing

will CO71:71',e to be a rnajo7
portion of the f.ederal budget
and
tilea
if uerac‘. and that our!nterna
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toe modern day
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peace. There are in war
examples of courage. of sacrifice, of
unity, of diminished self-centered2

HE1, wiLtuR wE
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1h- €RE

he found in wars respite from
the hard
labor of

.
alao:. and Che

Massolinis.

AH,14kwyou '7 A
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nos, of containment of tyranny, of
resolve, of purposefulness. and of
faith which. if recalled and adapted in
peace time, could he good for us all.

There is. too. a Thoreau -like emphasis
Upon simplify mg dimes

reducing things to

and upon

essentials

and

basics that can he a lesson

well worth
transferring to more pacific times
In times of war, we look harder for
good in us that can justify our being in
battle. perhaps,.just perhaps. somed
ay
and somehow 'we can make a habit of
that introspection. •
Our memory of war proves short
liv cd once peace ascends. Yet, buried
in the memory of it lies a fertile
kernel
of hope for conceiving ways to
make
war an unnecessary and more infre-

WI
Mt
del
Mc

quent respite from peace. -The myst:
e
chords of memory . stretching
from
every battlefield, and patriot grave, to

every living heart and hearthstone. an:7
over this broad land.- said Lincoln
- will yet swellthe chorus
of th,
Union„ when again touchod. as sure:v
the nwi
atullreh.e,. hy the better angels o •
our

In this time of war, let as raise our
the temporal and passing
Satans we find to hattie, to scan the
heaven: For the comma of
the he.attato
angels oi ourselves. If fortunate
enough to rind them and to hold them.
perhapsohey will strum the mysta
chords of our memory of war for us 1.,
guide us better :770..
ott an:
sights above

taskir..: (la\

•
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not stockpiled and plentiful. We
for
the
world
and
for
o..rs,:!‘ es. for oar inabilities to bypass
nourr-,

Gueveras for the respite thy give us
from responsibilities
to bear
and from promises too cheap to
afford. World War II relieved us of
having too little in the Great Depression. and Korea and Viet Nam relieved
us of having too much in the postwar
Boom Years.
War is concrete. for death is real
and destruction is photographic. But
peace is abstract. spiritual and convoluted, for peace is where selflessness
clashes axial selfishness, social . cornplexity with individualized pursuit of
happiness,order with freedom. material gain with social demands. War
comes naturally, hut peace is biologically. psschologically. and socially.
unnatural. War :an he found ev ery w here. more plentiful than rocks
or
water, but peace has to be manufactured. The single aim of war is to
make itself unnecessary: peace could
do worse than to adopt that same
philosophy about war. War offer:
respite from the hard work of peace.
And perhaps war's worst effect is
that it forces itself upon our minds and
consciousness and thence out into
meditations such as this one. don:mated as it is by tear and hy despair
and
by
postponements
of
potentialities
Yet, there are some good thing: to
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Today is
left in :he
Today's liagn:ight
Ten years aaa
wounded in an
man. John W. H.
hitting the presidena n_as
and a District of Co,
On this date:
In 1822. Florida beearne
In 1842, Dr. Crawford W. Long . :
anesthetic dur:ng a minor operat;on.
In 185. Hyman L. iLipman cif Pn.....
attached eraser.
In M7. L. S. Searatar of S:ate W. -Ina H. S. a
with Rusoa 10 p...rchase the territory a'. aka f was rourat rid:La:ad
.
the U
In 1870, the 15th amendment t:
right to sole. was dea.ared in _
In 1870. Teas aas read—"ea
In 1909.ithe Q..etinshoro Bridge opened.
•
boroughs of M-anhattan and Qacens.
In 1945. the Soviet Union invaded Aas'aaa daring
•
In 1964. John Glenn withdrew from the Ohio race for L.S.
because of injuries suffered in a fa:.
In 1973. Ellsworth Banker resigned as U.S. ambassador
to S
Vietnam, and was succeeded by Graham A. Martin.
In 1979. Airey Neave. a leading member of the British ta..•
ki,kled by a bomb planted by the Irish National Liter:.
In 1982, the space shuttle Columbia ended its thard te,:
a
smooth landing at White Sands Missile Range in New Mexic
o with astronauts Jack R. Lousma and C. Gordon Fullerton aboard.
In 1984, President Regan formally ended the U.S. role in the
rhaa.national peacekeeping force in Lebanon.
Five years ago: Actor James Cagney died at his farm
in Stan: •:Y i!
N.Y., at age 86.
One year ago: Idaho Governor Cecil Andrus vetoed
a highly restrictive
state abortion measure, saying the bill did not provide
a woman and her
family any flexibility in cases of rape and incest
.
Today's Birthdays: Singer Frankie Lame is 78. Forme
r CIA Director
Richard Helms is 78. Former National Security Advis
er McGeorge Bundy
is 72. Actor John Astin is 61. TV personality Peter Marsh
all is 61. Actor
Warren Beatty is 54: Singer-guitarist Eric Clapton
is 46.
Thought for Today.-If men could foresee the future. they
would still
behave as they do now." -- Russian proverb.
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County

Marriages announced this week
include Murl Moss Jones to
Charles Stewart Robertson,

March 30.
Births reported this week include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. B.F. Dunn,
March 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Barrett, March 22: a girl to
Kenneth and Evelyn Dell Palmer,
March 23; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John Shroat and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Perkins, dates not
listed.
Elected as officers of . Lynn'
Grove.High School Chapter of
Future Farmer§ of America were
Hampton Erwin. Merritt Marine.
James Ta Stark, James Rogers.
Alton Hughes and Ben Todd.
Sixty }ears ago
More than 25 car dealers from
LaCenter. Wickliffe, Bardwell.
Clinton. Fulton. Mayfield, Paris.
Cadiz and Murray attended a meeting of West Kentucky Automobile
Dealers Association held March .27
club, according
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Tidwell. March 21.
Births reported this week include
a girl to Mr, and Mrs. Aubrey Fitts.
March 16; a boy to Mr. and Mr,.
Hafford Parker. March 17, a boy to
Dr. and Mr:. V.A. Stiiley Jr..
March 18.
Members of cast of play, "The
Alley Daffodil.- to be presented
April 4 by Junior Class of Lynn
Grove High School are Patsy
Jones. Ethel Cochrum. Theora Blalock, Anna Mary Rudd. Eula .Lee
Rogers. J.W. Williams, Eugene
Rogers. Bauzie Cochrum. Fred
Clark. Calvin Scott and Fara Lee
Morris.
Mrs. Louise Solman Marshall
has been elected as teacher at
Waters School for session. July
1931 to January 1932. tn Callow- ay
County.

Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high -fat foods

and

to

American Heart
Association
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Langston. president of the organization. He said 52 acres of land.
just north of Murray State College.
have been purchased for the club.
Calloway County Singing Convention will be April 3 and 4 at
Kirksey Church, according to John
F. Key, secretary, and W.L. Cunningham, president.
Marriages announced this week
include Robbie Crisp to Harmon

&
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at National Hotel, Murray.
Murray is to have a golf
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. ,a hash in bloom on
Ilth Street. Pear trees are in
from co:arm. "Seen &
Around Murray" by James
„ams.
• Fifty years ago
a Reservoir Clearance Divi‘f Tennessee Valley Authority
a
open a headquarters office
'.!
on April I as a base for
_aring of . the lower part of the
Kentucky Reservoir with Pat A.
`1,aer as superintendent.
The mule was honored with fes..y :ies here on fourth Monday as
:::e :argot crowd of the year. with

WALTER L APPER
.•
TED DELANEY. Co.n.,,:r1. Mir., •
MARY ANN ORR.
DAVID STOM.
N•lar,a,;er
ALICE ROI:SE.
(Y:lice Manager
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thousands of people Milling about
the square( came to town to
trade.
swap. buy or just look on at the
activities. Harmon Ellis. R.C. Tarry. Ernest Kelso. Elmus Wilson.
Orvis Cohoon. Toy- Hughes. Herman 'Robertson, George: Hart, Dr.
Will Mason, C.W. Drinkard, L.S.
Farris and Alton Paschall won,
priaes for mules and horses.
Lynn Grove High School took
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Slaughter and Flatt
are honored by MTG

MTG Real Estate/Better Homes
& Gardens recently announced that
Julia Slaughter was their Top Sales
Agent for 1990. Slaughter and Judy
Flatt tied for Top Listing Agent.
Other achievements noted during
1990 were as follows:
Judy Flatt received the GR1
Designation (Graduate, REALTOR
Institute). The GRI Designa4ta,is
awarded by the Kentucky Association of REALTORS under the
authority and guidelines of the
National Association of
REALTORS.
Members of the Kentucky Association of REALTORS may earn
the prestigious designation by succussfully completing 100, 200 and
300 series courses. Each course
provides 33 classroom hours of real
estate education credit, approved
by the Kentucky Real Estate Corn -

Wendy's has been chosen Business of the
Month for March by the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. Chamber President Sam Parker (left) congratulates Wend
y's Store Manager Oscar
NIurray III.

Wendy's is business of the month
Wendy's has hien selected Business of the Month for March by the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
Store Manager Oscar Murray III
said that he is very excited about
being chosen for the honor. He has
managed the Murray Wendy's for
the last two and a half years.
One unique quality of Wendy's
is its assembly line service. Since
each employee is performing different tasks while working together.
the food is served to the customers
quicker and more efficiently, Mur-

ray said.
He pointed out that the The Murray Stale News recently reported
that college students in Murray
rank Wendy's as No. 1 for the hest
liked hamburgers.
A native of Radcliff, Murray
moved to Murray two and a half
years ago to manage Wendy's. He
recently married the former Donna
Brown.
Murray -said Wendy's is "on an
upswing. and that 1990 was the
best year the restaurant has had
since 1986.

MOM
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111111111111a
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For exhibiting an outstanding
attitude, making the extra effort.
and having safety concerns. each
driver received a collection of clothing items. a S500 gift certificate.
and as a team they received a briefcase and a portable refrigerator.
Both drivers are now eligible for
the Driver of the Year selection.

47

r-Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., congratulates Ronnie and Racine
Chadwick, Team of the Fourth
Quarter 1990.

UPS introduces Saturday delivery
United Parcel Service (UPS) will
introduce Saturday delivery of
Next Day Air shipments on April
6. The service will strengthen its
position in the competitive air
express business, according to the
company.
-SitiffelaY—delivery will be available to more than 85 percent of the
U.S.. population, with guaranteed

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., of
Murray, is proud to announce Craig
Robertson as the Driver of the
Month for January 1991.
Craig, a resident of Cadiz, has
been a PTL driver since November
1986. Craig was recently presented
a two-year safe driving award.
which represents two consecutive
years without a preventable
accident.
As a PTL Driver of the Month.
Craig received a portable coolor for
his truck, a selection of special Codling items, and a $500 gift certificate. Craig is now eligible for the
1991 Driver of the Year selection.
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., is
proud • of the company's safety
record and would especially like to
congratulate Craig on this
achievement.

financial planning

Mrs. Della Taylor, mother Of Dwain Tayl
or and longtime friend of
Preston Barrett, is shown presenting the Sales
to Barrett. The award is worded "376 units Record Breaker Award
sold with top level of customer satisfaction in 1990". Barrett, his
wife Marilyn and children
Eric and Valerie reside on Rt. 8, Murray.
He is employed at Dwain
Taylor, Chevrolet-GEO-Inc. Also pictured
is Dwain Taylor.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY, Inc.
Serving the Murray Area
with Experienced Staff
Jackie Weatherford
Manager

96n kilcilyne, ooner of Uni‘ersity Barber Shop. 105 N. 16th
Street, is pleased to announce the
addition of a new stylist, Linda
Boyd. She specializes in cuts and
styles for both men and women.
She invites eseryone to stop by
during her business hours:
Tuesday -Friday 8 a.m.-5 .p.m.
and Saturday 8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Walk-ins art welcome.

Two
Locations:

ROBERT
BILLINGTON,

JR

Bank of Murray
Congratulations

Our Medicare
Supplement Insurance
is among the best...
good co%erage,
good price
and good neighbor
claim service

Julia Slaughter
Judy Flatt
Bank of Murray
employees
Racine & Ronnie Chadwick
Craig Robertson
Preston Barrett
Linda Boyd
Terry Knott
UPS

• HOME - AUTO
• BUSINESS

Donald E. Henry
302 Main Street
Office: 753.9935
Home: 753-1540

DAN
SHIPLEY

iikc

.1 good neighbor, Suit F.irin is there

BONDS
• RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

41.16161%\ •
MVO

am.

753-4751
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

247-8747
101 South 7th Si
Mayfield

We at the

Ask About licalth Insurance
Thu Statc Farm Way

BOB
BILLINGTON CPCU

753-4646
502 Maple Si.
Murray

offer our

SINCE 1944

strte Farm

•••It• ..! LW",a

,4 IttA 1'41 %kJ,
•1•1411.1.••a h•

•

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public
Accountant
753-8918

Wendy's

h. IA. I •

1.p.Kr.m I 411 1.4
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Employee Or
Independent Contractor?
Why is the distinction
important?
Do you have anyone 's•
for your business from whom
withhold no payroll taxes? Porna:"s
this person works only occasionally doing odd jobs around y or
business. EXERCISE CAUTiON'
The IRS can deem someone yo,.
call an independent contractor an
employee if your worIing rela
tionship doesn't pass certiain IC•
What does this mean to v, cti‘." 1'
the IRS -reclassifies as w aLcamounts you paid as con::...
bor, you will he subject to paj.roi
taxes and interest and penalties on
those taxes. This can add up ,o
considerable amount: it may even
be enough to threaten the existence
of your business.
The tax courts look:to your right
to control the worker to deterri".•
if an employee relationship exists.
Do you set the worker's hours?
the worker's pay based on time
spent rather than on the total jot''
Do you furnish tools and CGLITmut to the worker? Have yo
trained the worker? Does
worker make his services avai,ab:e
to the general public? Do you pa.,
the worker's travel and bus,nes:
expenses?
If you answered yes to any of
these questions. it could ver) wed
be that your worker is an ornooj'u
subject to employment taxes on his
or her earnings.
As a/general rule. if you oriy
have the right to control or direct
the result of the work and not the
means and methods of accomplishing the result. the individual
may qualify as an independent
contractor. You do not have to
withhold or pay' payroll taxes on
payments made to independent
contractors.
If you have any questions about
how a certain worker should be
treated in your business, contact
our office for assistance.
910329

•• ,
•

Mutual
Automobile Insurance compar”
Fiona: unite Bloomington Illinois
“Ilifit It

•••••7".

ii
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

work day. Sondra Barnet:.
111illington. Carolyn Byars.
Fain and Dave Hornback
rewards for four years
adendance. and Charles S.
Patsy Neale. Gail Parker and Car,
Sims achievc.0 three years perf.e.
attendance. i wo year honor: w
to Sue Allison, Wt117,L1
Judy Paschall. Jerry Do:: S
Dortha Stubblefield.
Joe Dick, president of the
bank, said. "We are se
officers and employees, th.... ty and dedication. We "37;2
committed to s-ervtog the ftr-ar.77--needs Of this commum "

by
Michael H.Keller ('P.s

••••••••• *KO".
40.4r &qv,

Terry Knott, manager of Derby Bearing & Supp
ly Company of Mur-t
ray, announced that his company is merging with
Chickasaw Bearing
& Supply Company and is relocating to
Paris, Tenn. Knott will
become president of the newly combined operations
which is owned
by J131, Inc., a holding company headquartered
in Jackson, Tenn. The
new company will he named Chickasaw/Derby
Bearing & Supply
Company and will continue to serve the surr
ounding area from its
new facilities at 700 Tyson Menue in Paris
. Chickasaw.Derby will
distribute a 'variety of industrial and agric
ultural bearings, power
transmission products and mill supplies.

Twenty-seven employees of the
Bank of Murray were recently recognized and rewarded at a staff
meeting for perfect attendance during 1990.
In addition, Pat Latimer was recognized for six years of continuous
employment without missing a

New stylist

delivery by either noon or 1:30
p.m., depenfling on destination ZIP
code. Cost for the service is an
additional SIO over the normal rate
of a Next Day Air Letter, Pak
or
package.
"Saturday delivery is a key place
in the compatitive puzzle: said...
Dick Greene, vice presidnet of
markqting.

.0.
1=1:AMIMONOCC
.
S113

Perfect attendance recognized

Robertson named
driver of the month
at PTL in January

Supply company relocates

•*.`

Recognized at the Bank of Murray for perfe
ct
from left, Rose Anderson, Joe Dick, Sond attendance were, from
ra Barnett and Jeanettc
Fain. Second row: Sue Allison, Frances Thom
Chuck Foster. Third row: Nita White, Pat pson, June Gingles anu
Lati
Sheri Hill and Wilma Billington. Fourth row: mer, Wanda Cohoon
Beane, Patsy Neale, June Young and Wand Carolyn Byars. Zandra
a Barrett. Back row: Ga;i
Parker, Jerry Don Smith, Jess Weatherford,
Stubblefield, Frances Wilkerson, Carol Sims Debbie Lassiter. Dorth:
, Judy Paschall and [)as,
Hornback.

Sales Record Breaker Award

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., congratulates Craig Robertson,
Drier of the Month for January
1991.

Driving team earns recognition
Racine and Ronnie Chadwick of
Erin. Tenn., have been named
Team of the Fourth Quarter at Pas-chall Truck Lines, Inc., of Murray.
Ronnie has been a PTL driver
since September 1986 and has run
both single and team. He is a previous Driver of the Month — January
1987 — and has been a professional truck driver for over 25 years.
Racine and Ronnie, a husband
and wife team, have driven as a
team for PTL since May 1990
when Racine joined the company
after graduating from the Tennessee Vocational Technical School at
Crump, Tenn.
Racine and Ronnie live in Erin.
Tenn., and have four children:
Rhonda, Rickey, Christopher and
Timothy. They also have one
grandson, Timmy.

IOW

mission for credit toward the broker's license, or as prelicensing credit for the sales license.
The courses include instruction
in Sales and Marketing in the 90's,
Residential Construction and
Appraisal, Financing the Residential Purchase, Contracts and Closings, The Professional Edge, Rental
Property Investment and Mangage-,
ment, Creative Financing, Surviving Risk in the 90's, and Money,
Taxes and the Real Estate Agent.
The GR1 program provides a solid grasp of real estate fundamen
tals, techniques and tools needed to
succeed in today's marketplace.
Better Homes and Gardens Real
Estate Service, headquartered in
Des Moines, Iowa, awarded Judy.
Flatt the "Home Marketing Pro'.
lapel pin. This gift represents a
"thank you" to those sales associates who have consistently marketed themselves by using the
"Home Front" newsletter for at
least one year.
David Tynes, Julia Slaughter.
Liz Riley and Judy Flatt completed
the first Master Class Program toward the Marketing Master designation through Better Homes & Gardens Residential.
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Children and ducks lay

-.43.44q_s

JO'S DATEBOOK

l'•;•1

CALENDAR

sae

6.46,
_
116

k

Saturday, March 30
Mr. and Mrs. Wk. McKee1/50th
anniversary reception/7
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
No gifts please.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Viturn Services will conduct a 20-hour volunteer traini
ng
r:::::
NI..(7,* beginning April 1 and ending April 29. All sessi progons ill
7)c rieni :rom 530 to 9:30 p.m. in Faculty
Hall Room 501, Murray State
ersit‘ 1-b,: class size will be limited to 30 persons.
Those that
‘olumeer for Rape Victim Services will be given prefer are
ence.
SIO charge for materials. Volunteers provide 24-hour cri. t.
ac,:ompanirnent of ‘ictims to hospitals. police an.:
:\ ecaion progrtms: clerical help; assistance with cor:.
,;)ecral oen:s. To register call Rape Victim Set-,
;
1;i1SICT

•, (1

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

Blood River Baptist Church/Bible
Conferencer7 p.m.

Class Photographer 1 oopie Thomas Moore used
this special opportunity of photographing her grandchildren. from
left, Lori Garland,
Luke Thomas and Katie Thomas. as they were
feedi
ng the ducks at
Murray Memorial Gardens.

will meet

3' 3r- y6,,3 feature two loca. przzCor•-unity Center Mrs O;:.i
They rie.p. Each Other Sp ritur:
c.rector of National Boy Sc:
.
services in the BCy
Mrs. Lily Warns w31 be
'7.•
:
• ",•o eaucational personnel who are
e
e -vited to attend as well as mernbe•.•
-5
:•' interested citzens. said CCR- :•
e
H start at 1 p.m. for refreshments
-;
-ore information contact Ga"tt

The power
to overcome.

Orli Ft AT

e

ir".211":'

9:00

Lea;•e *lir be startng its second sof -:
a:es w ze decicted at a later date '
7 S. .S
aye's are vve,co.--e

;

-zter Egg Hunt

Career
OppartImit,te5

The Doors
3' a' 2 z
7.i- c a-9-a

Sleeping with
!he Enemy n

t:1 be closed Sunday

C•ass
Action P.

-;
•-•

•

a•• :1

- 2.6•

:•

a :- es .'7; •

-•

I.,:
Se• 3'
age E
ac- -ea `g•

Paint & Decorating Center
• arir't
I

7:10
• 915

Mitzi McCallon & Mariinn (-athe

1.30
3 30
7 10
9 15

Take advantage of our
Professional interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Rent your mmiebeat the mm lest
1008 Cheibtnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Lodge meeting
=
cr. -_,•,•

Aw

.

4

• ,

April 12
,gry
-

ges
-"ay c_-.•ate
;a. • ,:-..c.r•ac. e
7.
a•e u• -g 'Loa •e_

CHECK OUT OUR
• LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
-Prices To Fit Any

.-•

• es "ra
s

.g.•

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m. at Water
Valley Community Center,

Murray Art Guild/open 1-4 p.m.

Weight Control Group/6
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/6:30 p.m. supper, meeting/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.

Fair Queen Committees/Murray
Woman's Club/11:30 a.m./club
house.

LBL events include Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m.. Hawks and
Owls/11:30 a.m.. Attracting
Bluebirds/12:30 p.m.. Red
Wolves/1:30 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Snakes Alive/ 3
p.m., WNC; Planetarium Show/12
noon, 2 and 3 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/ 1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Desert Storm Support Group/7
p.m./Apple Tree School.
Info/753-9356,
Area Recycling Committe
e/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Info/762-2747.
LBL events/Ploughing & Field
Preparation, Iron Industry/10:30
a .m .
and
1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

41.

Ecumenical Sunrise Service/6
a.m./Kenlake Hotel Garden Room,

753-2571 or 753-4110

:es •";
c•aca•
7";, •
;a an at,:

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Murray Country Club events
include Easter Brunch/11 a.m. to I
p.m./Easter Egg following.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.

Read.
Then recycle.

West View birthday party held

COMPARE MY RATES

ge-•e, •g• •-e
gaz:eg
a•
cans to ce ..Str: as
v.
-a.'c- .-e-

Accou-ta-•
•:a.•:, ad cers.orts
r..e
Nea-s
"y
-a,
• S tar ceac -e

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Sunday, March 31
Easter Sunrise Service/6:30
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

"The Taming of the Shrew"/2
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

Budget-

.11. 'weds cans

Saints Alive/1 I a.m./First Baptist
Church,

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

1.30
3:25
7 05
3 OC

Lottie Moon Group of First Baptist Church WMS/6:40 p.m. at
church to go to home of LaRue
Mitchell,

MSU Sports events include
Women's Tennis/2 p.m.. Men's
Tennis/2:30 p.m., and Men's
Track.

National Scouting Museum/cipsed
today for Easter.

00

Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church,

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

1:30

Bargain matinees
Everyday
March 30-April 7

•

-

C
/Orr
)
\
)11 S

1:30

700
9:30

dren
9

Senior citizens' activities/I0
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

- Blue Collar Blues"/8
p.m./Johnson Theatre, FA Center,
MS U.

1:30
Teenage Mutant
3:15
Ninja Turtles II (PGi 7:00

League being .formed

.

Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./including Art and Craft Club
at 10 a.m./Weaks Center.

Dance/8 p.m.-12 midnight/Murray
Moose Lodge.

--eac-ars
Ac• '

.

Murray-Calloway Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County ,
Public Library.

"The Taming of the Shrew"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

C• will be at Keniake State Resort Park
on Sunday.
•-• s.-1, se service w be at 6 a.rr in the Garde
n Room
••e• A ce ser+.ed from 12 noon to 8 p.m with
cost beg
7. $435 for ch.ioren 10 and under An Easter Egg
Huh!
•:• ages categories 2-under. 3-5, and 6-12
Ch idren may
a: :he front ,awn of the hotel for the oroak-1 c' the
-••!e -formation call 474-2211
Tt .(iellerS

Monday, April I
Church Women United Board/10
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.

Oaks Country Club Easter Egg
Hunt/1 p.m.

Cit'bratiOT1
•

Sunday, March 31
Easter Egg Hunt/2 p.m./Murray
Moose Lodge.

t4ik
Dan
McNutt. AAI
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Presbyterian event Sunday
First Presbyterian Cnurch will have a L.,ving
Cross in the sanctuary for
Easter Sunday, March 31. The cross
ro be decorated with live flowers at
915 a m Special music during the 10 45
am worship will be provided by
Gretta Shepard, who plays piccolo and
flute

PARK
Sunrise .S.ervice
Breakfast Buffet

•

• '

Esther Sunday School Class of Memoral
Baptist Church will have a c'ass
meeting on Monday, April 1, at 7 pm
Each one is asked to bring paper
goods (towels, napkins, plates, cups) for
Mid-Continent Bible College at
Mayfield.

là

kl:StUdf(1"

6 a.m.
7 a.m.-/O:30 a.m.

Lunch Buffet
Noon - 8 p.m.::
Adults s9`" Children '49c

Esther Class meeting Monday

The monthly birthday party for residents
Nursing Home was recently held. Enter and patients at West View
tainers included Debra Galloway, piano, Tom Crowell and Patsy
Hutcherson kading the singing,
Helen Steffen, violin (playing in name of
Alpha Mu #4760 ESA International), and Carol York who announced birth
dates, led the "Happy
Birthday" song, and recognized the follo
wing February birthday
patients: Ella McGee, Myrtle Hopkins, Earl
Lee, Lillie Moody, Winnie O'Leary, Mary 0. Taylor, Willie M.
Wynns, Gladys Wyatt, Rubye
Wilson, Willa Lofton, Iva Brandon and
Homer L. Fairris. Pictured, in
front, Clara Collins and Myrtle Devine,
patients, back, Galloway,
Steffen and Crowell.

(Cont'd on page- 7)

Sale
40%-75% OFF All Easter Items
Selected Items... 1/2 Price

109 S. 4th St. CARDS & GIFTS
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New Merchandise Arriving

HOLLAND DRUGS

474-2211
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Art Guild open Sunday
Prizes were awarded in Murray'
Art Guild's second annual competition, "Regional Images," on Sunday, March 24, at a reception at the
Guild.
From a total of 62 pieces
entered, the judge, Roy Davis,
chose 36 to be in the show. Of
those chosen for the show, 13
received prizes totaling S935.
The first prize of $300 went to
Joy Thomas for her pastel, "Burning Bush."
Second prize of S200 was won
by Carolyn Daniels of Benton for
her "Deep Purple" mixed media.
L.A. Jones of Paducah won third
prize, the Larrie Clark Award, for
his photo "Cognitive Dissonance
II."
Five awards were given by area
businesses as follows:
Bank of -Murray Award to Karen
Fess of Mayfield for her watercolor, "The Homeplace."
Peoples Bank Award to Nicky
Porter of Fredonia for his oil of
Fohs Hall in Marion.

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.

Robert Crice of Paducah won
Kopperud Realty Award for his
photo, "Barn Reflections."
Heather Lo Piccolo won Jane
Rogers Insurance Agency Award
for her pastel, "The Way it was
Before Man Made Structure
Came."
John Goodell received the Wallis
Dreugs Award for his watercolor,
"Wars, Heroes and Hope on an
Autumn Morn."
Five gift certificates were given
by framing and art supply businesses as follows:
Barbara Gardner, Heart and Tole
Award, for watercolor, "Good Old
Days Hico, Ky."; Connie Attebury,
Artlines Award, for etching, "The
Earthquake That Never Was";
Trudy Baker, the Gallery Award,
for watercolor, "Brubakers"; Emily
Wolfson, Suzannes Award, for
watercolor, "The House Next
Door"; and Barbara Kilby, Frame
Village Award, for watercolor,
"Rain Again I'm Gone."
Many local buildings provide
subject matter for the paintings and
photographs.
For those who have not yet seen
the show, the Guild will be open
Sunday, March 31, from 1 to 4
p.m. It is located at 103 North
Sixth St., Murray.
Officers of the Murray Art Guild
expressed appreciation for the
financial assistance of the Business
Council for the Arts of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, to the businesses who
contributed prizes to make it a bigger and better competition, and to
all those artists who entered the
compeition, without whom the
show could not have been such a
suCcess.

Murray Woman's Club
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Murray Woman's Club elected new officers for
1991-92 club year at
general meeting on Monday. They are Gerry
Reed, president, Eva
Morris, first vice, Vanda 'Gibson, second %ice,
recording secretary, Sandra Duncan-Thurman, Lou Ann Philpot,
corresponding secretary, and Naomi Rogers, treasurer. In top pictur
e, Mrs. Reed, right,
talks with Mary Hopson, left, and Mary Rolle
y about the points
brought out by Dr. Ruth Jacquot in her talk
and demonstation on
"Recycling." Barbara Brandon, president, presi
ded. Cecilia Brock led
the pledge to the flag and Lula Bingham gave
the devotion on "Holy
Week." Short reports were given from each of the
10 departments. A
social hour was held with refreshments being
served by members of
Alpha and Sigma Departments. Pictured in botto
m photo are, from
left, Jeannetta Williams and Judy Taylor-Clark,
at the refreshment
table and in background, Evelyn Wallis and Irma
La Follette.

The Bookmobile of Callow
County Public Library' has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesdo
and Thursday, April 2, 3 and 4
Carolyn Adams. bookrn4Thi!e
librarian, released her SChelijii2
follows:

..

riot,' e-•
,.„ e'r- i-.

..

Wednesday
'Dpal Waldrop - 10 30 to 11 a m
The,rra Brown - 11 a m to 12 noon
Deehies - 12 noon to 12 30 pm
Madrey
1 to 2 pm
Crouse

2 to 3 p m

Thursday
..iudy Black - 10 to 11 am
Carlene Lamb - 11 to 11 30 am
H Darnell - 11 30 a m to 12 noon
Sue Bazzell - 12 noon to 1 p r11
Howard Bazzell - 1 to 1 30 p m
G(bsons - 2 to 3 p m

Tuesday
Sunshine Center - 10 30 to 7 7 a Alford - 11 .30 a m to 12 noon
Amy Carraway - 1 to 2 p m
Mrs Patton -210230 pm
Kay Ray - 3 to 3 30 p m

Datebook...
,Lont'd from page 6i
Sara Machelle Bailey born
Mr. and Mrs. James Reed Bailey of Rt. 1, BOx 87, Murra
y, are the parents
of a daughter, Sara Machette, weighing eight pounds-bne ounce measu
,
ring
201 /2 inches, born on Friday, March 22, at 7:29 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother isine former Mahotah
Lee. Grandparents are
Harold and Clara Creason of Bentonmend Pauline Bailey
of Stella Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. G •'ard L. Crason
of Symsonia,

Ask About
TAX SHELTERS
l'a)ing 7f7c up to $5,000
Paying 71/2% on
anything, mer S.5.900
Ms°, Monthly Interest
Check If Needed
Faye Childress
753-5234

a
Fred Stalls
759-1909

Anniversary Special!

I
•

complete pair
$25 OFF ofAnypresc
ription eyegla,sc
See the difference Horne/my/xi ,Quality makes Compare ,
prices '& SAVE.

Summers faiitical
Ofyilipie Pia= •frefurray
Jeff Summers, Liscensed

753-7063
'Offer 'good thru April 30, 1991

EASTER
SUPER SPECIALS

•

3.

5
2 seafood $1In24
v
2Prime Rib
2tic:$1195 2Hope lo 02.Sin95

5•FAI•1•.Ff F.NTS.FIPICISE ASSTi

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING

Buffets

lam Ribeyes

Offered by
•••
•

Ild.

Our Traditional
Saturday Morning
Brunch Buffet
A Very Special
Easter Noon
Buffet

IMP
romp

Sheila Cohoon lc Ann Williams
Experienced hi Helping You Choose.
•Wallcovenng one room or all rooms)
•Paint
•Window Treatments
•Accessones (selecting and •rtangement)
•Furtuture (selecting new or rearranging

$395

Fsalarlao: Curved least let
itoksy sod Orssolos, Baked Maw
Assartod Verstablok llonsussas
Bread,
Warless MMus sod Cakes
sod mock much asrs.

The Bible is the inspired Aord f if God from
cover to cmer \‘c bast' nor teaching
our
preaching and I lor ‘kittles (ill it 11e believe the Bible
should be the first cunsideratkin and the last word
when seeking God • will tor \“ur Ide If ‘ou don t
haw one -- get (Mt' If A.1 have one --- read a
The Bible is FIRST AND FOREMOST at First

Sea

Frau Salad liar With
All Spacial. Only At

s-nV,

Join us for worship on
Easter Sunday morning at 10:45.

DnA:

Ms Accept Ileesnmeauts Per
Small sr Lams Parties,
IlecliPtimn. Snoop alestimils•
541 5., Murray, Ky. • 7134565

WA:A'

First Baptist Church
203 S. 4th St.
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Bookmobile stops listed

Hospital menus released

•Floorcovering
•Bed Dressings
•Landscaping (one area or complete yard)
•Help You Prepare Your House To Sell
For Appointment
MOM 7118-70117 for 7$3-0008 ARPS p.m.

°A.7:14
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Gene Cook, son of Dr. and Mrs. the guests heard an
address by
Gene Cook, Hazel Highway, MurHans A. Schmitt, professor of hisray, has received three honors at
tory at the University of Virginia,
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, on the subjec
t, "1992: Will the
Tenn., where he is a freshman.
European Community Bring Peace
Cook's composition,
to a Divided Continent?"
"Sleepwalking/Sleepwaking" was
Cook was presid
selected the "Best paper written in from seventh Orougent of his class
h senior year at
a freshman seminar." This honor
Murray Middle and High Schools.
was announced by Phi Beta Kappa His parents
and sister, Lori.
during Parents' Weekend and car- attended the
weekend events in
ried a $100 award, also.
Nashville.
A 1990 graduate of Murray High
Dr. Paul H. Jones, superintenSchool, Cook was also selected to dent of Murra
y City Schools,
membership in two academic hon- expressed his
pride in Cook's hon
oraries, Alpha Lambda Delta and ors,"We are
extremely proud of all
Phi Eta Sigma. These honoraries our graduates
in their university
recognize outstanding scholastic achievemen
ts and Gene's have
achievement in the first semester of been outsta
nding at Vanderbilt. He
freshman study.
was named the outstanding student
Following a dinner on Mr'
in the senior class last year."

Nutrition
menus listed
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DEAR DR (OTT Please explain
lumbar canal stenosis I've had severe
leg pain for over a year and was diagnosed with osteoporosis and sciatica
with no treatment except pain medication Now after CT scanning. they
mention stenos's.
DEAR READER Low back pain
due to pressure on spinal nerves can
result from a ruptured disc (which
squeezes out of position between the
vertebral bones and pinches the
nerves), a fracture of one of the spinal
bones(as occurs in osteoporosis. when
one or more vertebrae collapse).
spondylolisthes's loverriding of one
vertebra or another)and spinal stenosis inarrowing of the spinal canal).
In this last affliction, the narrowing
may be congenital (present since
birth) or it may develop slowly as a
consequence of calcium deposits
around the vertebral bones. The end
result is the same. As the encroaching
bone and calcium) pushes against the
soft, sensitive nerves that exit from
the spine, sciatica appears. The condition usually worsens with age and can
Menus for the Nutrition Program
lead to constant excruciating pain.
numbness in the legs and weakness of for the Elderly and Meals on
the feet
Wheels for the week of April 1 to 5
Although many patients can tempo- have been releas
ed through the
rarily be helped by rest, analgesics office of Murray-Calloway County
Murray-Calloway County Hospiand physical therapy. in my experi- Senior Citizens Progr
Wednesday
am, Inc..
ence surgery is frequently necessary
tal has a program called "Heart'Lemon pepper chicken, strombolt
Meals
are
serve
d
at
12 noon,
to remove part of the bone and desandwich, ham and macaroni casserSmart" for its menus in the
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
compress the nerves
ole, crispy coated fries, 'rice pilaf,
•
cafete
ria. The program is designed
'seasoned green beans, 'whole baby
Your case appears to be complicat- and Weaks Centers. Meals will be
follo
wing
the
guidel
ines of Americarrots, Idaho potato soup
ed by osteoporosis. as I mentioned. sent to private homes each week
can Heart Association and Amerithis can alter bone structure, which day.
Thursday
can Dietetic' Association.
Spinach cheese quiche, 'barbecue
will produce (or aggravate) • spinal
Menus are as follows:
chicken, country style steak, 'broccoli
stenos's.
For more information about the
Monday
spears, baked beans, 'whipped potaI believe you should be under the
menus and a special senior citizen
Roast beef, green peas in cheese
toes, onion rings, 'Lumberjack vegetcare of a neurosurgeon. who will ad- sauce, mashe
diner card, call Anne Newberry. able
d potatoes,
soup.
vise you whether surgery is indicated. garine, tropical fruit salad,hot roll, marRD., food service director at the
milk, coffee
%Certainly if you are experiencing un- or tea
Friday
hospital.
'Build Your Own Deli Sandwich* controllable pain or weakness, you
Tuesday
pot roast of beef, 'broiled fish filet,
Foods marked with an * are
need an operation However, if your
Sloppy Joes, baked potato, green
heart-smart selections. Menus for crispy coated fries, 'steamed yellow
pain can be controlled by rest and
beans, hot roll, margarine, orange,
physical therapy, the surgery can be milk, coffee or tea
Monday, April 1, through Sunday. squash, fried okra, 'escalloped tomatoes, Wisconsin cheese soup.
postponed The neurosurgeon can adWednesday
April 7, are as follows:
Saturday
vise you.
Sausage casserole, scalloped potaBeef tips in sauce, 'deli turkey and
To give you additional information. toes, broccoli cuts in cheese sauce,
Monday
swiss cheese sandwich, franks n
biscuit, margarine, applesauce wi
I am sending you a free copy of my
Oven baked pork chop, chicken
beans, 'fluffy rice, 'mixed vegetables,
sugar
cookie
milk
s,
coffee or tea
Health Report -An Informed Apsalad croissant, 'baked fish almon'green beans. 'carrot coins, soup of
Thursday
proach To Surgery Other readers
dine 'glazed carrots, 'baked potato,
the day
Turkey and dressing, sweet potato
who would like a copy should send
'turnip greens, breaded cauliflower,
Sunday
patties, cauliflower wrwhite sauce
$1 25 with their names and addresses
cream of broccoli soup
Baked ham, 'chicken pan pie, meatcranberry sauce, hot roll, margarine
to PO Box 91369. Cleveland. OH
Tuesd
ay
loaf. scalloped potatoes, asparagus
cherry cobbler, milk, coffee or tea
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
'Mexican Fiesta' - taco in a basket.
pea casserole. 'baked apples,
Friday
title.
'saucy mushroom chicken, prime sea
'steamed zucchini squash, soup of the
Seafo
platter
od
,
breade
steak
d
fries.
DEAR DR. GOTT I have food -restrips, nachos wicheese sauce, refried
day
cole slaw hush puppies. margarine,
lated migraml headaches They are
beans 'mexicali corn. 'seasoned spiThe menus are subject to change
chocolate pudding, milk, coffee or tea.
triggered by the flavor enhancer
nach, seafood gumbo
without notice. Newberry added
monosodium glutamate. chocolate or
salt. Is there something better than
Cafergot suppositories or injections
at my local hospital for control'
DEAR READER
Food -related
headaches are best treated by avoidance of the offending food. You must
make every effort to keep clear of
MSG. chocolate and excess salt
Nonetheless, you may still suffer an
occasional migraine. This can usually
be treated with rest and analgesic
drugs. such as ibuprofen or codeine
Cafergot -- which contains ergot.
an antidote for migraine - is often
useful (as are ergot injections) for relieving symptoms. Should your headaches continue despite dietary restrictions, you might be helped by
taking the prescription medicine Inderal. a beta-blocker that prevents
migraine Ask your doctor about this.
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Cook receives honors

Our Famous
Seafood Buffet
Prime Bib Every
Friday I Saturday
at 4 p.m.
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Duke a year older, wiser

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Pity Mike Krzyzewski's probl
em.
His Duke Learn could be 30 points better than last year and
still not be improved enough to beat UNLV.
Consider it this way: 30 points is more than a third better
.
That's a third better than not just any team, but last
year's
national runnerup. And that's a third better against not
just
any team, but the top-ranked and undefeated defending
national champion, the same team that beat Duke last seaso
n
in the most lopsided championship game ever.
The numbers, in other words, are all on the side of Las
Vegas in the second game of Saturday's semifinal
doubleheader.
Poor Coach K? Not to hear him tell IL
"I believe we're better than last year." Krzyzewski
said
.Friday. "I hope we'-re closer than 30 points. We
even
improved this week. I like thisteam a lot. We'll fight
hard
and play together."
Kriyzewski is not only upbeat hut correct in sayin
g this
- 7 Duke team is better than the 29-9 team which lost
lo3-73 last Apr:: in Denver.
However. the Runnin' Rebels (34-0).
who are on a 45-game
7=g streak. hase done some impro
ving themselves along
1h:wa
to their shot at college basketball immortality
Tee
to win consecutive titles was UCLA in

A

GOLI

but so is UNLV

Sports Writer

and the last team to go undefeated was Indiana in 1976.
people forget about that. They
UNLV's numbers might boggle NASA. not to menti
look at the 30-point victo
on the say Duke was outcl
assed, but that's not true at all. If ry and
NCAA:
we played them 24 hours later, it would
.
- Thehlunnin' Rebels have led by at least. 15
have
been
points in
compe
titiv
e."
How about 52 weeks later?
every game this season.
'losi
ng by 30 points is only an edge
- They have trailed at halftime only once and
if you think of it that
they started way.'_' Duke center
that second half against Arkansas with a devastatin
g run, one this team look backChristian Laettner said. "If the players on
of the 54 they: have this season of 9-() or better
at last year's game and get
.
mad and get
upset that we got killed by' 30
- Their average victory margin was 27.6, 2.7
points and use it as a motivashy of tion, then it might
be an advan
UCLA's record in 1972-73.
for them to say we killed themtage. It could be an advantage
- They have trailed by 10 points once this season (16-6
by 30 last time. There really
to are no advantages off
Fresno State in the Big West championship game
the court."
) and that
UNLV's biggest on -court advan
lasted for 10 seconds.
tage is the matchup problems it presents for Duke.
- They have trailed in the second half this seaso
n for a
All-American forwards Larry
total of i minute, 21 seconds.
are both quick, physical playe Johnson and Stacey Augmon
"As a coach it's nice to have 15-. 20-point leads in the
rs who can play inside
:ast Center George Ackles
two minutes." Jerry Tarkanian said.
has added a short jumper to and out.
"I haven't had to bite on inside
his strong
play, and guard
my towel as much, and that's because this is a
special team. 3-point specialist, s Greg Anthony and Anderson Hunt. the
force the action with defen
We haven't had a bad game, maybe a couple of had
sive pressure.
halves.
"We've seen a lot of double
Heck, we've had only' one or two had practices all
-teaming on Larry all season."
season." Tarkanian said of
Johnson, who leads the Rebels at
Tarkanian doesn't believe that was the real Duke wtoeh
23
his per game. "We don't
team . handled with ease 12 months ago.
have a real weakness and that points
makes it
hard
to
throw
'
a
gimmick defense at us, and none
"Duke's a great - basketball team and I thought
has worked
that
year." he said. "That team heat Arkansas quite handi last against us to this point."
ly ate::

R.B. FALLSTROM
Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)
- Ozzie Smith and Pedro
Guerrero can't help but wonder
if they'll be the next veterans
to leave the St. Louis Cardinals.
Manager Joe Torre tried to
turn Smith, 36, and Guerrero,
34, into leaders this spring,
placing them in charge of teams
for early intersquad games. It
didn't work.
"Leader of what?" Smith
said. "I don't want any added
responsibilities."
"What he says goes for me,
too," Guerrero said.
Not when they're feeling like
under-appreciated short-timers
about to join the exodus that
started, last year when Vince
Coleman, Terry' Pendleton and
Ken Dayley left as free agents
and Willie McGee was traded.
Soon after he arrived in
By JIM LITKE
camp. Guerrero began squawking
AP Sports Wrder
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Rick
about getting a contract extenFox was an all-star who never
VERO BEACH. Fla. -- He sometimes talks about
sion
in the S3 million range.
the limb as though it
played a game his final year in
belongs to somebody else. As though the right arm
He's in the final year of a
that propelled him
high school. thanks to an unfriendthrough that magnificent string of 59 scoreless innin
three-year deal worth about S2
gs, two complete:y Indiana court.
game World Series wins and led the National Leagu
million a year, an amount that
e in innings pitched
three years running is no longer his to control.
Four years later, he's back in his
doesn't look so attractive to
adopted state seeking college
"It seemed to be steadily climbing the peak,"
him anymore. But thus far there
Orel Hershiser said,
basketball's ultimate prize. an
"and all of a sudden, along came this valley. I suppose
have
been no negotiations.
it
NCAA championship.
me know that at this stage. it's good for three innin was trying to let
Smith's in the same boat,
.
gs, but not five."
It's somehow fitting that this is
As he talks, the midday sun burns high over Dodge
entering the final year of a
rtown and catchers'
where !".s college career will
mitts
on faraway diamonds register the pop! of young
two-y
ear contract worth about
end.
arms
testing the
either 1n today's semifinals against
upper register of their fastballs. Hershisers spirit aches
S2 million a year. He's got an
at
the
sound
.
but
Kansas or on Monday night in the
the pain in his shoulder counsels patience.
option for a third season, but
tole game against Duke or UNLV.
There is too much at stake right here and right now
there'
s no interest on the part
a
seaso
n for
certain, a career perhaps - to listen to his
:s where It all started for
of the Cardinals to exercise it.
heart instead of his head.
"I went into the surgery feeling whole and came
:7.t: h-foot-7 Fox. North Car"Nothing's happening, no
out with the armethat
had been earning my living hanging over my
scorer it 17 points a
sir," Cardinals general manager
head in a brace. When I
cam't to, the first thing I did was cry." he said.
after Friday's' final
-Darlviaxvill Said. -In our situa"The next thing was to
7reetice a: :he Hoosier Dome.
tell myself. 'It's a long way from being able
tion with the transition to younto igo 90 mph.'
. "But to be honest. I had very' few days where
c great people here.
ger players we don't know what
I doubted the sergery
and when I went back to work here, the ability
eon me great support."
kind of club we have, where
resur
Throwing on the side. I found I could spot the sinke faced aufel:v fast..
7. Canada and living
it's
going to go. or what will
r
on
the
outsi
de corner, throw the curve low and away, the fastba
..me to Indiana as
happen between now and the
ll tight. and all with good
velocity.
sleeco: in I9g4. He
middle of the season. So we
"What I'm waiting on now . what V• deter-.
te Warsaw High
can't
.
commit to long-term conhether
-,•:5
a -suco
cess or a failure." Hershiser said. "is the
eeelared ineligible
tract extensions."
'
Last April 25, in the Sixth
--iana High School
These are words that sting.
s eighth major
leagee season, the workhorse load e7
.n. which ruled
Guerr
ero. after all. is the Car..'d
cateeh
t
up
with bi7ei and Hershiser s power:..:
four years of
dinals' only proven RBI man.
Din
g
a
34 -hour Operation a few 7a.o.
because of his
As for Smith, what about his
le07. Dr. Fronk Jobe
reconstructed the anterior eeeee.re
7 e7 school in the
..eeteeee
clean sweep of Gold Gloves for
s•,
the
shoulder would not slip out or Joi7.
fielding in the 1980s, his string
poen Reeert
advances in sports medicine made it hi
.ose
in a bid to.
to perform the surgery a •
of eight straight All-Star starts,
-eigeet e.,:en..ity. He practieed with
out cutting through the muscles that
.; the shoulder, That oh: oie
his crowd-pleasing backflips and
Orel licrshiser ponders his future as he tries
iee Warsew :earn but never playe
to recover from shoulder
muscle memory and strength largely
d
and resulted in a prognosis so surgery.
his status as the team's unoffifavorable that both doctor and. pat.a7... snare
Stee ehe was so highly
cial ambassador?
an othim:istn :net ;es: a r,-_-•;•
years ago woeld have been coro
7. :he state that he was
"I've given, I've given a
•
eeeee
se
he
wasn'
t as strong after about 40 pitches as he thought he'd
No pitcher 1-kis ever recovered :7,'7, Ir-,e
:he annual Indiana all.
lot," Smith said. "I can't give
kind of injury Hershisers bc.- he ;1L'.ed. "But we had
to
get a true reading of where he was, to see
shoulder seffered. hat then none has been
was recreited by
any more. It would be the
provi
that Jobe was able to givef him. Esen sp. only ded with tine adsanteee ahat it was like with the competitive juices and the adrenalin flowing."'
7a. the college he had
greate
st thing in the world for
time will tell vslte:hcr ee
After
the
tende
rness that afternoon. Hershiser did not so much as pick
winds up at the top of a very short lisol or at
7. a,. along.
me to finish my' career here,
:he bottom of a very
up
a
nall
for
nearl
week.
a
y
Now,
one.
he
is back to playing catch on
ihaeed 4 points as a :hi:shbut maybe it ain't in the
scarneg the calender and targeting the day he will be back on the side,
On March 15. after throwing in simulated
e-tee:roved each year to
the mound.
cards."
games, fiershiser threw 52 Wildly ophthistie. he once hoped
pitches in five innings against a squad made up
aloud it would be April 5, opening day
a7d :7.0 He was named
To make matters worse, he
of the Dodgers' Triple -A in Los Areeeies: somewhat
chastened. he is now talking about the end of
prospects. Half of them were fastbalts, hat
.a:eahre payer in the
hasn't gotten over being blamed
the team purpo.sely :eft the one t.
.
radar gun behind the plate turned off.
ae. Conference tournafor the team's myriad problems
The infiretely more patient Jobe, who has successfully returned quarter'The last thing he needs :o do is worry .abou
• ;,
end vs as an, ai - ACC
last
season, either. In some cirt nurrihers.7.sad
.oackiirn. McMahon and golfer Jerry Pate to action after the same surgery,
secetion.
oneeof the organlrafion'S pitching coaches. "He
cles
he was viewed as an
throw
rregri
t
is ese.ee te.y.
one (fastball) at 88 mph.O-17. 'her at 84 and we
ne exoects n., high
insidious clubhouse presence
already know the leo, triete;--'If :he e
to come back is going. ei -e
ee.e. Al .Rhodes. to be II
is to return whoever we operate on to the level of activity'
whose dealings and doubleLee H. er Dome today.
they. eniosed before. throwing a football or swinging a club is one thing
"I could see he was
dealings poisoned the minds of
,"
'and fifth innines
(Cont'd on page 9)
don t know now many Warimpressionable young players
s, eeoe.e ill be here." Fox said.
and helped convince manager
"Les a tough ticket to get. Bdt I
Whitey Herzog to resign.
know they'll be watching."
"It would probably' be best if
North Carolina (29-5) is in ota
they
traded me," said Smith,
By The Associated Press
•••
Final Four for the first time since
can catch at the team.
who has been the starting
1982. the year the Tar Heels ssorf
Lire' 'so oee was willing to
shortstop for the National
"The club's position is that it is
,.
more
are ur:
their second NCAA crown and
e trate
League eight of his nine
a
baseb
all
decis
ion,"
marke
Attan
t. aro: they're both
asio
'
Dean Smith•s first.
)lly
seaso
it.
ns in SL Louis. "I just
said.
"My opinion is that it's not
oiony. Pete Incas:al:la - can be
pas: and we would
'The theinistry is here, first of
17.ink they really wanted to true, that
don't
feel there's any interest
it's
an
economic decision.
...med. for .S1 but Bobby Bonela
mc 17,CM 17 toe fetare."
ail.- Fox said. "At the beginning
to:de 7:-.e. tocycoald have traded
beyon
d
this year and if someHe
drive
s
in
344
runs
cost
in
five
a
26.
years
lot more
has hit al ;east 20
of the sear. Coach Smith was critire„e - le.caviee said "I just think
thing's going to happen, I want
and
they
say
he
,The
can't
play'
Texas
•o
on
Range
each
our
rs
of
put
Incav
his
five sea- teo au* tra., eacst way out.
.e
cized for making a lot of Substituit to happen as soon as possible
team but for the fact that he's maka or: waivers Friday. :he resell o:
-eoedwith 24 nometions. But its something we see
was Bobby Valenso I can get on with my life."
ing
too
much
mone
dispe
y.
That'
te
et
he's
e
s
.5
what
had
I
RBIs
with ma7.,:e.,lest season.
has paid off.. The seniors have been
tine s way h: getting in his last think precip
Smith has been the subject of
itated the move by the
Bobby Valentine. Incaviglia
roe said
Rangers tried
through some bad times, but we've
re with me. it saying. 'Gotcha.' club."
sever
al trade rumors this spring
hIS'
agent
. however claim the k
17e.r st- ':-prone outbeen able to put everything
Wei:. Bobby. I - m only 27 and I'll
and Guerrero, a first baseman
Bonil
la
turne
down
d
gets
the
relea
team'
sed/
him
s
because
se-tos
7, •
together give us our best chance.
he coming back into Arlington Sta- S4-million -a-ye
with limited fielding range who
S1.675.000 salary.
ar offer on Tuesday'
•-• .0..se go. s etteotang for tham.
hae
and
we'll sec who got who,
would
make an ideal designated
and
made
count
a
erpro
"
The Pittsburgh Pirates.
posal
t
of $20
tried. reteeatedly..day
he said.
hitter in the American League,
million over five years - a deal
Kansas is coached by Roy WOwhile. said they will consider holetee eh.out for roe last for
Inuavigha's agent. Tony Attanasaid he heard rumblings all
nearly identical to Darryl Strawber' liams. a former North Carolina
1ng Bornlia. The Pirates said leey
re King v....-. 25 (etc eo. said
the
winter at his home in the DomRange
rs
assistant who took Smith's offenry's
relea
S20.2
sed
5
milli
will not increase the
him
on
contr
act
with
We teed, to ect anythize. ':it:La
.
l
uSt: of his salary. Texas is
inica
n Republic..
the
sive and defensive style with him. contract offer that Boniea
Los
Angeles Dodgers.
obliget. yoe know Bonny
ru'e'.:
geted to pay . Incaviglia $414,000,
If
it's going to happen,
'We
belie
ve
what
reject
was offered
ed and will try to de.
e return, but to get anything. and
"That leaves the winner up to
svill apply some of the savings
they'
with
d
both like it to happen
all
its
varia
tions
threetime
was
How
an
All-Star
emiabout
.
a left-handed reliever to pay free
the team that plays hardest," Fox
agent Brian Downing, nently fair and competitive offer,''
fast.
Unlike Bo Jackson. v.rio ails ca.
ho could pitch at Triple A? How
said "Both of us know what the
who will get 5425,000 if he makes (Cont'd on page
"Let's do it now," Guerrero
9)
other is going to do. Obviously. by Kansas City last week and wen:
said.
"I don't want to wait till
uncla
imed
becau
se
of a bad /top.
they do exactly what we do. I think
later.
Either trade me or extend
you'll se a dogfight/ out there." Bonilla .and Incas:4:1a are likely to
my contract."
attract attention.
Fox, understandably, would love
The Cardinals are not likely
Valentine said Incaviglia "threw
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Pat
to play in the championship against a complete tantr
to
trade both players this sea;0-2)
in
the
other
semifinal
serious students has caused Tenum"
son.
game. The winners. meet Sunday
Duke. a mere 10 miles up Tobacco week when he found earlier this Summitt has won 440 games and
The new team is young
nesse
e to back away from a couple
out he would two national championships in 17 for
and
Road from Chapel Hill.
untes
the
ted, and for now
champ
ionsh
ip.
be batting seventh in the lineup.
of players, Summitt said, but not
years as coach at Tennessee. DurOzzie
While her players were winning
and
Pedro arc needed.
many.
ing that time, every one of Sum- 20
Smith would also be difficult
or more games for 15 straight
mit's seniors has earned a degree. seaso
to deal because his status as a
ns. Summit also was making
"I think females tend to be more
They've also played in one or more sure
10-year veteran with five seathey picked up the educations
serious students now that there are
Final Fours during their careers.
sons with the same team gives
that would ensure their futures.
more career opportunities open to
Summitt must be doing someand we try hard to give them the very best
him the right to veto any trade.
"To do it, you recruit studentthem," Summitt said. "They also
thing right.
insurance protection and service we cl'n
And despite his public gnping,
athletes that can be successful at a
realize that they are there to play'
"We monitor classes to make crille
provide - the kind they expect and deserve If
Smith hasn't given a list of
ge.
basketball, but they also are there
sure our athletes attend. we provide ".i've.. level," Summitt said.
you'd like to be one of our VIP 's give us a
cities he'd be willing to go to
always said it's not just what
to get a degree.
tutors when they need them. and you
call
the Cardinals front office.
teach. it's what you emphasize.
Dan McNutt. AM
we
let
them
know
that they must
Rocita..w.59
"Until he comes in and tells
"We not only go to class, we sit
"The men all seem to focus on
keep their grades up to play," said in
State Moo
me
he'll go somewhere, we
the
first
three
rows.
If
it takes
••••••••••e••
pro basketball, but for women. can't
Summitt. whose team takes on missi
trade him, period," Maxng practice or cutting it short,
unless they are going to play in
defending champion Stanford today' if it
Stet. Auto Insurance
vill said. "He has to tell us. 'I
takes missing a road trip to
A IlwoO rot. ar Opine Or
Europ
in the NCAA women's Final Four. make
e, there isn't any pro career.
407 Maple St.
753-4451
will go to this club,' then I
the trades, we do it."
They need the degree and they
Connecticut (29-4) meets Virgican go to that club and try to
Making an effort to recruit only
know it," she said.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Fox returns
to Indiana

Orel's comeback tests pitcher's character
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Actions & Reactions
GOLF

Sports Writer...

PONTE VEDRA, Fla - Paul Azinger
birdied
le final four holes for a round of 68 and a
onestroke lead after trie second round of
the Playurs Championship Azinger has a
9-under-par
135 total on the 6.896-yard TPC
Sawgrass
course Fuzzy Zoeller (68) and Austraiian
Steve
Elkington (70) shared second at 136 Ian
Baker-Finch (69) was fourth at 138 and
Curie
Strange (68) led a large group al 139 First•
•ound leader Bob Tway shot a 77 to drop into
a
tie for 23rd at 142
RANCHO MIRAGE. Calif - Amy Alcon, bide/trig for an unprecedented third Dinah
Shore
i,ctory, shot a 2-under-par 70 to maintain a
co-stroke after the second round_ Alcott,
the
'oumament champion in 1983 and 1988,
had a
'under 137 total on the Mission Hilts Country
Club course Shirley Furlong (68) was second
u1 139 Meg Mallon (70), Lauri Menen (70),
and
Ayako Okamoto of Japan (68) were tied for
'11ird al 140
KURIMOTO, Japan - Miller Barber fired
a
5-under-par 67 to take a onershol lead after the
Iasi round of the Fuji Electric Grandslam.
seniors tournament Lee Trevino and Japan's
11cleyo Sugimoto and Icho Sato were tied for
second
FORT MYERS, Fla - Gary McCord fired
a
3-under-par 69 to take a one-stroke lead after
'he second round of the Ben Hogan Tour's
Gateway Open McCord has an 8-under 136
total on the Gateway Golf Club course Tom
'lamer (70) and R W Eaks (70) were tied for
econd at 137.
FLORENCE. Italy - Sweden's Mats Lennie,
i'68) and Vilheim Forsbrand (65) shared
the
iecond-round lead with 7under -Par 135 lola's
n Volvo Open of Forence
SMOOCH°, Japan - Nobuo Senzawa shot
his second 6-under-par 66 to take a three stroke lead after the second round of the Taylor
Made KSB Open Masanogo Kimura (66)
and
"4oboru Suga. (67) were tied for second
AANGKOK, Thailand - Australia's Tony
Maio-ey tired a 5-under-par 67 to take a one-stroke
-wad with an 11-under 133 total after the second
'ound of the Thailand Open.
iliGASHIMATSUYAMA, Japan - Defending
champion Tu Ailiu of Taiwan birdied the final
hole for a 3-under-par 69 and a one-shot
lead
after the first round of the Kibun
Classic
',omen's tournament

TENNIS
MEXICO CITY - Brad Gilbert of the
United
States defeated Mexico's Leonardo Lavelle
6-3,
5.2 6-7, 6-3 to leave the teams tied at the
end
of the opening day in a Davis Cup match postponed by tne Persian gulf war Earlier,
Luis
Enrique Herrera of Mexico beat Jim Courier
6-4, 2-6, 7-5, 6-4. Doubles play - Jim Pugh
and Rick Leach against Jorge Lozano
and
Lavelle - was scheduled for today with reverse
singes on Sunday
SAN ANTONIO - Top-seeded Monica
Sales
and second -seeded Sten, Graf advanced
to the
semifinals of the U.S Women's Hardcour
t
Championshos Seles beat Erika de Lone
6-2,
8-0, and Graf defeated seventh -seed
Susan
Sloane 6-1. 6-1. In other quanerfinal matches
,
'hid-seeded Manueia Maleeva.Fragniere
beat
sixth -seeded Lori McNeil 43, 6-4,
and
unseeded Julie Halard beat Eva Sviglerova
6-1,
6-2. Seies wil! face Maieeva-Fragniere and Graf
lays i-talard in. lne sernifinalS
TARPON SPRINGS, Fla. - Top-seeOed Gig
Fernandez and Helena Sukova beat Elise Burgtn and Mary Lou Daniels 6-3, 6-4 in first-round
of the Light 'n Lively Doubles tournament. The
Soviet- team o' Lansa Savchenko and Nataka
hereva beat Ros Farbank Nidel'er and Bren.1a Se-.'z 6-4 6-4

ROME - Argentine star Diego Maradon
a has
tested positive for cocaine use and will
be suspended for up to two years The announc
ement
by the Italian Soccer Federation came less than
a year after Maradona led Argentina 10
its second consecutive World Cup final and
Napoli to
its second Italian League
championship The
length of the suspension will be deC,
ded by the
disciplinary commisSon of the Italian
League,
which is expected to meet next week Italian
regulations call for a minimum Suspensi
on Of
Sur monthe and fentaximuth of two years
The
ban automatically will be extended
worldwide
by the International Federation of Association
Football, making Maradona ineligible to
play for
Argentina in this summer's America
Cup, the
South American Championship Napoli
reported
Thursday that Maradona had tested
positive following its 1-0 victory over Ban on
March 17 A
second test was Conducted and the Italian
federation immediately made the announc
ement

BOXING
LOS ANGELES - Sugar Ray Leonard
admitted during divorce proceedings last
year that he
Physicaliy abused his wife while under the
influence Of alcohol, a newspaper reported
today
The Los Angeles Times published
excerpts
from Maryland court records of the
proceedings
last summer Leonard later agreed
to a
munimillion-dollai out-of-court settlement with
Juanita Leonard, his wife of 10 years.
Juanita
Leonard said the former welterweight arid
mid•
clieweight world champion used cocaine
on
occasion However, Leonard did not
name
cocaine as a drug he used. mentioning only
alcohol spec ticalty, according to the
documents The Times reported that Leonard admitted under Oath to having -a few scuffles, and
pushing and shoving" with his wife When
asked by a lawyer whether he ever struck his
wife on the head and caused a cut with his ring,
Leonard replied that he had

SWIMMING
AUSTIN - Texas Set an Amer.can record in
tne 200-yard medley and Jason Rhodes Captured the 3-meter (lying title as the Longhorns
remained on course for a lounn consecutive
NCAA championship Texas compiled 342
points after two nights of compet,tion to 290 for
second -place Stanford Texas, with Doug Dickinson anchoring in 19 22 seconds, smashed
Princeton's 1990 American and NCAA record of
1 27 31 in the 200-yard medley relay with a
1 26.34 clock.ng Rhodes gave Texas 20 points
with a ki,c•c•• ^ tre 3-meter springboard diving
He com).:,
620 35 Dio,nts

BASEBALL
WINTER HAVEN. Fla - Mike Marshall, giving
in to a club ultimatum, ended his two-day walk
,,out and rejoined tne Boston Red Sox, avoiding
threatened $'.000 daily fines

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Sent Eric Hetzei. other. to Paw.
tucket of the International League and Pedro Matte
catcher. as4iiir minor.lea?Je camp for reassignment
NEW YORK' YANKEES-Re-acquired Fbcky
Rhodes,
pitcher from the Toronto Blue Jays and
sent him to Col.
urrOuS Of the International League Placed Mks Wn,
pitcher on the 15-day disabled ist Assigned
Andy
Stankleocz and Koth Hughee. inbeittiont to Ivor
myna.
league camp for reassignment
TEXAS RANGERS-Placed Pete incringka, outfielder
or "'es for theNa
Ptuio
l)°64
nal League "hint
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Sent Da.* Walsh, pitcher.
ortnght to Albuquerque Of the Pacific Coast League
klOWREAL EXPOS-Obooned Kent Boftenfield cinch.
er, to Indianapols of the American Associatio
n, Sent
Bret Barbee. and Wilfredo Cordon). insiders.
Joe SidOat. catcher, and Eric Bultick outfielder, to their tenor,
camp for reassignment
BURGH PIRATES-Traded Steve Carter. outfielder, to the Chicago Cube for Gary Varsho outfieider
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Signed Ed Romero infielder,
to
a contract vnth Las Vegas of the Paolo Coast League
Sent Rafael Valdez, pitcher. to Las Vegas
BASKETBALL
ens] Basketball Association
NEW Y
KNiCKS-Ptacecl Gerald 101uns guard, ow
IS. injured
Acrovatad Jonod bluetit. forward, Worn
the voluted bat
FOOTBALL
National Football Letiguix
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Signed Vince Newsome safety. and Richard Brown. linebacker Named Phi Savage
soecial assistant to coach Bill Beacnicii
GREEN BAY' PACKERS-Signed Loos Cheek. 011ensive Smarr!: Kurt Lateen, linebacker and Alen
Rice

INDiANAPOLiS - Shac,. le O'Neal of LSU
was named the winner of the Adoiph Rupp Trophy as The Associated Press college player of
lie year in baotting by a panel of writers and
broadcasters O'Neal, the 7-'0ot-1 sophomore
Center. averaged 27 6 points, 14 7 rebounds
and 5 4 blocked shots per game He led the
nation in reeoUnding He-received 206 of 582
voles to edge UNLV teammates Larry Johnson
(1391 arid Stacey Augrnor (72)
INDIANAPOLIS - Randy Ayers of Ohio was
named The A'ssociated Press college coach of
the year in bablt,ng by writers and broadcasters Ayers. who received 191 of 582 votes,
guided 'Pie Buckeyes to a 27-4 mark and the
ao-charnpionship of the Big Ten :n his second
season as coach. Kentucky's Rick Nino was
second with 94 votes, followed by Utah's Rick
Majerus with 89.4 .
NEW ORLEANS - Virginia's Dawn Staley was
named the Dyson I player of the year by the
Women's Basketbal Coaches Association Tracy Saunders of Norfoik State was named player
of trio year in Division II, Ann Gilbert Of Oberlin
received the Division III award, Michelle Hendry
of Simon Fraser University was named the toe
NAIA player and Sheryl Swoopes of South
Plains College was selected as too junior coliege payer

"Simply The
Best"

TWO •••
(Cont'd from page 8)
Pirates president Carl Barger said.
"I respect their right
to disagree ...
but we now have to look at the
other two alternatives: keeping him
on the ballclub this year or trading
him."
Trading Bonilla now - the
Cubs, Mariners and Yankees are
among the teams interested would strip the defending National
League East champions of a player
who has averaged .280, 27 homers
and 102 RBIs the last three
seasons.
The Pirates reportedly have
talked to the Cubs about a possible
deal involving first baseman Mark
Grace, a .307 career hitter, and
1989 NL Rookie of the Year Jerome Walton. The Cubs also would
get a pitcher, probably left-hander
Neal Heaton.

M

BASKETBALL

'
1-XEWS
n'I'Cl/rsOlLERS-Signed Richard Johnson ode
receiver
LOS ANGELES RAMS-Signed Gerald Robinson,
ostensive end. and Gentili Sanders. Inebacker
PITTSBURGH STEELERS-Signed Wilke Wyatt
defensive 1neman
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Signed Darren Carnngton
,
cornerback
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
ST Louis eLuES-Ftecalied ken Rayrnond7
goallender. from Nashville of the Eastern
Coast Hockey
League
COLLEGE
WASHINGTON STATE-Named Tim Lappano offensive
coordinator Georg* Yarn° Ina coach Ted Weems runnel backs coach and Jonn MoCionel tiris coordinato
r
WESTERN CAROUNA-Announced Eric Delay bash.
ball gk.ird. nas left the program

Display

Jane Rogers 753-9629
Dime el San AMoreo, 7 30 pm
Atlanta at Milwaukee. 9 pm
sennesola at Portland. 830 pm
Dallas at Seattle. 9 pm
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Boston. 11 30 arm
Cievelend at Philadelphia, 11 30 am
Gherkins at WasNngton, noon
Gotten Stale at Indiana I 30 pm
Houston at Miam 6 30 pm
sacrament° at LA Lavers. 930 pm

Pro basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
y -Boston
51 20
PNIadeph a
39 32
Nevi Yoni
34 37
Washington
26 44
New Jersey
23 48
Main
22 49
Central Division
4-Chicago
53 17
x-Detroit
45 27
kahvaukee
.042 29
Atlanta
38 33
Indiana
35 36
Cleveland
25 45
Charlotte
21 SO
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
x -San Anion°
46 23
4-than
46 24
x -Houston
45 24
Dallas
25 44
Orlando
25 44
kennesota
22 47
Denver
19 51
Pacific Division
x -Portland
52 18
x-LA Legere
50 21
1-Phoenix
49 22
Golden State
37 34
Searle
33 37
LA Cippers
28 44
Sacramento
'9 50
4-cIncned playoff berth
y-cirkned divioon title
Friday's Game.
Philadeiphia 124 Cnarlone 107
Boston 110. Cleveiand 108
Detroit 111, Golden Stale 105
Chicago 112. Washington 94
Denver 140 Sacramento 122
Seanka 117 Mnnesota 107
LA Cippers 105 Dallas 96
Portland 109 LA Leiters 105. OT
Saturday's Games
Houston at °nand° ' p
New Yon;
hiew Jersey 630 rh

Pet
718
549
479
371
324
310

GB
12
17
244
28
29

757
625
592
535
493
357
296

9
11,4
154
184
28
324

Pct
667
657
652
362
362
319
271

GB
.4
1
21
21
24
27'4

743
704
690
521
471
389
275

2'.4
34
15,4
19
25
324

Pro hockey
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pt* GE GA
y-Pittsturgh
41 32 5 87 335 295
1-NY Rangers
35 30 13 83 286 256
x-Washington
36 35 7 79 252 253
I-New Jersey
32 31 15 79 270 257
Philadelphia
33 37 0 75 248 263
NY Islanders
23 45 10 56 215 285
Adams Division
y -Boston
43 23 12 98 289 256
4-lhontreai
38 29 it 87 268 242
k-Buffalo
10 30 18 78 282 271
lc-Hanford
31 37 10 72 230 264
Quebec
'5 49 14 44 229 349
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Nome Division
W L T Pts -GF GA
1-Chicago
48 22 8 104 278 208
1-St Louis
45 22 11 1 01 303 247
4-Detroit
33 37 8 74 266 288
1-1.8nnesola
26 38 14 66 253 263
Toronto
21 45 11 57 239 3,3
Smythe Division
y-Los Angees
46 23 10 102 337 249
4-Calgary
45 26 8 98 339 260
x-Eclmontor
36 37 6 78 266 269
x -Vancouver
28 43 9 65 243 3'5
Winnipeg
26 42 11 63 257 282
clinched playoff berth
y-orinched ChoSOn stla
Friday a Game
Edmonton 6 Calgary 5 CT

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9527
s

BEWARE THE LEASED CAR INSURANCE COVERAGE

GAP
Picture

this scenario

You lease rather than buy, your new car.
You carry the required amount of collision insurance
Within a year after leasing, you are involved in an accident
Your car is declared a total loss
Does your insurance cover your remaining financial obligation for your cal,

VERY POSSIBLY NOT!

car

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Insurance Agency

at

211

753-3415

S. 12th

Lindy Sutter Representing

32-6' Trophies
10 Cham sionshi. Belts

State Auto
Insurance Companies

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
If Easter only means pretty eggs,
chocolate bunnies, -and jelly beans,
then you've missed the whole idea.
Even if you don't spend Easter in
church, it is still a celebration of the
rebirth of the earth and of all living
things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was resurrected following His
crucifixion, then doesn't it make
sense to V,;orship Him on Easter
Sunday and every other Sunday in the
year?

Night-492-8219 or 753-1833

Parker 'Ford
Lincoln - Mercury

Dr. Dabid Roos, Minister
North of the square on Fifth Street

753-5273
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At the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) membership requires only
that you profess your belief that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of the living God
and that you accept Him as your
personal Savior.
But you don't have to join to worship
with us. We welcome you to join us in
worship and communion on Easter
Sunday and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just sweets, it's
sweet realization.

The First Christian Church

Murray

• .• • •
'
•
'

.60

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Body Elite

For all your. toviling needs
Call us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Street

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloomington, Illinois

State AUto Insurance Companies can help you bridge tha leased
coverage gap. Call us:

The Karate,
Superstars'

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury ha§just purchased a
new 1991 Ford F-450 Super Duty truck with a 6000
Century wrecker body - the newest in towing
technology.

701 Main

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

WRECKER
SERVICE

24 HOUR

Day-753-5273

"See me for all your family insurance needs "

Orel's comeback ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Guerrero, who has a .305 Career
make a deal. Otherwise, it's
average in more than 11 seaimpossible."
sons. "Last year everybody
By next season, though, it's a struggled. It was kind of a
good bet that neither will be
tough season."
with the Cardinals.
It could be tough for GuerSecond baseman Jose Oquendo rero and Smith again, but for
is primed to take over at
different reasons since the Carshortstop, and Torre said he'll
dinals aren't expected to be a
play there probably three times
contender. Now, it's uncertainty
every two weeks to restease out
and the feeling their talents
Smith. This gives Smith, who
aren't appreciated by
finished last season strong, hitmanagement.
ting .278 after the All-Star
"I don't feel like I've really
break and .254 overall, another
been respected, the respect that
reason to complain.
I've earned," Smith said. "My
The experts always know
whole experience in St. Louis
what's best," Smith said.
has been great, beautiful, but
"Everyone can use a day off
maybe it's time to move on to
every now and then. It's only
another life that's hopefully as
when you become 34 or 35 that
good."
they say you need some time
Guerrero said he understood
off."
that whatever happens will be a
business decision.
At first base. the Cardinals
have plenty of options and
"I just hope that something
happens before spring training is
Todd Zeile could be one of
over," Guerrero said. "I don't
them. He played some first base
want to be unhappy.
last season and could be moved
there if prospect Stan Royer,
-1 don't think 1 can play the
game that way."
obtained from Oakland in the
Torre hopes both players can
McGee deal, progresses as
put their woes and anxieties
planned.
aside.
The problem will be replacing
"They're both professionals
Guerrero's offense. He hit .311
and my stance is they're here
in 1989 with 17 home runs and
to help us," Torre said. "Hope:
117 RBIs and had a_ decent
_
year last year with-a .281 aver- -Tully, a won't affect what they
age and 80 RBIs.
"I'm not a .280 hitter," said

PACE 9

SCOREBOARD

(Coned from page 8)
he said, and pitching is another. It is the ultimate test of a shoulder."
No matter the deadline, Hershiser is restive. He was once the most
unhittable pitcher in all of baseball and now he may never be able to pitch
again.
"I wouldn't trade what I've accomplished for anything, and I've
already started to wonder, what if this doesn't work? How will I fill the
void? Where will I go to compete?
"After the year I had, winning the Cy Young and everything else,
everybody said my career would be viewed as pre-1988 and post-1988,"
Hershiser said.
"Now the line's been drawn at pre-op(eration) and post-op. I want to
get on with it.-

SOCCER

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1991
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FISHING LINE
by Jerry Maupin

Before we give a fishing
comes together and the big fish
did, ignoring me saying to let
report I want to tell you that a
too slow with the net so he
of your dreams - Strikes your
the fish run, we could stay
newsletter from the Kentucky
grabbed it with his hands and
lures.
with it using the trolling motor.
Department of Fish and Wildlife
pulled it right into the boat!
Well it happened to Craig.
As the pressure on the fish
Resources has been sent out to
Yes, it is being mounted!
You remember. he's the one
increased
all local news sources to
John and Karen Little were
who had a monster bass on but and opene it came to the surface
d its huge mouth and
explain the dissolvement of the
fishing with me Wednesday
couldn't get it free of the moss slung
the tiny jig out about ten
reciprocal agreement between
when the wind was so strong.
and lost it.
feet. It was a bass and, as if
Kentucky and Tennessee.
They
wanted crappie but every
Not this time. No moss
showing off, it rolled on'its
This agreement has been in
now and then a treetop would
involved. just straight rocky
side so we could get a good
effect for many years and was
be too inviting to pass up so
shoreline and open water. We
look at the size of it.
designed to benefit anglers who
we
cast for bass. Karen caught
were casting roadrunners with
Craig was numb for several
fished the waters between
a four-pound Kentucky bass
ultralight tackle and Craig was
seconds but was screaming as
Eggner's Ferry Bridge and the
from one of these and had
using four-pound spider web.
the big -bass righted itself and
Scotts Fitzhugh Bridge at Paris
another to break her line and
Thinking he Was touching a
swam away. All joking aside. it
Landing State Park.
steal her lure. We will have
lock, he only raised his rod
was at least nine pounds!
Kentucky anglers have been
another go at them on Saturday.
and pulled when the bass
I'm sure there has been much
comin
g
up
with
the short end
so
maybe we will get that lure
Guthrie McNeely caught this monster — MONSTER — large
struck
. It took off and the line
discussion about it since they
mouth
of the stick for too long and
back.
bass on Sunday, March 24, hauling the 10-1b., 12-oz. lunke
spun
off
the
reel
as
it
shoul
d
r into the
returned home!
now have a chance to enjoy
boat with his own hands after snaring it with a DB lure.
when the drag. is set for fourOther
I have a picture of Guthrie
some
of
the
harves
t.
Weather reports look bad but
anglers, howeser, weren't so lucky with the stripers. (See Jerry
pound test.
NlauMcNe
ely's big monster bass he
If
we
fish
the
Tenne
ssee
some fish will bite. The water
side
pin's column. right.)
Russe
ll
is
a
nice
guy
and
caught Sunday. Ten pounds and
we will need a license for that
in the back of the bays is waralways helpful so as the line
twelve ounces is a lot of bass
state in addition to a Kentucky
mer and a bit more clear so
conti
nued
to
come
off he told
on a rod and reel on any lake!
license. However, this should
check
it out. Elevation is still
Craig to tighten the drag and
Guthrie said the bass struck a
;prevent Rhe Tennessee anglers
aroun
d
356.
bring
the old drum up. Craig
DB2 and his fishing buddy was
from taking unlimited numbers
Happy Fishing!
of crappie and undersize bass
from Kentucky waters when we
cannoi
Ridin" In Style.
Williams Dock in Cypress
Creek is open and the restaurant
is in full swing. The Irvin
Cobb
Dock and Resort has been
ritErULATED A.PPALEIL
a busy place with lots of
anglers reporting good catches
llss% 94F. • 'sturra‘
(5021 759-4408
of crappie and bass. Cliff is a
THIS WEEK AT LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES
go-getter. so if you need help
or
infor
matio
n, ask him.
•••••
Monday, April 1 — Sunday, April 7
•
Iron Industry at The Homeplace-18
Paradise Resort, owned and
50, 10-30
am. and 1'30 p m. A 12-minute audovi
• operated by Tracy and Dottie
presentation about Stewart County's nch sua
•
but
oher overlooked past
• Slemmer, is open and ready for
Where Service is Our Busin
•
•
•
ess"
• the spring rush of fishing enthuMonday, April 1 — Friday, April 5
Tioughing & Field--Preoarat
siasts. They have added a new
— The
Homeplace-1850 Watcn staff as,on•
..
they prepar,
walkway to their dock for the
tobacco and corn fieias tor spring planting
Ca:
to confirm this date
fishermen.
• • • •
Kenlake Marina is in full
Friday, April .5 .
- - •
Hwy /;•-•iv.
'Stargazingw — Golden Pond Visitor Center
Eng now that the restaurant Is
730 p.m Join us for a tour of the heavens
open. Gene and Cindy Pettett
641
LBL's public observatory weather perm-"mg,• • • •
own
and
opera
te
along
with
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Saturday, April 6 — Sunday, April 7
Dev.ayne. Rob and Betty.
753-9131
'Deer Up Closer'— Wood ands Nature Cane'
9 15 p m Join us at feed rg time to
The restaurant employees are
aSCLAS fallow and *hie-tailed deer see arc
Frankie Hatfield. Doris Tim"Planetarturn Snow' — Golden Pond
,
rium, noon, 2 and 3 p rn. 'Mag.c of the Planeta
mons. Louis Hinkebein and RanN-ght," a
25-m flute aJcliovsual show followe
d
by
a
dy Walker. These folks whip
15-rntrtute star show
'Hawks and Owls' — Woodands Nature Cer•
out some mighty fine food, so
ter, 11 30 p m Compare very different but
stop by and check them out!
equally interesting Prds of Prey
'Eagles
Up Close'— Woodlands
The wind has been unbeliev-',144•A•e•Xv
Centel', 2 p.m. See our resident baki Naive
Open
Saturday
o'rs-r+et.
goiden
able this past week but the few
eagles at feeding tithe and learn. howarid
they
returned to Land Between The Lakes hake
hardy souls who ventured out
until Noon
UNIROYAL
• • •
were rewarded with some good
Saturday, April 6
•We
Featu
re
Name
Bran
d
Tires
rt.71.!-•
'Arbor Day Celebrakon— 10 a m.-2
game fish.
LBL
Joins Tennessee anp Ktrtucky at thispm
•Computeri4ed BtilariL-ing While You Wait
soecia
My good buddies from the
time
in plant:rig treel toOne future Reg stratoor
.
•
'
4
required
north country were here and
E. lain & Industiral Road
'Red Wolves' — Woodlands Nature Center
753-5606
'
caught a lot of fish but had to
•T1 See two live red wolves and iearn about
•••••••„
•0I••- •
this species' chances for survival
work for them. Craig Umans
r--25• -s1-Ike to Honker' — Woodlands Nature
and Russell Walk between them
3 p.n• Our natural St w!I lead a 1 -mile Center
to
nearby
Ho-vet Lave to yew and discuss hike
have practically every lure
water.
fowl and O!ner wiidife
known to man and are not shy
• • •
Sunday, April 7
about using them..
'Snakes
— Wooaancls
Center
We fished four days and
12 30 p rn Lea-n some facts Nature
and tell some
strange -snake 'as'
made a lot of changes in order
'
Red Wolves• — Woodands Nature Center
to find that secret lure which
1.30 p rn
'Oxen
Working' — Tne Homepace-1850, 2
would make fish bite when they
pm
are turned off!
'
Attracting Hummongb,rds' — Woodl
ands
Nature Center, 3 pm
Considering the fact that: we
• • •
could only fish the west side of
The liomeolace 1850 and Woodlands
Nature
Center are open dady. 9 a m •5 p m (Home
the main lake banks, we did
:..• E.si^ess s Apprec ate::
place farmstead hours are 9 am -4 15 p ni)
very well. We fished from day- To register for a proven". ca!l
924-1236 Qttice hours are 7 am -3-30f 502:
light. until dark looking for that
I FEE ESTIMATES
pm
Monday Th•o,4•1 Friday
This female red wolf is one of the new residents at LBL'
magic moment when everything
s Woodlands
For LBes Weekly recorded fishing repOr!. Call
Nature Center. Learn more about this endangered speci
40
es during the 924-13
For La's weekly recorded program ,nformla
-Red Wolves- presentations next Saturday and Sunda
y.
ton. ca ii 924-1337

vatilhi44
Bridles to Britches
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Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service

Call Us Anytime

H-%PPY
• NEVI YE

759-4685

••/.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's 114
CHRYSLER•PLYMJUTH•DODGE•JFEP•EAG I.
L

Hwy. 641 N. - Murray, Ky

Due to the postage increase and supp
ly
costs we are now only sending out
one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay
no
later than the 124th of the month. This
will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from goin
g up
and insure you that your service will no
t be
interrupted.

Mtierray Ledger 8c Times

•••..." 1",

• (502)753-6448

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
•
•
•

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company
Kevin Penner • Mark Penner

Richard Warkentin

759-4422

753-4227

"5. •

Red Man LBL
Division opens
AURORA - Red Man anglers
competed last Sunday on Kentucky
Lake in the LBL Division season
opencr and Kimmy Perry-man of
Nashville, Tenn. bested a field of
205 with a winning catch of five
bass weighing 17 pounds, 1 ounce./
Perryman collected $3,321 of the
tournament purse that totalled
$12,300.
Perryman fished near Ken Lake
Marina and caught his fish off
points near deep water using halfounce Rattle Traps and worms.
Perryman beat second -place
finisher Jerrod Stewart of Morganfield, Ky. by 19 ounces, with Stewart landing five bass wcighint
15-14.
Murray angler Kenneth McCuiston placed tenth in the field, landing five bass with a total weight of
11-11 for $279 in prize money.
Mayfield's Rodney Tidwell was
eighth with three bass weighing
12-2; Tidwell claimed big bass
honors with an eight pound. one
ounce lunker. Tidwell picked up
$398 for his eighth-place finish,
but the monster bass gathered an
extra 51,000 in prize money along
with a Browning/Lew's reel and a
one-week vacation.
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MSU's world of wires belongs to Marc Sc

IMO

(Editor's4tote; Thefollowing is one
in a series of articles featuring winners of the 1990 Staff Excellence
Awards at Murray State University.)
Virtually anything at Murray State
University "with wires running to it"
is within the sphere of responsibility
of Marc Scheeler.
An electrician on the campus since
1976, Schecter, 38, is a tioubleshooter who finds himself in new
situations with new problems almost
every day. Trying to stay abreast of
rapidly-advancing tec logy is what
makes his job
mating.
-"So mu
my work deals with
things that go from state-of-the-art to
obsolete in such a shit period of
,
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hecter

time," he explained,"that I'm learning
Murray State University
all the time. And that constant challenge makes it enjoyable for me."
Most of Schecter's work experience
had been in construction in his home
state of Florida before he met and
married Janet Newberry of Murray.
then a nursing student at Broward
Community College in Fort Lauderdale. and relocated to Calloway
County in 1975.
The Schecters and their two sons.
Murray State far different from his campus staff.
Scott, 12,and Josh,8, now live on the
Forest Road about a mile from East construction background.
"lie is a highly motivated indivi"It is really like a little city in itself," dual who never says
Calloway Elementary School. She is a
'no'and is always
he said. "Many of my jobs deal with available to tackle
nurse at the Clark Family Medical
some of the most
things that yiere custom-built for difficult problems
Center in Murray.
we ensfiunter,"
Schecter found circumstances at certain facilities and need custom- West added.
built. parts - so there are always
Away from his campus job. Scheeinteresting obstacles to orrcome." ter-says-httives -a "reif
y'simple life"
Schecter described some of the centered on family, churc
h and a
major areas of the responsibility as hobby - largely neglected
in recent
by Jeane Dixon
fire alarms, security systems, gener- years - of restoring and
. showing
ators, kitchen equipment,scoreboards vintage cars that appea
--St NI)A1 M %RUH 31. 1991 l to him.
and message centers. Often, as in the
As his two sons have become older
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
case
of
ides helpful ads icc
a
fire
and
alarm
more involved in sports and otheii
,
he
must
find
a
candid talk
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: clears the
solution immediately because of the
air st oh those closest to
activi
ties, he devotes considerable
Your proud and dramatic asw
sill sour heart.
university's liability.
time to working with them, providing
s in ton the kind of attention that
VIRGO'Aug. 23--Sept. 22 Prac"To sum it up, I suppose I could say
them with transportation and encourpass oft both financiallt and roman- tical
responsibilities are in the spotthat I need to be ready to do what aging them from the sideli
tic:Ill>. Although sou dunk of your-, light. Finan
nes.
cial dealings ss ith famil>
needs to be done, when it needs to be
Although he has not shown it
self as a rolling stone. >ou could members
or close friends enjot fadone,any timeOight or day," Schecter recently because of rearranged priori
tudderil> decide to settle dos n. t orable influe
nces. Write letters to
said.
Not ember is a wonderful time for a some
ties on his time. he is particularly
one ass at at school.
‘Aedding! Be v. tiling to ins est
Ed West, director of the physical proud of a '65 Plymouth Satell
in the
- LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-Oct. 221: A
ite he
tuture, A propert> deal sou make in hreakdow
plant
at Murray State, describes restored several years ago. He still
n fl t
msco
u
Id
December could be the source of start the
Schecter's willingness and dedication enjoys giving it a workout on
da> oil on the w rung toot.
the road,
great satisfaction. Postpone expen- Later. sour
as personifying "the very best" of the
however, once or tv,ice a month.
sit e acation vat el until earls in 1992. .domestic interest tt ill he drawn to
matters, and that will he
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Nurture our limed ones
THIS DATE: actor Richard Cham- ss ith kindn
ess.
berlain. singer Shirlet Jones. actress
by Abigail Van Buren
SCORPIO )tt. 23-Not .21
Rhea Perlman. tashion designer-Liz- Ynu feet
"I need to be ready to do what needs it be
ambit alent ahout one tit
Claiborne.
done. when it needs to he
DEAR ABBY:Please warn women addressed envelope. plus check or mone3, done, any time
sour tat onte interests: tratel. Alnight or day," is how Marc Schec
ARIES March 21-April 191: A though >um ‘k
not
order
to
carry
for
$3.95
a
purse
'S4()
with
in
Canad
a
handl
a to: Dear
e to
Mild like to plan a trip.
responsibilities as Murray State University electr ter describes his
Abby.
hast> decision could threaten our tamil>
Booklet,P.O. Box 147. Nlount
members ma> has e other the market, or to any mall !open or MorrisLetter
direc
tor Ed West says Schecter's motivation ician. Physical plant
, III. 61054. I Postage is included.,
financial securit>. A gift will "help ideas. A
closed u, or anyplace where people
pekonifies "the very
chance to pla> center stage
best"
of the campus staff.
shop.
heal an emotional wound. Pooling ss ill be sours
tonigh
t.
Recently,in the parking lot of
funds or talents ss ith sour pals pros es
SAGITTARIUS Nos.(
22:Dec. favorite supermarket, a young my
ads antage.lus today.
BLONDIE
man
21 t: Your social life picks up mo- who had
been hiding behind a van
TAURUS( Atm-ii 20-Ma> 20 r You rpentum now .
A
newcoJne3 encour- jumped oA and grabbed my purse
-mat has e mixed emotions and feel at ages ou
.I
resisted and pulled as hard as!could;
odds w ith>ourself. An inspiring ser- differ to trt something completelt
ent. A personal relationship_ then he.ga_v_iny_pu_r_a_very_h
arcl.....
___monorialkl-itt,->tir-spirii-,-,-Do-your routd
-hg at an iniprirtiint crossroad. -Vank:rlost my balance and fell backserious thinking this afternoon, then
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19i: ward on the cement, damaging my
seek tun companions this es ening.
Tr> to remember a progressit e idea shoulder, legs. back and the left side
GEMINI I Ma'. 21 -June 20 1: that
came to > ou during the wee hours of my face!
Cream e v. ork of all kinds cop>, of the
Abby.
morni
_ tat °table miluences: A confillUffiCa• use it today ng. Eten it sou cannot the entraI was only a few feet from
nce of the:stciie. The Man
. it will tr•heipfiil in the
11011 riia he s er> subtle: look for
jumped into a waiting car nearby.
the future.
hidden message. Loxes' one's hod>
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18i: One courageous woman chased them
language is ser resealing. Back off. Trotib
in her car and wrote down the
ling suspi
CANCER(-lune 21-July 22E You or n-uinet -cou cions about a friend cense number on the back of liher
ld
preoc
cupy
you
until
: get a chatUle to put the finishing late after
hand-but she missed one number. touches on >eslerda> •.de elopments. be clear noon. From then on it should
Meanwhile, he had my purse'consailing. Church or commuCALVIN and HOBBES
unmet er:there is a need for caution nity activi
taining my wallet.all my keys,credit
ties
are
favor
ed.
V. here trat el and coinmunkat
cards
,
address book. etc.
ion are
PISCES (Feb. 19-March.201:
th.crtr_ ‘
0,
'
1;
1
...A7 4 PI '14.-`7.5-.
Si
From now on, I am going to carry
toncerned. A toted one keeps >ou Dutt
larks VEIL WIOt'AE
calls. You m_ust ssind.up
-only a-change purse ora credit card
•
STILL sViv
weekend project or prepare for
o‘ CM SEE 71T!
when I go marketing-never will I
IAA Jul, 23-Aug. ,22):
Your tomorrow ',return Iodic %t(irk scene.,
V.A4A
T
_
give anyone a chance to do this again.
Hr
relationship %k ith someone at a di'.- As oid
,
*DERE! ANYWNERE
My car had to be towed to a galance ma> require changes in sour keep. making promises >ou cannot
Listen to tour inner voice when
'
rage. the locks changed, the keys
tamil> plans. An older person pro- facin
ELsE.?•
•
g tough choices.
changed and our house locks changed
3
••••
-a very expensive and painful lesTODAY'S CHILDREN are spontaneous,
enterprising and dt'cisite. son.
CIF
Nest tentures and challenges delight
Cr
these
IRIS H. IN SAN DIEGO
ad% enture for them,so long as their studie Aries. School still he a great
-,v
s are stimulating. Although these
children hate moant friends. the do not seem in
erlt concerned about their
.f•
DEAR IRIS: Thank you for
, 7,
pals' Vk elfare. Concerned parents still teach
their offspring the importance of some valuable advice. Because
41.
kindness and fair pla> Innot atit e and daring.
the> often pursue careers in the
you
took
the
time
and
effort to
dramatic arts.
warn others, many may be*
•
spared the costly and frightenMOND.AY, APRIL I, 1991
CATHY
ing experience you endured.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE past %k ill du)
014,40, DON'T I KNOW I WAS
it complete turnarou.id.
DON'T 00
mu6.11 /11 7REALL4
.NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
*
START WORK- SILL'I TO THINK
VIRGO I Aug.23-Sept. 22 ): Draw
THIS TO ME
OKAY
f LET'S
l'rutei.wrAal at-tit Ines claim the Infll-s on sour
INC, ON MY
A WOMAN RS
0011T SAN
17E
iL
GEO
Hti"
r- NEAW
POLITAN S101(•AZNE
HAVE
DEAR ABBY: I recently got
DIWJE
shariiot our attention until midsum- stat on experiences and -t ou still
R
EMOTIONS.
PRETT4
as
vOu
IT
DON'T
SUIT TO IMthe right irack in hilliness.
r WHERE DC "HE'turned down for a credit card beAGAIN
NEXT
mer Complete a major .prijiect
COULD
LIKE
SOWPRESS 401.1
What >ou feel. sou can etpress
SAY IT!
LEARN HCw TT IX'.
cause of bad credit. Since I am only
WEEK!!
September and sour reputation ve.nI and to an
S ONE LIKE ME
DON'T...
attentite..audience. Look
-Nis TO us
18,
just
start
ed myjob a year ago and
121Ths • holding an etc:cu
nt.: position be ond appearances %\ hen >ou meet
??7._
still live at home.!had never applied
ill help >ou &Actc long-term ca- .someone
new
for
credit
befor
e.
reer !,!Oals ss hi le boosting sour earnLIBRA '( Sept. 23-0d.:22): Yon
I contacted the credit bureau and
ing poster. Nest . December is the benefit
1) doing something for a huwas
shocked to discover that a string
tune for ru imance. mit el and tun! A manitarian
Liaise
of judgments: bad debt write-offs.
t flange of blest je or residence still sponse to sour . The public". reetc. are on my report.To make a long
ideas still delight >ou.
get 1992 oft to a fabulous start.
Anticipate possible setbacks and has e ,Istory short, my mother, who is a
CELEBRITIES BORN ON alternatit es
in mind.
compulsive shopper,had credit cards
THIS DATE:actresses Debbie Ret SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Not. 21
under my Social Security number.
mild, and Ali Mat(iraw. baseball's New crea
m e and emotional fulfill-When I. confronted her, she
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Rusts Staub.•pianist Ldd> Duchin.
ment are like!), nos.. Share sour
shrugged and said I should use my
A.RIES I March 21- Apri I .19 Pa> new tound happiness st
brother's Social Security number
ith someone
attention tin Mier people's good ideas. special.,
Latish lose on a child and
She had messed up her own Social
A ionit ins estment opportunit> ma' watch the
Security number years ago.
trust between >ou grow
arise. Express sour thoughts clearl> stronger.
I don't want to use another
us at(lid misunderstandings. Postpone
person's Social Security number. I
SAGITTARIUS 'Not . 22-Dec.
a shopping trip.
just want to clean up my own Social
21 1: Be receptit e to new ideas and
TAURUS I.April 20-Mat 201: A suggestions. es en
Security number and get credit tht
it
sonic
of
them
great da> for fmali/ing business ne- seem a hit risks.
honest way. But how can I do thiOnl> ht considering
gotiations. Those who hate taken allot >ouro
without getting Mom in trouble?
ptions can >ou he certain
positite steps still soon see their of making
BAD CREDIT IN SAN ANTONIO
the right decision.
incomes rise. An trips >ou plan now
• CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 1 01
...mild be dela> ed. Stay close to home Your abilit>
DEAR “BAD": You have done
to adapt to unusual cirnothing wrong and defrauded
base.
cumstances is heightened toda>. A
no one, so do not start now by
GEMINI Mat 21-June 20j: Back lose relationship
reinforces sour
using your brother's Social Seott tor ..Itt hi le and others still come to idealism. Mull ot
er complicated
curity number.
'sou. Do things that are in our best pohc> matte
rs before taking a public
Contact the credit bureau
mierest. Sign papers after conferring stand.
showing that you have a poor
V. I111 law > ers. Surround >ourself ss
ith
-AQUARIl S Jan. 20-1-eb. 18):
GARCIELPI I'M
credit rating under your Social
familiar faces this et ening.
HOME FROM
A new friendship could bring man>
Secur
ity
numb
er.
Thes
e
comp
a\CFR .- 11une 2l -Jul > 22i: benefits. Worki
THE STORE!
ng
from
nies
behin
have
d
the
proc
edur
es set up to
Coii,crliraw on getting joint finan- scenes gistp
> ou certain ask antages.
correct their records whenever
cial affairs in order. Two heads are You ssiil hate
the wrong person is listed with
greater sui.s.:ess in
better than one vi hen looking for st
romance it >ou quit wearing our
had credit. They will advise you
to reduce expenses.increase sating'.. heart on sour
what documents will be needed
sleet e!
Beliete in >ourself and success will
in order to clear your listing on
PISCir:S I Feb. 19-March 201:
sw
their credit records.
"Your career receit es
LEO Out> 23-Aug. 22): Simply- boost. thanks some a welcome
Social Security will not enter
to
one
else.
.
ac
h mg sour da>-to-da> schedule V• ill tions:Set it good
the picture unless the mess with
example h> gen HP;
reduce tension. Continue to develop the dat oft to an energe
the credit bureau can't be
tic start. Old
the spiritual side of our personalitt
straightened out,and even then,
lo>alties could he tested.
Those who hate doubted >ou in the
it is unlikely that your mother
will "get into trouble."
PEANUTS
TODAY'S CHILDREN base strong personal tnagn
etism
and
a
real
/est
e
for life. Earnest and eager to please. the) ma> beco
me the teachet's pet. Wise
CONFIDENTIAL TO(;OLDIE
parents will encourage these youngsters to get
WE YELLED:FORE!'
plent> of ph>sical exercise.
l AND THAT
IN PALM DESERT, CALIF.: In
Mans of these Aries are histor) and geography huffs
who lose to vat el and
TREE
DIDN'
T
EVEN
the
MOVE..
immo
rtal words of Thomas
et en dream of going on archaeological digs!'Vert
select
_
Paine: "What we obtain too
Aries tend to marry late in life. The ideal mate still it e in romance.these
share
their
confi
dent.
chea
p,
we
este
em
little
too
." In
optimistic attitude.
other words, Goldie: Don't give
AI! 111 •-•
away too much, or you'll never
I )• •
•(*
p4.1
(
4••
be able to sell it.
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CLASSIFIEDS
020
240

2R0

Notice
Ambit*.

\\biking
Around
The
Clock
For NOu!

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

WANTED
TO BUY

Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$16000 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

SlYnt advf.
,
Vni) •••114.3••
!Vey •0 We"
VeNd .0, •
qv/ SecOnOS
and
,Vas •••
96ne

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

ttsq

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
199: Camaro RS, loaded
#143445 $312 30 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Illks Tax Tole & License
48 Ado Closed End Lease

inr we, Willis rot
4,•••
N., veva.*
tap be Vat
vers
tst tvt cl•• 0• ^ tett
5s 50l

Whet` tot
000
•SS

301.•••11 .0,

IC

40504e :4
eve ,• 11401
• ttrt 440,,tut

puts rOu.
Cis 4.ov "5 0' it..

The Murray
_ Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
733-1916

$$$$$The Factory Outlet at
Mary Nell Ind 'Vincent s is
now Open Hrs Tues-Sat
10am-5pm Come visit us
for great fashions at great
savings $$$ on 9th & Water
St Mayfield Ky

CrtivR,VelTANT
;7.,.rects;Nes
a '•"1r7.4...Y•
eried
.
pat! :ime in a
es
cns per.
-t1gm,i g
•

TREAS Lurroer now has
chain link fencing Come , n
and see Walt for oeta ,s

LUZIER Cosmetics Free
Skin Care Evaluations Complete Line of Facial
arid Body Products Contact Kim Parker Beauty
Analyst 759-4174

LANDSCAPING timbers
$2 87 Cash & Carry Trees
Lumber

'BON_ '3 INCOME 91
Earn
$500 weekly
EasteJ cards and
gifts For more .ntormation
send a stamped addressed
er.eQ:t.' to T&J s cards
anc gifts PC Box 430780
S.".`,..th Mao'
33'43

FOR LEASE:
3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bei Air Cen-

-,,ee -3'C' Di +1• as
.
De
: s.:
a •a t-s
gas a :•4•A';4?

•-

rs

TILT."

!or .trnointnient
ir

1302 'S.

12th ,11‘.

641 'Si

s

Seuaticn
Wanted
7-7
•
tee •
shed sr-a-.
a
C .••••••

548-2846
LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
SEAL.
Ss4.14' •••(.

_CST

OFF AC...1T ••570•

ALLIANCE

THE FAR SIDE

E_-

•

a

Snap
4 5?

••

:••`

NEW Holland 7tt mowerconditioner
Well maintained mechanically
Extra knife parts $2500
firm 436-2556

WOODEN storage build
ings 8)(16' starts at $1095
10x16' $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Bu-id
ings 502-247 7831

SHARP copiers Authorized dealer for sales so'
vice, supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 431
WANT a faster retur 7: 7
Why pay more for
tronic ti;,n,g/ Cat c,
start at $20 001 Ca eo3-er
Noel and Associates :se
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759 1425

p t "an's
4 (:'
Ports( ,our

AS seen in Seventeen ma
gazine hachsiablack lace
c'om dress Size 10 $150
Ia. 762 3785 days Ask for
Carol 759-9211 nights

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

EASTER Sale 25;ee off on
doIt hoLses 10e. off on doll
.ern,ture Discounts good
ree month ef March Wood
N_ Crafts_ aubis Road Mayis, 247-5936

7

•-•4-474CZtv

rt.,. I4ittt
r

•
••• •

••••

• •••

F•

'v houses 6 Ir00
'
,
12 room $.39 99. 18
$57 99 24 room
9 99 Teescoping pole
to. 15ft $3499
er- Harceare Down:-,ar:s Open all day

OFFICE space for rent first
floor National Hotel Lease
agreement includes utilities
and office maintenance
753-0762
WAREHOUSE space for
rent on Industrial Road
Size 56 x50 with 13 high
door Call 753-5976

All

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investi
ganons Southside Shop
ping Center Suite $102
Murray 753 2641

WOMENS Power Bolt
Countess golf clubs Includes pitching wedge
through 2 iron Wilson
X31-2 wood and 4 wood
Putter Complete set $100
Call 753 5904

4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509

A & F
Warehousing Mini Storage

Business
Services

BATTERY pbwered golf
cart Good condition $600
492 8727

9
,
7

By GARY LAR-SON

J,
SIVIEMS.41

INTERNATIONAL 490
21ft disc 9ft Dugleman
front blade 435-4263

C:2'

COL..."
Mon -Fr
Ccifee
St

PINE Bark Mulch Of Nuggets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 50Ib bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 50Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azaleas are lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

3pt HITCH agn wheel rake
Never used
$300
435-4294

Sports
Equipment

7 .7.-- outer
drive
' n.eig

rha,P n.,•,; •
:3

;
Cre'
753

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
Specializing
in
front wheel drive,
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

VE•V CAREE.

ts,<tut ar,
- _sea-

282 MF 83 model 947hrs
Like new condition
753 5463 or 753 0144

Li

'!err,••_,

, Hazel • Sma
_
Blond and ocr- re
the shelter,

Call (618)

Ca

PATIO stones 2"x8"x16" SHADY Oaks
2 or 3br,
gray or red 69c ea Also electric or gas Walking dis2'x 12'square or hexagonal tance to college 753-5209
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red TRAILER 12x65 2br, 1
octagon square paving bath air, cable city water
stones for 55c ea and 18' Sharp $175 mo $100 dep
753-8663
square brickfaced patio No pets
stones $3 69 Coast to 753-8332
Coast Hardware 753-8604

4 ROW John Deere planter
$500 489-2743

t..-1S 30,3y

a34

PCLAD

Articles
For Sale

‘lurra.

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country. 2.2
acres.'28.500.

ANT tO boy 1 to 5 acres
near Yurr/ay Prete,to have
water and septic Will con
C.• •-•
3•

-

c,C

ter, corner location.
Call 753-4751
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

hrit4:

rcsumc to

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or cAndi
ton Call 1-800-443-7740

aSED and antique turn
t..re giass foois qlts
‘...01-642-6290

-

-Se
Se'
-

11e1sonnel to vi(Irk in

.•
.•

caict

3TORiZED treadmill
4,55 4336

McGee Pest
" Control

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Miscellaneous

270

Sins to meet
your needs.

Call -753-7668
310
Want
To Rent
WANT to rent
3 or 4
bedroom house June 1
Call collect 414 332-3664

Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment furnished
dose to university and hospital Some utilities paid
Call 753-8756 or 753-4012
1BR low utilities No pets
References required $165
753-3949

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

10" Craftsman deloxe tatic
saw Like new 753 7369

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

-10x45 MOB-LE horn:, Pe
frigerator sto se a,' :.c.•
$1000 Great some
lake 753 0530

Lessons By
Appointment
JIMmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY. KY

2 BEDROOM upstairs
apartment Living room dining room and den area No
pets $250 2 people $2953
or more people Water bill
paid Call 753-8355 before
5pm

1244 2E39 7 mous from
Murray on 121 South
2BR 2 bath duplex Ap753-0507 after 6pm
'pliances furnished with
microwave 1008A North1 2x65 2br with double 101
wood Dr No pets Now
474 0124 0
‘111.LIONAIKEs
available
$450(mo
14070 1986 BREEZE .- .4
753 2905
1.1()% SIRES Pk%(;IU %'s (:‘%1/1' IS BACK
OOD 2br 2,bath 2 oecks
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
satellite °Ism nicely and
%1I Itk1N Charlie's
753-4109
soaped on lakeview
Panorama St- c'es
23R apartment $200 2br
3 3-2i tee -sea oesigner1
436-2672 after 6prr
house beside East Elemen
Murray Hot -JOS
tary $250 No pets
14x7G 20r 2 foi. owns
''3 1 3,,h
753-8848 before 8pm
210
- Goo° conditoe
753-34S8
Day 49'8-8911
2BR
energy efficient dugo
Firewood
492 8297
plex New paint extra
5r.p
clean Central H/A, ap••
FIREWOOD for stove and 1991
eng.ne
14x50 2or 1 oat
pliances Available now
furnace Seasoned and
529999 rear
Total electr.c W 0 oot:
Coleman RE 753-9898
greenwood Cat to your or
--ithard speeds
underpinned Located R .
.,,se Sep $649 99
der 753 9808 474-8086
era Cts Lot 7 389014'
A BRAND new brick duW'a er Hard
A FiREVvOOD for sale
plex 2br ac gas heat all
24h PERRY travel traitor
Paris
appliances No pets
437 4667
seif contained, skirted •ri
'Jays
753-7688 or 759-4703
WOOD for sac 753 9745 sulated, underpinned Ex
nights
oesks chairs
tellent condition, brick pa
oatoriets some
to privacy fence See a' APARTMENT $200 -rno
See at 41' an.C.
Grogaris Traiur Court 948
$100 deposit 2br 1 bath
3. ot cal. 753"368
air cable, city water Nice
'532394 --grits
2BR trailer with 1430 add No pets
753-8663
ONE Dean Budweiser gui- on 4 rooms starred in back
753-8332
ri,A'ers s'eand
tar 5.300 753 4109 after Setting on 2 iots 110x200
•
t•eata- g ele
BRICK, lbr furnished or
$8000 436-5005
5pm
g ass ^,,c
unfurnished‘ Carport storta•
•s•
t.
CLAYT
or
ON
1991
41
:HI
16.70 3br age, patio
seed*,
& ycno pets
1'49
5.0ga• S. •
2 bath Frost-free retrigera
re.r• OuS -ass Exc
$.255'mo 753-6931
.1.a es -ard.sa:
tor Carpet throughout Re
c_s ^ess oppc'tL•ery
Miscellaneous
-.L a-s Open all day
duced to $16 900 with 1ree DUPLEX 2br Central gas
heat air
Appliances
3 , ecak seasoned freeood microwave Gateway Mo
tile Home 527 1427
Ridgewood $300 mo
.1.in•EE_C-t•R a.i-ndst $50 3hP garden tiller like
753-8096 or 753-2633
new $75 Call 753-1628 DOUBLE WIDE SALE
'easonatoiy
after 5pm
-t
8-4S,T,
Over 1340sq ft 4br 2 bath
DUPLEX mobile home 3tx
2 bath utility room carport/
AGREE Carports 12.21 Frost free refrpgerator De
Reg $1295 on sale for luxe thrciUghout Reduced storage Partially furnished
1 mile out of town
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on to $24 900 with free under
pinning Gateway Mob--,
Appliances
, 759 9921
sate for $1 295 Call May
Home 527 1427
fieie 247 783'
FURNISHED 2br baseE..i71TRIC range 20
FOR
ment apartment on lake No
sale or rent wen op
t..es 2 storage corneae
ARISTOCRAT & Bradford
son 1985 Sunbelt 80x14 pets $200 mo $100 deP
me-3
ekete
Flowering Pear Trees
75)
Ginkgo & others Cali Potts 2br 2 bath countroutcries 436 2402
& Associates after 5pm Must see to appreciate
FURNISHED apartments
od t n cookers
$1000 down assurne. mtg
489
2756
v• BBO needs
Cal after 5pm 753 5927 efficiency 182 bedroom
-2.5r of parts and
CAR tra.er
daytime 753 8201 Ar„ii f3ir and sleeping rooms Also
$500
renting for May Zimmer
Available to 436 2753
.a'aroiyn
man Apts S 16th St
,,rs.,:::rcr your present grill to
GRAIN fed mutton for bar
753 6609
MUST sell 14x70 30r
-ar-, • a
Or ditioe Subur
%(' 1- I
becuing by the qtlefter Cal 1
bath 1985 mobile
..c.arie 405 S Rail
Hit 110 '
NEARLY new 2br duplex
759 1326
__home Unfurnished avail
4.e Murray Ky
Large bath with double
able immediately Asking
.• ti• noon on Sa
sinks large rooms W/D
LADSCAPE Lava Rock
$10 200 but will corside•
' 500254 1823
Ice ft bag only $1 50 ea
hookup wood deck 1811
any offer 759-1552 before
Ridgewood 753 0814
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
8pm '
ea We also have sanitized
NEW 1000sg ft apartment
Home
pay sand 50lb bag only OVERSTOCKED on doui
Furnishings
be wides New 2842 too Gas heatlow utilities Near
$2 19 and Lawn Lithe 40Ib
Extra nice
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to many options to list Re college
:`T. • /33 '. TH remote con
$395/mo 7538828
Coast
Hardwa
duced
to
re
$26
900 Gateway
753 8604
AM FM Zenith
Mobile Home 527 1427
stereo :or sae 753 9930
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
LAWN chairs of unusual
Furnished near campus
wooden
design
Also
snake
3 F•ECE bedroom suite
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
bone earrings 759 4401 to
Full bed with headboard
Mobile
house W'D hook up Day
order
chest and dresser $85
Homes For Rent
9-5 753-6111, night
ver•aca, patio door blinds fits
MOWER blades Over 400
753 0606
12x65
Eift doors light blue new
2br
1
bath
Air
sizes in stock Snapper 30"
wa
Ste in box Paid $70 ntiw
cable
TAKING applications for
city
water
sharp
blade $6 99 Snapper
4 est•ei:
$50 354 6600
drive disc SA 49 Snapper $175 mo $100 deposit No 3br duplex 2 full baths
a•te•
pets 753 8663 753 8332 references and deposit re
EAPlTHTONE sofa with 68' belt $599 Wallin Hardquired S395/mo 753 9400
ware Downtown Paris Tn
matching char Nice $100
1991 BUCCANEER 16x56
or 435 4214
753-9229
2br
central
H A 6', ml
PRE SEASONED young
north of Murray Water turn
TAKING applications for
FA()1ORY DIRECT FL R• house and porch swinging ished
No pets $275mo section 8 rent subsidized
NITL RE 13actery oNerruns, pot flowers Dixieland
toy the
Shopping Center sidewalk Deposit $200,mo Must apartments 1 2 & 3 bed.7.;i 753 94'33 cleseeuts, first quality mer
have
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
references
Wed Sat All unsold flowers
charkiee Odd sofas, Sealy
Hardin
437 4087
Ky
or call
will
be
sold
and Simmons Millfet4CS, secby silent bid
502
437 4113 EHO
,ASH tor mobile home tionals,
bedroom furniture, Leave proposed price with 2BR trailer for rent Extra
'•es $7$l2 elach We es 0 some slightly damage
nice No pets $285 mo
d No telephone number and ad
•e'-hove 527 2932
dress Unsold plants will be $285 deposit 753 6633
prices by phone Wu)dcrafdelivered if price is reason
....K. cars and tracks Me ters Murray, Ky Next to
RENT or rent to own 2br
able Entire stock must go
Kman
•-,t Larry 753 3633
mobile home in Pirates
28R house for rent Newly
TANNING beds for sale
LARGE Drexel dresser
Cove Recreational Deve
O W.ncnester rifles
remodeled
No pets
Wolff and others New and lopmelht near Aurora, Ky
(
190
753
0172
rigire.action Colt pistols
used Sale service and Recreational facilities $285/mo plus deposit
war artifacts Guns
LIVINGROOM sofa $350 2 supplies Financi
$385 753 6633
ng avail available to renters or own
- wards etc Ask tor Larry matching Lazyboy
rockers
able Suntanning Unlimited ers For information call 2 or 4 bedroo
",3 3533
m house
$75 each 7'435293
753 9274
753 2613
75,3 4109

Al

Att.
_

fsa#V

";_e
An,
7
0'

•

"
3-11g7, sc.

AX1I

•
-Dang! My hat'

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

t

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

creatr
37 Nerve
network
38 Father
39 Nearly
42 Lead
46 Diving t•re
47 Large Oird
49 Turkish
regimen'
50 Cry of
Bacchanals
51 Decay
52 Mend with
cotton
53 Repair
54 Negative
vote
55 Goals

I High
mountains
5 Title of
respect
8 Transaction
12 Noose
13 Exist
14 Emerald isle
15 Heath
16 Affirmative
17 Coin
'8 Stalks of
drain
20 3uccaneer
22 Old pronoun
33 Father
4 Fruit seeds
7 Intrigue
' Bother
=oreigr
vravat
rrenton
Pierre and
Tallahassee
Strain for

_

NEA
E
11111KA - Y
SAPPED
EAPTR
ERR
LACE
Pa
P, A R-T -t•
SN E
MK- T
H

A-eer
7 B'eat,€•.`,.
00•er•
9 Region
'0 Pavelings
"Grafted
tieraidr,

5

-

e

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

22
24

25

_ E

DOWN

ill

U•R18

21

2€
27

27

28

30

33

35

36

•

37
39

40

41

UU

38
42

43

46

47

50

51

52

53

54

55

48

.• -

UUU

32

34

lic

28 A
29 A

23

26

31

lec

1.4 .7

C
S 0- N - N E
7
E1
S

I Charity
2 Booty
3 Indigent
4 Scatters
5 Declares

44

61`

49

DIA
L-A-WORDT"
Clues

32
35
36 f.Aart.t
38 Greek
39 Turee
40 Affer_•
41 - P
42 Obliga'
43 Verve
44 Pasteboard
45 Containers
48 Extinct
flightless
nee

SUl
1-900-454-3535

for todey's cresewerd puzzle.

Extension #702

44
1.
‘1111160
Hoffma
n's
A.
Lawn Maintenance
Division
Spec.ar't-i - a
phases o' ,a•tir
re !'"aT'erae
For Free Estimates
Call Today
502-759-4512
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3BR house
753-9826

3BR newly d
ferences rece
7521 3300

2 HORSE Ira
ing room an
New floor ar
good condi
Days 759-15
436-5442

3YR old rags
and 2 horse I
Call 753-680

CUTTING hi
and sold at C
and Arena in I
901-352-952'

ENGLISH s
condition $1
blankets go<
$20 ea 753

REGISTEREI
Walking mare
rel with blaze
and tail 3mo
training exo
lines $1500
paint horse, t
5yr old 15 hai
ing markings
ition $1600 D
evenings 436

YOUNG regit
hereford bulls
ing to servic
437-4667 Ed

Pe
& Si4

AKC Collie pu
type
S1;
901-247-5899

AKC chocola
pies Champic
$200 354-89

AKC registe
puppies Blac
buff, chocolate
$1005200 Cc
901-782-3513

AKC registere
pies Black a
Call 759-1424

HAVE an ob
mannered, sa
train classes
Professional ci
ers Serving Mu
12 years 436

REGISTEREC
pups Only 5
7wks old $12
Peg's Dog
753-2915

•

aka

V
4
1,
4
;
V-

3BR 2 bath 1
94 East 43'.
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;
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MOVING Salt
vingroom and
niture 753-75

76 ACRES
shed located
Shiloh Call
5pm
COMME RC I
2800sq ft n
course on N
terback Rd
436-2165 ate
GOOD busit
ment or a far
compound F1
resort feature
ownercaretal
slip boat dock
of prime lal
2967 Conte
Realty 753-1;
KOPPERUD
fers a compl
Real Estate s
wide selecte
homes
a
753 12 22
1 800 251 I
711L
LAKE BARK
County 3br
air insert ba
acres pond
buildings Be
$65,000 2 m
at Canton 9;
PROPERTY
cared in C
ground Penn
community
or mini farm (
after 6pm
AUCTION yo
property to s
tate Call Wil
tate 753-32E
Wilson 753-!
Miller 435 41

LOT for sale
subdivision
month for 60
a month for:
Interest.
474-58215
LOT on And
Electric, sept
road Direct!,
Little Estate
after 3pm

•

..•
•
••1
•

•••

k

•

•:
4.•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
LAO

490
Lots
For Sate

ir 3br
rig dis
-5209
?br, 1
water
00 dep
3663

3BR 2 bath 12 miles out on
94 East 437-4916

3 ACRES wooded lot on
Butterworth Rd 435-4263

3BR house Central gas
753-9826

MOBILE home lots in
Scenic Acres near East
Elementary School
City
water
$3850 00 Call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights

3BR newly decorated References required No pets
753 3300
370

WOODED lot in Candelite
Estates near Almo
100195. city water & na
tural gas, $345000 Cali
7 5 3 76 68 days o'
753-2394 nights

Livestock
SL4:9114ws
Call
,nt first
Lease
Jotters
lance
a3 for
Road
high

;-!-CE
i8

or 4
ne 1
3664

is hod
d haspaid
4012
pets
$165
stairs
im di?a No
;2953
'er bill
aefore
Apwith
North
Now
'mo
merit

3 2br
men
pets
yr

t duextra
apnow
98

ft duat all
)ets
4703

•mo
bath
Nice
563

d or
SW(ets

gas
:es
fr 0
3

3br
Port'
hod
wn

aseNo
dee

nts
>om
5ilso
nor
St

lea
ible
ViD
911

,nt
ear
:e

us
4br
)ay
iht

for
hs
re
.00

for
ed
ts

ofy

,11

2 HORSE trailer with dressing room and tack room
New floor and Ores Very
good condition $1585
Days 759-1529, evenings
436-5442
3YR old registered /. horse
and 2 horse trailer for sale
Call 753-6805 after 5pm
CUTTING horses trained
and sold at Cooper Ranch
and Arena in McKenzie, Tn
901 352-9524
ENGLISH saddle good
condition $100 2 winter
blankets good condition
$20 ea 753-0530
REGISTERED Tennessee
Walking mare 4yr old Sorrel with blaze blonde mane
and tail 3mo professional
training, excellent bloodlines $1500 Registered
paint horse, blackitobiano
Syr old 15 hands outstanding markings Good disposition $1600 Day 759-1529
evenings 436-5442
YOUNG registered polled
hereford bulls From weaning to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize
3130
Pete
Supplies

460
Homes
For Sala
10 ACRES with a 20x20
A frame house and 20x30
store building Near the water on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759-1949
354-8416
1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar
age 2 blocks from untver
say Mid $40s 753-1404
753-6128
2E3R with appliances ceiling fan carport, fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in
$20'5 Coleman RE
753-9898
3/4 BEDROOM 27, bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater'Farmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223
4BR 2 bath can be used as
single family or duplex
Central H,A 3 kinds of
heat, hardwood floors TVA
approved insulation 4
miles north of Murray Hwy
121 Stella $39,000 Possible owner financing
489-2595

AKC Collie puppies Lassie
type
$125 each
901 247 5899 after 6pm

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

AKC chocolate Lab pup
pies Champion bloodlines
$200 354-8914

home Large
room, LR,
krtchemdining combination, 'Alloy room. 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage, concrete
double driveway Patio
sidewalks, carpet, oak
parquet floors, range
dishwasher, energy efficient large wooded lot
New 4 BR

family

AKC registered Cocker
puppies Blackitan, silvei
buff, chocolate 6wks-5mo
$100-$200 Cottage Grove
901 -782-3513
AKC registered Lab puppies Black and yellows
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
HAVE an obedient well
mannered, sate dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436-2858
REGISTERED yellow Lab
pups Only 5 females left
7wks old $125 753-5211
Peg's Dog
753 2915

Grooming

410

Public
Sate
MOVING Sale mostly II
vingroom and bedroom fur
niture 753-7523

7l, ACRES with storage
shed located on 464 near
Shiloh Call 753-8691 after
5pm
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
house partially finished,
new septic central heat/
AC, outbuildings
492-8,519
NEW England Salt Box
home with 3 or 4 bedrooms
and 3 full baths Parquet
flooring and carpet. gor
geous staircase and foyer
Ceiling fans, lovely fireplace, beautiful decor
throughout Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets
$124.500 MLS 2909
Phone 753-1222. Kop
perud Realty
NEW carpet linoleum,
paint 1991 3BR, 2 bath
brick in city Bob Perrin RE
759-1881, evenings
753-3509

READY FOR IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCYI And ideal
for the young family Very
nicely decorated wellGOOD business invest- maintained 3 bedroom
ment or a family/corporate home Large deck, fenced
compound Fully operating back yard and workshop!
resort features 7 cottages storage area are some
of
ownercaretaker home, 32 the quality features
Just
slip boat dock and 6 2 acres reduced Low $60s
MLS
of prime lakefront MLS 2652 Phone 753-1222
2967 Contact Kopperud Kopperud Realty
Realty 753-1222
TRAILER house and cotKOPPERUD REALTY of tage on 5 lots in Crappie
ters a complete range of Hollow Well and septic
Real Estate services with a storage shed $17,000
wide selection of quality Good rental property
homes
all prices
436-5005
753-1222,toll free
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
1 800-251 -HOME Ext
subdivision 4br 2 bath
711L
covered deck 354-6006
LAKE BARKLEY
Trigg
County 3br brick central
470
air insert basement 19 5
acres, pond orchard out
Motorcycles
buildings Best offer over
$65,000 2 miles off Rt 68 1987 SUZUKI Quad Racer
500 Very good condition
at Canton 924-5221
Lots of extras 753-5624
PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Camp- 1987 VIRAGO 350 miles
ground Penny and Kirksey like new Call 753-3672 al
community Small acreage ter 5pm
or mini farm Call 489 2161
after 6pm
480
Auto
AUCTION your real estate
Services
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
NEW and used tires Key
tate 753-3263 or Wayne Auto Parts Hwy 1215
Wilson 753 5086. or Dan 753-5500
Miller- 435 4144

III3

.140

Lots
For Sale
LOT for sale in a lakefront
subdivision $3000 $50 a
month for 60 months $100
a month for 30 months No
interest. 753-4060 or
474-8826

Auto
Parts

530

Used
Cars

Services
()tiered

1977 DODGE Diplomat
V8, runs and drives good
Body fair 753 1940 after
6Prn

Charles McCuiston
Used Cars

1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition. 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808

4 Miles South 121
at Cherry Corner
753-1250
Open 11 a.m. til Dark

1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436-2174 evenings

1981 Calais
Supreme, nice
1987 Escort
Silver
1984 Sliverad0

1980 TOYOTA 2 door
Blue. 5 speed runs very
good $800 or trade 1981
Olds Cutlass Brougham 2
door Silver all power
Chevy engine $1150 or
trade 753•8165 after 6pm
1983 PONTIAC Trans Am
Black with t-tops 89000
miles $2500, 1972 K5
Blazer $1200 1975 Chevy
pickup auto $750
489-2743
1983 VW Quantum wagon
Air, stereo, excellent condi
lion Needs work $700
OBO 474-0115
1985 BUICK Skylark 4
door, tilt. cruise, A/C Good
condition Call 753-7415 at
ter 3pm
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
wagon PS/PB air, tape
deck 61xxx miles $2000
753-0814
1986 BRONCO II Eddie
Bauer Edition $6750
753-4445
1986 CHEVROLET Ca
price Classic Brougham
excellent condition clean
Michelin tires fully loadele
753-7903 after 5pm
1986 DODGE Daytona
64,783 miles $4200
759-4563
1986 ESCORT 1984
Tempo 1983 New Yorker,
1982 Cutlass 1981 Grand
Prix Financing available
No credit check 492 8884

1979 CUTLASS Callas for
parts 4 3 L V8 motor and
trans and several good
body parts $37500 Call
75 3 7668 days or
753-2394 nights

1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
L82 $7250 753-4445

.
$5,075
1984 isuzu Trooper
4x4..W75
1977 GMC
Sprint__ ......
60xxx Hies
1985 Dodge Ram
50 ---------------------------$2,975
1971 Mustang
Mach 1
1980 Gran Prix _32,475
2 tone, 60xxx rrites
1978 Mercury Zenner
Wagon ...... ..............$975
1978 Toyota
Celicia
$975
1980 Volare ...... $385
4 Door
1483 Alliance ...........???
Noisy Engine
1972 Scout 4x4_.$1,275
1983 Cavilier
Wagon
$975
1981 Chevette
Hatchback .......
1977 Caprice.
3675
4 Door
See David or Charles

1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
speed 49 000 miles
$ 4 20 0
5 7 3 8 26 9
762-3106
1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
equipped Must sell best
offer 753 5211

PURDOM
MOTORS

88 Bro.

1971 CHEVY LWB PS
good brakes Ores $1103
OBO 753-1940 after 6pm

One Owner Al Pw,
198.9 Cadillac
Deville

1977 DODGE pickup V-8
with topper, auto ps•pb,
63xxx original miles, 1
owner $1650 492-8959

Ave ts4 es One Ovee'

1989 Cadillac
Deville

1983 SUBURBAN 454
trailer ready, dual air
753-6299

Ore Owner Nce Car

1989 Olds Ninety
Eight Regency

,d

1985 CHEVY Silvered°
bough, ylor's
LWB SO
L
harPI
489 —

One Owner Loaded

1990 Pontiac
Grand Prix
4

_aaoed Ave Mies

1985 S15 GMC pickup
truck Excellent condition
$2000 759 1786

1990 Pontiac
Grand Prix
4

".Eirr

5- 2:Y

510

Now S13,475
1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

Campers
1976 SIERRA Scott 15ft
Air, stove refrigerator,
awning bath $1250 OBO
489-2841 after 5pm

4 Dr Nee Car Per
W -cows & Loc•s

1990 Olds Cutlass
Supreme
22/ "on

34' AIRSTREAM trailer
1000 Excella pkg Excellent
condition 753-7866

C"oose

1990 Cadillac
Deville

CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359

Tr.-6,e To C000se Fro-

1990 Cadillac
Seville
1990 Pontiac Sunbird Convertible

TOPPER for LWB truck
Excellent condition
753-6446 after 6pm

Teo To Choose Fro-

1990 Pontiac
Bonneville SSE
1991 Olds Cutlass
Supreme

114t1 ALUMINUM boat with
ikohnson motor, trolling motor, and depth finder
436-2418

1991 Pontiac
Grand Am

1970 SKI barge and trailer
100hp Evinrude, front
beam 81" center beam 94'.
rear beam 92", depth 36
Load capacity 30001b, 2
props, spare tire $2500
0130 436-5230

4 Dr Two To Choose Prom

1991 Cadillac
Deville
Tee To Choose From

Used
Con

$5,475
$2,975

1991 Pontiac
Bonneville LE
1991 Pontiac
6000 LE

1986 BOMBER Crappie
Mate 15' 1978 751'ip John
son Motor, trolling motor, 2
depth finders $4000
753-9365 or 436-2914

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experi
once Bobby Hopper
436-5848

530

ServiC011

HARDIN Painting Res,
dental or commercial Re
ferences on request For
free estimate call 437-422r
or 354-8985 20 years
experience
HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
tonates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

WANTED lawns to mow
Call Laura 753-1831

LANDSCAPING mulch
436-5694 or 7534514 after
5pm

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-18.35

WILL do general light hauling mowing yards painting, other odd jobs
759-9626 before 4pm

L&L Lawn Service Corn
mercial or Residential
Free estimates 753-4001
MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401

YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753 8463 after 3 30pm

•

MOWING landscaping
and tree work All odd jobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254
753-2869

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM wOODWORIUNG
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

MOWING ROTO TILLING
in-town only Will take lim
ited number of small to
medium size yards for 91
season 753-0611

S

-Drop by & see our showroom

(

47:9 5-#48.#,V,

•

753-5940
4111111111011...„.40,111.
11 1111‘..„46.

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

4

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels residential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

J

Crewe--

PAINTING -Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

'"""f•

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Phone 753-4873

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

APPLIANCE REPAIR

PROFESSIONAL painting,
paperhanging, wallcoverings, furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers • washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electnc range,

RILEY'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS- Back from
Ilumcanellugo Roofing our
specialty. 10% discount to
senior citizens Phone
489-2693.

*Ali Repairs Are Guaranteed

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Keivinator•Emerson•Brown

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele411britten, Inc.

QUALITY BUILT HOME!
Waiting for your family to enjoy. Beautiful Oak
cabinets, fireplace, spacious moms, and private
back yard. Three bedrooms. 2 baths. Low $9fls
MLS 2918

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

Backhoe Service

Reopening for the
Season April 1
S an-

4

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210 1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

Thorn.
Operator
30 leorg Experience
-1u n ior

,' •

v.

• '

John Smith
(502) 382-2733

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436 5430
BUILDER. new homes
garages. additions remodeling, framing, decks, patios, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams,
753-0563 after 5pm
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

Wi'rray
Ledger & Times

classified department
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Paul Smith
(502) 489-2156

BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of satisfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails and lifts. AU work
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers Former owner of
Twin Lakes Mooring Call
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
354-8695 before 8am or after
5pm for free estimates

,,
,
• .

• • .s •. ...•

753-9925

Above And In Ground
Service
Decks
Supplies
Patios

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

• •••

•. ..1. •' ... ;,•

S POOLS

t Hwy. 121, Stella

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements foot
ings, garages drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

i:
'•
- -#
' • ••' •••‘• •• "a - .. •

•

753-1222

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664

.••••••.,•,....wew• -••••-4P110044.844414.41.""".
. . , ....... •
.
.
.
•

•

FOR SALE BY OWNER - PRICE REDUCED
3 f3edroom, 13/4 Baths - Eke. Heat Pump Appliances. Like New - 14'x 16. Patio Deck - 18'
Octagon Gazebo- Large Outdoor Hot Tub - Plus
1 Bedroom Apartment, Additonal Income. 3.000
sq. ft. Under Roof. Corner Lot in City Limits.

•
,

l

pr.

•

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Prete estimates without obligation
Day or nite 7484

(502) 759.4664

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

)
11111 .
•

STALLONS Roofing'
Siding, painting All work
guaranteed Free estimates Call 474-8064

Roy Hill

alitin‘. Haulink. etc.

WILL mow yards Free esti
mates 436 5269
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

LAWN mowing and handyman 753-5310

tipecUliiing in Sepik

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
753-7032

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

Ijnks.Seners. ound-

WILL mow lawns Depend
able Free estimates Re
ferences 436 5443

WILL break and disc gardens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

JOE s Lawn Care Resi
dental and commercia,
mowing, trimming fertiliz
ing and rolling 345-2312

• l•

Services
Offered

Offiffed

14ft CRESTLINE, 40hp CARPET and vinyl
repairs
Johnson depth tinder, and installation Profes
trailer, extra nice $850 sional service Glen Bobber
18tt turbo craft combine 759-1247, leave message
bon run-about and fisherman double tandem trailer, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Comlike new 436-2427
plete service on all central
1988 1611 ALUMACRAFT
cooling, all makes and
with 35hp Johnson motor
Call 759-1929 after models Call Gary at
759 4754
4 30pm
1988 CHEETAH runabout DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
19f1 165hp
$8000
and re-roofs Written guar
Days 753-7688, nights
antee Local references
759 4703
753-5812
1988 RC 24 Pontoon, deluxe, 1989 Johnson 88 WfT LICENSED for electric
& T, full furniture 12gal gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estitanks. 12-24 TM, LCR,
bought new 5/19 $10,500 mates 753-7203
OBO 753-3648
EXPERIENCED and de
pendable family business
1990 STRATOS 285pro
Bought new 2/90 1990 175 needs yards to mow in M U
ray area 437-4171
GT Johnson Rake prop
Stratos Trail trailer with FENCE sales at Sears
brakes 12 24 Johnson troll- now Call Sears 753-2310
ing motor 2 indash Lo- for free estimate for your
wrance flasher 1 Lowrance needs
26000 $12,000 or best ofGENERAL office and
fer 901-352-5716
house cleaning
Refer
19t1 GLASTRON ski boat ences required 753-4897
Less than 40hrs of use
Excellent condition $8000 GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
753-3332
436-2642
19tt RENKIN fiberglass
with E-Z load trailer, 140hp GUTTERING By Sears
Merc-Cruiser 10 Power tilt Sears residential and corn
and trim All guages 20gal mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
tank . $4500 OBO
tons Call Sears 753-2310
502 436 2734
for free estimate
28ft HARRIS flotebote
G W CONSTRUCTION
120hp OMC I/0 hardtop
Gerald Walters roofing
Depth finder, marine radio,
painting vinyl siding all
good condition 753-0387
kinds of remodeling Phone
after 5pm
489-2267
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
HADAWAY Construction
16fIx6ft inside '7 in botHome remodeling, paint
tom $1000 502-442-2155
ing, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job toc
small 753-4251

AlA T ENTERPRISE Exc
1989 HYUNDAI Excel 4
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Le1986 FORD LTD wagon
door sedan Excellent convies, roads, driveways,
Good condition $2900
dition Low mileage Will
parking lots septic tanks
436-2181 or 436-5862
sell for payoff Call Mike
foundations basements,
753-3311 after 5pm
1987 CHEVROLET Sprint
gravel, dirt, and etc
45mpg, AUFM cassette
1989 NISSAN $4550 1988 753-0577
30.000 miles, runs great
Firebird $5500 1980 EldorAl TREE Service Stump
red, 2-door $3500 OBO
ado $2100 492 8884
removal spraying hauling,
Call 762-6780
2 CAR hauler bed factory yard work and mowing
made by Summit Com- Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm 759-9816
plete with 2 8000lb
winches all chains and ac- 753-0495
cessories
$3000
ACE Cleaners Will give
435-4294
you a hand with your spring
CAR Stereo Installation cleaning, window washing,
1300 121 Bypass
753.0113. Sunset Boulevard housekeeping or yard
Murray. Ky.
Music Murray's Alpine Car work Call Dorothy at
Audio Specialist. Dixieland 753-0196 or call Debbie at
753-5315
Center, 1 block from MSC 753-9970
1978 Chev. Blazer
rrns
CARPENTRY, commercial
1984 Olds Ninety
and residential work Remodeling. additions, decks,
Eight Bro.
Vans
fences Fast quality ser1986 Chrysler
1981 CHEVROLET Car- vice Call 759-1424 after
Fifth Ave.
5pm
riage
Conversion ExcelLow U es Ore Ow-R.
lent condition but high mi- ALPHA Builders - Carper
1986 Ford Crown
leage $4500 492-8166 try, remodeling, porches
before 3pm, 492-8149 after roofing, concrete, driveVictoria Wagon
3pm
ways, painting, mainte
Ave Mies, All Fre
1986 FORD van 6 cylinder nance, etc Free estimates
1986 Chevrolet
with air $2850 753-4445 489-2303
Cavalier
ANY remodel:ng, building,
Low Miles One Ow-er
painting & roofing. Free esEx1ra Clean
timates References
1988 Olds Delta
435-4632

4 D'

tan
LOT on Anderson Shores
Electric, septic tank Paved
road Directly across from
Little Estate 502 247-6379
after 3pm

'
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THI. MURRAY LI.DGFR & 111F.S

Mrs. Mary June
Fals

•

The funeral mass for Mrs. Mary'
June FaIs will be Monday at 10
a.m. at Si. Mary's Catholic Church.
Eldorado. Ill. Fr. Donald E. Abell
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Si Mary's
Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at Bean Colonial Terrace Funeral Home. Eldorado, from 5 to 8 p.m. tonight
Saturday) and from 4 to S p.m.
S.:ndav.
Bialoik-Coleman Funeral Home
charge of local
7,n-igen-lents.
Mrs. Fais. 88. died Thursday- at
2s 2.71 at her home at 809 Vine
Masray .
\ :'ors are one daughter, Mrs.
K.e..crsnn. Leesville. La.: one
• •;,‘7. NIrs Katherine Wentzel.
II, seven gran&hildren
victor Fromm of Murray.

—

Mrs. Beulah May
Clark
Se7v,:es

Mrs. Beulah May
nc today at 2 p.m. at
F:7s: Baptist Church.
Nlo. The Rev. Ricky Cun:..nn.narn. pastor of Hardin Baptist
officiate.
follow in Cardv.ell
l'ennner%
CardWeil, Mo.. with
-7_ .n ennents nY McDaniel Funeral
where friends may
mn Funeral Home
e of local
•:. of Rt. I. Hardin.
5 a.m. at MurraC.
• ors ure one daughter. Mrs.
Kingst•lvIng. Austin__
. 7. fiar0:,1 E. Clank.
N17- Verna Go;.
‘,7C 7.7c.,7.C7
•.‘

.9

Mrs. Martha
Emily Jones
_
The

•

People to People Mission

Mrs. Mabel
Washam Farmer
Mabel Washam Farmer, 84, of
Westview Nursing Home died Friday at 10:18 p.m. at Murray'Callov.ay County Hospital.
Fan114:141 was a member of , the
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church
in Marshall County. She was
needed in death by her husband.
Lawrence H. Farmer. who died on
Dec. 19. 1980 and her parents.
Lafayette Hicks Washam and Dora
Chester W'asharn.

Sally Crass tours
Eastern Europe
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Tunes Staff Writer

Crass was granted a professional
leave of absence by the Murray
Independent School Board to partiSally Crass, a home economics
'
npate in the project.
teacher for 22 years at both Murray
"I took letters from my students
Middle School and Murray High
to students in Warsaw to promote
Upon returning to the United States, Sally Crass
School. was one of eight delegates
gave several presenthe understanding of cultural diftations concerning photos, souvenirs and information
from the United States to tour the
on Eastern Eurferences." Crass said. "We also
ope. Displayed above are caviar. Warsaw torte
changing Eastern Europe countries
and handicrafts
enjoyed formal and informal disauthentic to the Eastern European area. Pictured with
as a participant in the People to
Crass are Tina
cussions with Eastern Europeans,
Ratterree and students Lauren Miller and Brook
People Eastern European Financial
e Britton.
and I had the opportunity to visit
Farmer as survived by one, Investment Mission recently'.
the University of Warsaw."
Kentucky. Tennessee, Georgia,
daunnter Doralyn Lanier of Murray .
Crass's experience in Eastern
Iowa; California. Washington and
and one gran-daughter. Damara
Europe has also enlightened those
New York were the states reprearound her through her presentaLanier of Murray. She as also sented in Easter
n Europe. Included
tions to the Murray Independent
sun. ived hy one nephew. Bobby in the group's itinera
ry were visits
Board of Education members, the
Bohannon of Benton and one to East and West
Berlin.
Poland.
Murray High School faculty. and
sister-in-law, Louise Washam of Hungary and
Austria.
her students. Crass said she is also
Benton.
Each stop proved to be educamaking herself available for preThe funeral is planned for 2 tional and inform
ative, with Crass
sentations to other groups as well,
p.m.. Monday at Blalock Coleman and the
other delegates meeting the
sharing photos and information.
Funeral Home. Burial will be in people of E.1:CrI
l Europe who were
"My students were very' interPleasant Grove Methodist Church "very reeenn
ve to us and welested, especially in the contrast
Cennetar in Marshall County. Vis- comed stories
of the American way
h‘4%keen the East and West. They
itation will he 5 to 8 p.m. S,iay of life."
Crass said. "Universities
found
particularly interesting the
a: the Lneral noire.
espccia:y were sery interested in
numbe
r
of languages the students
learning anout our culture.
in the other countries knew," Crasc
"They are iook:ng for help, and
said.
letidersn:n. ark: are always interSally Crass presents a piece of the Berlin %%all
Despite the common belief that
John D. Janes. 86. K:. I.
to Dr. Paul Jones.
ested in resear.n and dev4opment.
superi
ntendent of Murray City Schools. Crass
the
died Thursday at 9:33p.n.
Easter
and
n
Wester
n world is
remov
ed the chunk
They are learning •:0‘.11. about [rec.
from the wall during her two week mission
%ay different, there are, according
Manor N'arsing Home. May-..ne
in Eastern Europe.
enterpr,
: :." Crass said. "They are
He was retired from Mer:1 C
le Crass, many' similarities.
on a
:n,orne, but look tow thing Company. Ma‘f.L.:
Regardless of the language barrier,
:7C -ebuilding of industry and
"it
was easy to communicate with
deYelonntent of communications.
Born March ',h. 1'405. in Cun-lo.
them." Crass said. Western influConsednently. there is a shortage
Tenn.. he was the on of the la:e of
ence is apparent in the clothing.
goods
Alvin Janes and Della Unk Janes.
The climate over there was also
Salaries a-J. WdgeS are drasticalcomparable to fall in America. she
n dnferenn, .n :nee countries. For
A:so preceding him in dealn eidr.'7ie,
said.
a nsof,:ssor at the Uniyerwere one:sister. Ntda McC,an ar.d sits of W,Irsal-A
This People to People interna- makes atIou:-STrier -a
three bro:ners. Mom _lanes E,: v•L'er.: d7...; had
tional organization was founded in
.7)ee7 W.:',1 - 7g 20
Jne anu .lese
1956 for the primary purpose of
Years
d
discussing. first hand, mutually17e :
number of
\Ir
interesting topics, with business.
"N
and
shorta
ge of
...,"••••..1
financc and investment leaders in
0'
,
..1/
1
4•27`“:".
,k.rig for indusBerlin. Hungary'. Poland and Aus•\•1•.,
De. a i- .• :
nte
Eastern
. Eeropef
•
• S7 7.. one son. Ranedy Janes
tria.
The program also took an inCniss
are eurrent..
depth look at the changes. includMrs
G
\or'
7: ‘e7.:-.70 tuk:ng place
•
Nlaf:e.d.(,71;:'
ing political ones. currently taking
-‘roln.:r
e
One
the ''.,)..7.1r;e4; are
Janes. Aktron. Ono. tnar grdnd,.n,
place,. in Eastern Europe.
w.In is the
ecra n:ece afl.0 7.,:77,2•••
President George Bush is the
•
;-7:-0,;eNs;7g
of
honorary -chairman of this "Ameri,
Tne tunera'i wili ne today
.
..,"‘
„„t1,,
can .people ambassador program.Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
chapel. of Brown Fan.nr-.
0,7 cr•
rogrann.
which dcpencs on people to
d The ReY
* FREE Lettering
advance edacatn)n and basiness.
* FREE Installation
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Specials!
Dine In, Pick-Up or Free Delivery

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large Pizza
for Only

WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates
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1

Treated Cross Ties
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-GMT
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•

-

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

641 South
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Lunch 11-2
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DON'T MISS THE BOAT
ON '90 TAX SAVINGS
OPEN YOUR IRA TODAY

T
V
W
e
e
k
The Weekly Entertainment Section of
Miierray Ledger & Times
SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1991

c.‘

Time is running out on your opportunity to save on 1990
taxes. Stop in between now and April 15th and well make
sure you're on board with an IRA.

Hazel
Morning Show

DAYTIME

8:05 A.M.
- Little House on the Prairie
O - Yogi Bear
0 A.M.
C)- Paid Program
5
ew
:Os0 A.M.
- Bewitched
8:3
C)- Popeye Hour
- NBC N
▪ - Jim Henson's Muppet Babies
ED I - Captain Kangaroo (CC) (R)
11 -CEtS News
(CC)
- Everyday Workout
QI")
Life
▪ - Maya the Bee
•- Care Bears (CC)
(1) - Fine Romance
11/) - Paid Program
- Popeye
CD
- Paid Pro ram
C)- Muppets
Varied Programs
O - Lassie
- Zoo Zoo Zoo
4:9 - Headline Ne s
6:45 A.M.
ED - Born Famous
Q j - A.M. Weather
•- Fun Zone
- Dumbo's Circus
ED - Mousercise
ED - Varied Programs
7:00 A.M.
ED - Today With Marilyn
01010- Good Morning
- Flying Nun
•- That Good Ole Gospel Music
America (CC)
O - Sunshine Mountain
1301 - Today (CC) (In Stereo)
5:15 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
0I)al
ED
- Varied Programs
This Morning
- Joan Rivers (R) (In Stereo)
13 CL - Body Electric (In Stereo)
5:30 A.M.
el- Live Regis & Kathie Lee
- Banana Splits
.10- Ag-Day
00 ilL - Donahue
• - Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 010
- Ralph Emery Show
c - Barbara DeAngelis
CC
1 - This Morning's Business
- Magnum. P.I.
GI - World of Survival
O - Faith Twenty
- Peter Pan & the Pirates (In
• - Inspector Gadget
Stereo)
C) - People's Court
(D - A&E Preview
- Fugitive
•
- Paid Program
000- Paid Program
New Mike Hammer
▪
•
- Sesame Street (CC)
- Eureeka's Castle
- Attitudes
• - Paid Program
F
KIiidnstsW
too
ne
ris
d
- Donald Duck Presents
- You and Me. Kid
CD
- Dinosaucers
-Mov
- Nation's Business Today
Mister Rogers ICC) (RI
.21 - ie
- Body by Janis
ED - James Robison
ED Sister Kate
(13 - All News A M
C) Movie
- Sing Out America
7:05 A.M.
- 700 Club
6:00 A.M
▪ - Leave It to Beaver
0- Morning Show (R)
DIG T 0- ABC News
7:30 A.M.
9:05 A.M.
1 - CBS News
0I - Instructional Programming
- Movie
- NBC News
- Bozo (In Stereo)
O - Robert Tilton
0- Tiny Toon Adventures (CC)
•- Jetsons
:3F
- 0Ai
am ty Feud
(E) - Heroes
•- Alvin and the Chipmunks
O
- Breakfast Show
Heathc
CI liff
▪ - Paid Program
Varied Programs
C)- Paid Program
0 21 - Reading Rainbow
Cartoon Express
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- Day by Day
0- Mr. Wizard's World (CC
- Littles
- All News Morning Joined in ProTom & Jerry's Funhouse
GB- Varied Programs
gress Left in Progress
- Paid Program
7:35 A.M.
- It Figures
10:00 A.M.
Bewitched
•- Good Morning, Mickey'
13 2 0.1:0-Home
8:00 A.M.
Awake on the Wild Side
0 Sally Jessy Raphael
• - Merrie Melodies
up - Flintstone Kids
(21 5 0
Price Is Right
- Varied Programs
411 - Sunshine Factory ,
0 6 - To Tell the Truth
All News A.M. Joined in Pro- 0- Lassie
- Joan Rivers (R) (In Stereo)
.0- Paid Program
gross
•- 700 Club
0- Fraggle Rock
6:15 A.M.
- Avengers
/2I
- Homestretch
(23) - A.M. Weather
•
Divorce Court
VideoMorning In Stereoo
O - Sharon, Lois & Bram's Elephant
6:30 A.M.
- What Every Baby Knows
Show
•ap01 - News
- Under the Umbrella Tree
Our Voices
S- G I. Jo*
Daisy Fuentes
O 2f - Books From Cover to Cover
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DAYTIME CONT.

SAT1. RD.Ali. MARCH 30. 1991
Hollywood Squares
Flipper
Video Soul
Cookin U S A (RI 'In Stereo'
Attitudes .
• - Raccoons [1,, Stereo)
efil - Andrew Daddo
ID - Father Knows Best
- Cope
0- Cope (bye Phone-Ini
CD

-

0O-

ID - Mickey Mouse Club ICCI (In
le
Stereo
_ popev
)
e

- Movie

•

ID - Video Disc Jockey

O - All News P M Joined in Pro- ID - Our House
- Frugal Gourmet
13 6_ 0 12 - News
gress Left in Progress
5:05 P.M.
- Getting Fit
O - News CC
ID - Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
4:35
• - Heart to Heart With Sheila (;)
P.M.
0- Movie
ID - Jeffersons
Walsh
- Chain Reaction
-5:30
OT 1
0-PAZ'News (CC)
O - Feature
5:00 P.M.
0- Noozles
NBC
News )CC)
10:30 A.M.
Toil
:arc CS IA - News
- Video Vibrations
- CBS News (CC) (In
Wheel of Fortune (CC)
- TrialWatch
0 21 - School Age Child Care
gh
Stereo(
2:05 P.M.
[8, - Instructional Programming
- Golden Girls (CC)
- Top Card ftr. Stereo)
0
- Abbott and Costello
ID - Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
la - Divorce Court
Hard Copy
• - Supermarket Sweep
O - Beverly Hillbillies (CC)
Sesam
2:30
P.M.
O - Fred Penner•s Place
e
Street
(CC)
63 - Varied Programs
0- Make the Grade
▪ - Live From L.A
0 s.. - Santa Barbara
o - Charles in Charge (CC)
(Z) - Body by Jake
0- Soft Notes
0 21 - Kids of Degrasso Street
0- Leave It to Beaver
- Hogan Family
12:05 P.M.
0- Bugs Bunny & Pals
• - Spenser For Hire
Super Mario Bros. Super Show ID - Avengers (CC)
▪
ID - Movie
0
- Nightly Business Report
• - Varied Programs
CO - $25,000 Pyramid
- Cartoon Express
- Great American TV Poll
12:30 P.M.
ID
0- Basic Training Workout
- Looney Tunes
O - Get the Picture
2, - News
ID - Varied Programs
- Paid Program
O 21 - 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
ID - Video LP
Trial
- All News P.M. Joined in ProWatch
•
CD - All News Morning Joined in Pro0.. Top Card
(In Stereol
Gilliga
n's Island
ID
gress Left in Progress
5_ - Talk of the Town
gress Left in Progress
fp - Care Bears (CCI
O - Varied Programs
- Days of Our Lives iCCi
5:35 P.M.
- Father Knows Best
10:45 A.M.
- Supermarket Sweep
•
gp
Bold and the Beautiful ,CC1
ID - Andy Griffith
• - Varied Programs
ID la 21 - Varied Programs
0 -2, - Gerald
3:00
o P.M.
1 1:00 A.M.
O - Name That Tune
Joker'
s
Wild
O 2. - Loving [CC.
▪ - Maya the Bee
0- Days of Our Lives i
3,0 - Match Game
- Be a Star nn Ste,e0,
As the World Turns
News
fp - Tracey Ullman
CI 6 - Wheel of Fortune [ _
money Spencer Tracy, Milton Berle,
dipnrg
a0
ahRW
aininbfrw
o ey
MONDAY
131) - Sunshine Factory
Ethel Merman 1963
0- Geraldo
12:45 P.M.
4/1/91
O - Robert Tilton
0
130
4391k --gVaried
Programs
1 1:30 A.M.
- Varied Programs
(9 12 - Young and the Restless
- Disney's Adventures of the
ID - MOVIE:'Heart of Dixie'(CC) A
5:00
A.M.
1:00 P.M.
00 - Movie
Gummt..Bears
- MOVIE:'Take the High Ground' college student finds her attitudes to•
2 0 3, 0- One Life to Live
ward civil rights changing during
(1) - The Judge ,CL.
ID - Press Your Luck
• - MOVIE:'Waterloo Bridge'
the
Another World
turbulence of the late 1950s Ally
0 - World of David the Gnome
- Heathcliff
Sheedy_ . Virginia Madsen, Phoebe
o - Andy Griffith
5:30 A.M.
00- Movie
▪ €0 _ Vaned Programs
Cates 1989 Rated PG (In Stereo)
IZ)- Never Say Goodbye
(9 12 - As the World Turns
- Movie
0 21 - Sesame Street iCC)
- Wipeout
021 - Seasons of Life
12:00 P.M.
ID - Club Dance In Stereo:
6:00 A.M.
0- Today's Special
fe/a - Cookin U S A
ID - Donald Duck Presents
ID - Camelot: The Beginning A look fr) - MOVIE: 'Eleanorqind Franklin'
113) - Movie
at the events of the entire inauguration The pri4te lives of President Franklin
- Yo! MTV Raps
0 - Lunch Box
D Roosevelt and his wife Eleanor
day of J F Kennedy (60 min )
- Country Standard Time [
• - Andrew Daddo
are
tinged with tragedy but filled with love
• P
13) - Bodies in Motion
Ba
styni
chain
atry & You
7:00
A.M.
Jane
Alexan
der
- Mookighting
Edward Herrmann
CD - Adventures in Dry Gulch
VIE: 'The Boy Who Could 1976 Part 1
11:05 A.M.
• - Danger Bay
Fly'
(CC)
▪ - Perry Mason
P.M.
ID - Fantastic Miss Pig§y Host Miss
• - Varied Programs
€11)'-(MCMCOO
(9 - Flintstones5
The Seven Faces of Dr. Piggy is joined by the Muppets,
3:0
11:30 A.M.
George
O - Were Cooking Now
Lao'
Hamilton and John Ritter for her first
2. - All My Children
3:30 P.M.
1:30
P.M.
variety
special
•
- MOVIE: 'Anna to the Infinite
(60 min )(R)
Challe
O 3, - Loving CC
0:
C
:
6
3
La
Fcngers
Ah
5 - Bold and the Beautiful
Power'
ID - MOVIE: 'Africa Screams' Dia- Closer Look
- Another World
mond thieves mistake the boys for jun- Mister Rogers ,CC,
Young and the Restless
7:30 A.M.
'8, - Instructional Programming
gle guides and force them to lead a saO News
DuckTa
les
ID - SportsCenter (60 rrun
fari Bud Abbott. Lou Costello, Hillary
0- Dick Van Dyke
• - The Judge (CC)
ID - Varied Programs
Brooke 1949
Win, Lose or Draw
9:00
A.M.
O - Adventures of the Little Koala 0- Lassie
O _ High Rollers
MOVIE: 'Murder, She Said' An
0
12:30 P.M.
- Screen Scene
O - Yogi Bear
elderly woman turns detecti
0- Varied Programs
after $11 - MOVIE: 'Cripple Creek'
- Varied Programs
ID - Teen Win. Lose or Draw (CC) witnessing what she believesvewas
a
- NCAA Final Four Highlights:
2:00 P.M.
- E/R
ID - Totally Pauly
murder Margaret Rutherford, Arthur ID
1979 Michigan State, Indiana State,
'2,
_
Genera
0
l Hospital ID - C.O.P.S.
€13 - Music Box
Kennedy, Muriel Pavlow 1961
DePaul and Pennsylvania (R)
0- Santa Barbara
al - Bodyshaping
ID - Sunshine Factory
ID - MOVIE: 'Mahogany'
1:00 P.M.
ID lz - Guiding Light
• - Sunshine Mountain
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Side Out'(CC)
•
0- Honeymooners
MOVIE:'Athena' A lawyer and a
0- All My Children
- Flintstones
- MOVIE:'Benji the Hunted'(CC) singer team up with a pair of sisters
•
0- Classic Concentration
- Brady 33
- Movie
Bunch
ID - MOVIE: 'Northwest Passage' who live with their peculiar grandparMajor Robert Rogers leads his Rangers ents Jane Powell, Edmund Purdom,
4:00 P.M.
in a hazardous search for the near- Debbie Recnolds 1954
- Cosby Show (CC) fin Stereo) mythicitl Northw
est passage Spencer • - Primary Colors: The Story of
10- Geraldo
Corita Eva Marie Saint narrates a porTracy.
19
Robert Young, Ruth Hussey
- Oprah Winfrey
trait of former nun coma Kent's Joure1 - Gunsmoke
ney to self-realization and her activism
9:05 A.M.
as an artist (60 min )(In Stereo)
- Who's the Boss?
ID - MOVIE: 'Rock-A-Bye Baby' A ID - MOVIE:'The Big Pictur
Ramona
2 WKRN ABC Nashvilk
e'(CC)
bachelor friend of a movie star agrees
26 The Disney Channel
Chip
"n'
Dale's
Rescue Ran- to care for her triplets while she mak- •- NCAA Final Four Highlights:
3 W S1L ABC Harrisburg
is
27 Music TeleYision (M•TV)
gers
4 VlSM V NBC Nashville
ing a movie Jerry Lewis, Marilyn Max- 1984 Georgetown, Houston, Ken28 lACSD-TV ICa!lowar County High,
0 i - Inside Edition (CC)
tucky and Virginia
well. Connie Stevens 1958
5 WTVF CBS Nashville
29 Cable News Network iCNNi
ID - Fugitive
WPSD NBC Paducah
1:30 P.M.'
9:30 A.M.
30 The Learning Channel
ID - My Sister Sam
- Magic of Herself the Elf Ani
7 WBBJ ABC Jackson
ID
Secret
s
•
of
Speed
:
All
Wheel
'
31 ESPN Sports
Ce - You Can't Do That on Television Drive
rriated The Evil King Thorn steels IN
8 WDCN PBS Nashville
Technology (RI
32 WMHS.TV (Murray High School,
magic wand of Herself the Elf (R)
- Rap City
9 WGN IND Chicago
11:00 A.M.
CBN
33
•
- NCAA Final Four Highlights:
Mister
ID
Rogers
ICC)
0 KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
ID - MOVIE:'Road to Zanzibar' Two 1985 Villano
34 Murray Cableyision
va, Georgetown, St
el - VideoPM (In Stereo)
1 MSC-TV
men try to come up with enough money John's and
35 The Weather Channel
Memphis State
61) - Kids Incorporated
2 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
to get from Africa back to the United
36 Calloway County Public Library
- MOVIE: 'The Last Survivors'
al - Popeye
3 Arts and Entertainment (A&E)
States Bing Crosby, Bob Hope 1941 •
37
Home
Shoppin
g
Guide
ID - Varied Programs
2:00 P.M.
4 Murray City Hall
O - MOVIE: 'Two Weeks With
38 ?revue Guide
0 _ News
- MOVIE: 'Going in Style' Three
Love' Two friends vie for the love of a •
5 L SA Network
39 Showtime
handsome foreigner Jane Powell, Ri- friends, living on welfare and social seNickelodeon
4:05 P.M.
41 Headline NM
cardo
Montalban, Debbie Reynolds curity, decide to spice up their lives by
7 WTBS Atlanta
ID - Good Times
43 ACTS
robbing a bank George Burns, Art Car1950
8 Black Entertainment (BET)
4:30 P.M.
44 W46BE.TV IND Murray
MOVIE: 'Immediate Family' ney, Lee Strasberg 1979.
•
9 Turner Network Television (TNT)
DICEDIA- Jeopardy! (CC)
- MOVIE: 'The Duchess and the
47 Video Hits I
•
(CC)
20 EWTN Catholic Ndwork
0
- Mama's Family
Dirtwa
_ t AA
Four Highlights:
48
MOVIE:'My Favorite Year'
The
Discover
•
Channel
y
21 WKMU PBS MurrayiMayfield
3-2-1 Contact (CC) (R)
NCAA Final
ID
49
QVC
Shoppin
MOVIE
g
•
:
'North
west
Trail'
22 Nashville Network .
1987 Indiana, Syracuse, Nevada-Las
O - MASK.
.
50 C-SPAN
11:05 A.M.
23 Lifetime
Vegas and Providence
Tale
Spin
•
51
rmancia
l News Network (FNN)
al- MOVIE:'It's. Mad, Mad, Mad,
24 Home los Office (HBO)
a,Dance
Party
USA
2:30 P.M.
52 C-SPAN 2
Mad World' A group of travelers meet
25 Cinemax
- Hey Dude
•
on the way to Las Vegas and end up in ID - NCAA Final Four Highlights:
mu- Roading Rainbow
Kansas
n , Oklahoma, Duke and
a madcap race for a fortune in tainted
Arizona.
-
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ID - MO)

IRS agent
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Reynolds,
1959
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1989 Mic
Illinois
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010
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•
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11:00 P.M.
o - Dragnet
racketeer and finds she is involved in a
- MASH
_ Ben Haden
scandal Dorothy Patrick Robert RockEll
Cheers
(CC)
9:00 P.M.
well 1950
0 X - Golden Girls (CC)
Oa:ADM° - Coach (CC) (R) (In
▪ - Party Machine With Nia Per ,
O - Nightline
Stereo)
pies (In Stereo)
- America's Schools: Who 0 3D - New Explorers ICC) (In O - Dobie Gillis
Gives a Damn?(CC) N J Gov Jim Flo- Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'Without Reservations'
rio, Bill Moyers and teacher Mary V Bi- •- MOVIE: 'Prelude to War' Frank
Sparks fly when two

IRS agent investigates a rambunctious
tax evader and winds up falling in love
with the farmer's daughter Debbie
Reynolds, Tony Randall, Paul Douglas
1959
- MOVIE: 'Friendships, Secrets
and Lies' Six former sorority sisters
are suspected of murder when the skeleton of a baby is discovered in the
ruins of the sorority house Tina Louise,
Paula Prentiss, Loretta Svvit 1979
•- Never Say Goodbye
▪ - NCAA Final Four Highlights:
1989 Michigan, Seton Hall, Duke and
Illinois
•- MOVIE: 'Anna to the Infinite
Power' An unusually intelligent child
discovers a startling secret about her
past Dina Merrill, Martha Byrne, Mark
Patton 1983 Rated NR

CC

son and Kevin Nealon present classic
commercial parodies from the show's
16 seasons (60 min ) (In Stereo)
footloose Marines
33
Evening Shade(CC) (In couvans are among those examining Capra's Oscar-winning look at the rise meet a lady novelist on a
Hollywoodthe educational crisis (60 min ) Part 1 of fascism in Germany and Italy and the
Stereo)
bound train Claudette Colbert, John
Japanese
of
attacks
2
on
Manchuri
a
1942
- Travels Barging Through
Wayne, Don DeFore 1946_
0- News (CC)
O - Equalizer
Europe (CC)
69
a)-MOVIE
Iw
E:u
''h
Griegri'
0- Star Trek: The Next Generation O - Looney Tunes
0- MOVIE: "Backstab'
Karl
O - Midnight Love
•- Drag Racing: IHRA Winter Na- MOVIE: 'All Night Long' A cor- (CC) (In Stereo)
- Hanlon
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo/
tionals From Darlrngton, S C (Taped)
porate executive finds his life falling •
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
•- E.N.G
• - Insight
apart after he is demoted to manager of •
(21) - Tax Professionals 9101
- Idiot Box
an all-night drugstore Barbra Streis11:35 P.M.
and, Gene Hackman, Diane Ladd s- MOVIE:'Hollywood Hot Tubs 2: •_ Beauty and the Beast IC
_
Mission: Impossible (RI
1981
Stereo)
Educating Crystal'
12:00 A.M.
119 - MOVIE: 'Prelude to War' Frank op- MOVIE:'Blind
•- Mercury Media
Fury'(CC)
- Inside Edition tCC1
Capra's Oscar-winning look at the rise •- Bootleg
0- All News Night Left in Progress
of fascism in Germany and Italy and the
0 3D - Personalities
Egj- Volleyball: World Beach Cham11:05 P.M.
Japanese attacks on Manchuria 1942
- News IR
pionships From Rio de Janeiro. Brazil 6) 12.- Crime Time Preview Preview DI
O - World League of American 160 min )(Taped)
of CBS's five new latenight action- (1) - Gunsmoke
Football: Frankfurt Galaxy at San An•- 700 Club
adventure series, premiering April 2-8 ▪ - Miss Marple A Murder Is Antonio Riders or Barcelona Dragons at
3:30 P.M.
nounced Part 3 of 3 IRI
(In Stereo)
•- MOVIE:'Blind Fury'
€1) - NCAA Final Four Highlights: Montreal Machine (3 hrs (Live)
- Madame's Place
O
•
Cope
11:15 P.M.
1990 Nevada-Las Vegas, Duke, Ar- O - Mister Ed
- Patty Duke
0MOVIE
'Blackou
9:15
t'
P.M.
- Frank's Place
(CC)
kansas and Georgia Tech (RI
Our Voices (RI
O
- MOVIE: 'Three Godfathers'
11:20 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'The Proud Rebel' After
4:00 P.M.
•- Paid Program
his wife's death, a man goes north While escaping across the desert, ID_ National Geographic Explorer (R)
- Warning: Medicine May Be Ha•- Mud and Monster Truck Racing
searching for a doctor who can help his three outlaws come upon a dying
11:30 P.M.
zardous to Your Health (CC)
mother
and
her
child
John
Wayne, 0 ji; -,Nightli
mute son Olivia de Hayilland, Alan
ne (CCi
€13- MOVIE: 'Village of the Damned' Ladd
▪ _ Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In
Ward Bond, Pedro Armendanz 1948
David Ladd 1958
O(B - Hard Copy
Stereo I
• _ Sports Reporters (RI
Distingu
:1?
a) 21 15 P.M.
ished Kerituckian .• 63102
00 -6- - Late Night With David a) _ Lightmusic
4:30 P.M.
Anything but Love Letterman (R) In
(39 - On Stage (In Stereo)
Stereo)
12:05 A.M.
(CC) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE. 'The Boy Who Could
- L A Law
0 s - Newhart
deA7ak
• MOVIE22
Am .ening'(CC)
- 'Rude
Fly'(CC)
Green
Acres
- MOVIE: 'National Lampoon's 0Into
the
O
Night Starring Rick
go
- Education Notebook
• - Legends of College Basketball Christmas Vacation' (CC)
Dees In Stereo)
160 min I (F:t
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
EP- Avonlea (CC) (in Stereo)
co-MOVIE:'Destination Big House" • - MOVIE 'Gnaw Food of the
- MTV Prime
- MTV Prime
A schoolteacher innocently air': a boss Gods II'
5:00 P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Ugly Dachshund' • _ Final Four Special
9:50 P.M.
(CC)
• - Beauty and the Beast (CC) ((n 11) - MOVIE_ 'Wonder Woman'
Stereo)
10:00 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
(%) - MOVIE: 'Children of the •- MOVIE: 'Stella"
OMO•1:061X0T00
•- American Telecast
Damned'
4- News
4/2/91
O - News
- Nightly Business Report
- Up Close
10:30 A.M.
0
Night
Court
7:05 P.M.
5:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'The Tall T
6:00 P.M.
▪ - Love Connection
•- MOVIE: 'Black Widow'
0T,00ED03_151100- ▪ - MOVIE:'Superman III'
• - Tim Matheson at the Improv • - SportsCenter
News
7:30 P.M.
O
- Current Affair (CC)
sp,roxia- Who's the Boss? Guest comic David Spade (60 min I 13) - MOVIE: 'The Harvey Girls'
- Miami Vice Stereo)
oTeln- MacNeil/Lehrer (CC) (A) (In Stereo)
5:45 A.M.
Newshour (CC)
EDT
- NCAA Basketball Pre- O - Best of Saturday Night Live
- Family Playhouse: A Town's
O - Frank's Place
lude To A Championship (CC)
o - I Dream of Jeannie
Revenge
ED
_ News ICC)
- Andy Griffith
o - Mork & Mindy
6:30 A.M.
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
▪ _ World of Survival
O - Screen Scene IRI
• - MOVIE: 'The Americanization
• - Tracey Ullman
▪ - MacGyver
•- On Stage (In Stereo)
Inspector Gadget
0- World Cup Surfing From Hawaii g) - Missing Adventures of Ozzie of Emily'
Your Community Channel
and Harriet
7:00 A.M.
(Taped)
O - Our Voices
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
•- MOVIE: 'Revenge of the Nerds
•- E/R
- In Search of the Lord's Way
II Nerds in Paradise'. (CC)
• - Baseball Tonight
(CC(
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
Tues., April 2
•
Scarecr
ow
(1)
and
- MOVIE: llansel and Gretel'
Mrs
King
O
All
News
Evening
SportsCenter: Final Four Edition
• - Frank Pollard
From Indianapolis (60 min )
4 30 p m Cable Preview
7:30 A.M.
8:00 P.M.
•- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
10:30 P.M.
5 00 p m Education Notebook
•- SportsCenter
El MOMS- Family Matters
• - Robin Hood (In Stereo)
0 - MASH
(CC). (In Stereo)
5 30 p m Don Farmer
8:00 A.M.
▪ _ This Is the Life
00CD - MOVIE: 'Changes' Pre- O (I)- Nightline (CC)
▪ - Baseball Tonight (R)
miere.(CC) Based on Danielle Steel's 00
- Tonight Show (R) (In
6:05 P.M.
8:30 A.M.
best-seller about the romance between Stereo)
(§) - Happy Days
a top television correspondent and a 113 3D - Entertainment Tonight (CC). ffri - Child of Rage A Story of Abuse
Thurs., April 4
(CC)
6:30 P.M.
prominent heart surgeon Cheryl Ladd, (In Stereo)
O 2 - Family Feud
Michael Noun, Christie Clark 1991 (In
10.00
a.m
Coldwater Church
- MOVIE: 'Gallipoli'
- Love Connection
- Entertainment Tonight (CC) Stereo)
Christ
of
Skiing:
U.S.
Men's
0
Pro
Tour
Moyers
Su•
, The Arab World
(In Stereo)
•C119 0 - College Basketball. Series Premiere (CC)
5 00 p.m Concerning
per Series, from Steamboat Springs,
▪
- News
NCAA Tournament Championship 0- Man
Kentucky
Colo (60 min (R)
Undercover
(CC) From Indianapolis (2 hrs ((Live)
a - Cosby Show (CC)
O
5.30
p.m Education Notebook
•
Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
9:00 A.M.
Stereo)
o CL) - Shape of the World Series O Femwood 2-Night
6
00
p.m Cable Preview
MOVIE:
'Murder
Ahoy!'
Premiere (CC) (In Stereo)
0- Night Court
630 p.m Artscene
ED - MOVIE: 'Sylvester'(CC)
- Miss Mamie: A Murder Is An c;) - Screen Scene (R)
▪ - Golden Girls (CC)
,r2V - Classic Car Shop (In Stereo)
•
nounced Part 3 of 3
e1i - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
• - MOVIE: 'Batman'
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
- Get Smart
- Heroes (CC)
6:1 - MOVIE 'Magnificent Obses61
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd sion' A rich playboy studies medicine
- Video Soul (R)
•
O - Looney Tunes
- MOVIE: 'Fear City'
to add meaning to his empty life and
so - This Is Kentucky (Live Phone
Fri., April 5
O - Live From L.A. (R)
a - Anne Murray in Watt Disney later restores sight to the woman he
In)
fa - Be a Star (R) (In Stereo)
1030
a.m.
Arlscene
World Anne Murray is Joined Patti La
loves Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson,
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
•
€10 - Duet
Belle, Julio Iglesias and Andrea Martin Barbara Rush 1954
11:00
a.m.
Interlude
•- MOVIE '18 Again'
• - Babar
for her third special (60 min ((RI
9:05 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Woman of the Year'
•
- Rock "N Jock Softball Stars
- Buzz Bin Premiere
MOVIE: 'Valentine Magic on
ao
- Water Skiing: World Barefoot
•
•_ Lifestyle Magazine
▪ SportsCenter: Final Four Edition Love Island' The proprietor of a resort
- All News P.M. Joined in Pro- Championships From Port St Lucie, From Indianapolis (60 min
arranges to bring four men and four
Fla
160
min
)(R)
gress Left in Progress
MOVIE: 'Twice in a Lifetime'
women together, but finds that things
Beauty and the Beast (CC) (In o 6:35 P.M.
don t always work out as she planned
10:35 P.M.
Stereo)
GO - All in the Family
Janis Paige. Adrienne Barbeau Bill
12 - Night Court Part 1 of 4
a)- Joy of Music
Daily 1980
7:00
IC CI
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113
- Entertainment Tonight
,1" Stereo)
News
ing with his teen-age daughter s new- 43 6 0 - Cosby Show CC1 Inn
found maturity David Ntven Lola Al- S7i-reo,
0- Night Court Part' of 2
bright Chad Everett 1968
O - MOVIE: 'Ordinary Heroes' A
- Golden Girls iCC) par 'of 2
blinded Vietnam veteran is forced to re- ▪
- Wheel of Fortune ICC)
evaluate his relationship with his girlf- ED - Heroes (CC)
riend Richard Dean Anderson, Valerie
- Looney Tunes
Bertinelli, Doris Roberts 1986
11) - Live From L.A. IRI
Family Playhouse. A Town's 59
- Be a Star
Stereoi •
Revenge A woman forced to leave
- Duet
her town because of her progressive •
beliefs, returns to inherit her late broth- • Rock 'N Jock Softball Stars
Preseason Baseball Boston Red
er s farm 160 min ((RI
O- MOVIE:'Challenge to Lassie' A Sox vs. Cincinnati Reds i3 hrs (Live)
faithful collie vigilantly stands watch 0- Orchestra! Dudley Moore introdover her master s grave Edmund uces the iindividual parts of an orchesGwenn
Donald Crisp
Geraldine tra
Brooks 1949 Rated G
Joy of Music
6:35 P.M.
3:45 P.M.
Sanford and Son
MOVIE 'Carnival of Souls
7:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
3
Roseanne C.Ci (In
MOVIE 'What's Up Doc?'

0_ Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

CD - Circle of Fear
0- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
0- Fernwood 2-Night
8:30 P.M.
Screen Scene (R)
•
10:45 A.M.
X 0 LC
Coach (CC) (In
go
- Let's Learn Japanese
11) - MOVIE 'Convicted'
Stereo)
Churc
coo
ES
h Street Station (RI (In
11:00 A.M.
MOVIE. 'Steel Magnolias'(CC) Stereo)
MOVIE: The Courtneys of Cur(03- All News Evening Joined in Pro- SD - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
zon Street' The domestic iives and
O - MOVIE: Love N.Y.'
gress
loves of a London family are traced
- MOVIE:'The Babe Ruth Story'
through three generations Anna Nea
9:00 P.M.
gle Michael Wilding '947
- Kari Wuhrer
•
ristere200 3 0- Eddie Dodd(CO (In
O - MOVIE. 'Crossfire' A sadistic
10:35 P.M.
anti-semitic soldier becomes the prime
CPU
Law & Order ICC) (In
Night Court Part 2 of 4
suspect in the murder of a Jewish man
Stereo)
10:45 P.M.
Colorized version Robert Young Rob- News (CC)
0- MOVIE:'Spontaneous Combusert Mitchum Robert Ryan 1947
a)- Star Trek: The Next Generation tion'
• - MOVIE. 'The Rose Garden'
(CC) (In Stereo)
11:00 P.M.
el - MOVIE: 'Nurse Edith Cavell'
O Broadway: The Great White O X - MASH
This British nurse braved battlefields in
Way Jimmy Breslin gives a tour of the
O CL - Cheers (CC)
Belgium to aid Allied soldiers in World
famous street 160 min )
Golden Girls (CC)
War I Anna Neagie George Sanders
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
1939
Nightline (CC)
071 - Eyes on the Prize ICCI
Part 2 0
- African-American Journal
of 6
12:00 P.M.
American Caesar Part 5 of 5 (8)
O - MOVIE. 'Eleanor and Franklin'
Countdown to HolyfieldThe private i.es of President Franklin.
Foreman An inside look at the heavy- O Equalizer
Ski World ,R,
- Looney Tunes
weight fight of the year (In Stereo)
D Pc,
:ase.- • and his wife Eleanor are
0 0 -6
Matlock (CCI
fIn
•"••agedy but filled wit' loiee
611- Billy Joel Live at Yankee Stad- O MOVIE: 'City Beneath the Sea'
4:30 P.M.
S•ere.0
t-iier Edward He—ann
ium Performing in Yankee Stadium's O - E.N.G
O - Harry the Dirty Dog
0
- Rescue 911 ICC)
•
Tics of Harry a family per
first concert in 67 years. Billy Joel sings a)- Snowboarding:
Sfereol
National Cham- MOVIE 'They Ran for Their • MOVIE 'Hansel and
to his hometown audience 190 mon
pionships From Copper Mountain,
1.1 - Word on Words
Gretel'
(RI
Lives
Colo 031
O -.MOVIE 'Rose of the Yukon'
5:00 P.M.
0- Rockline on MTV (Lime Phone-In) O MOVIE: 'The Gatli
61, - Casebusters A brother•and
ng Gun'
0- Tales From the Whoop Hot Rod CD - MOVIE, 'No Deposit No
Re- €10 - 700 Club
sister team saves their grandfather s Brown, Class Clown Ronal
GI- Lifestyle Magazine
d
Hot turn'
security service by solving a neighbor- Rod Brown is the class
•- MOVIE 'Masters of the Univ- 0- All News Night Left in
clown who • American Caesar Part 5 of 5
Progress
erse'
hood come 160 min I (RI
gets a little heavenly advice from his
- Murder. She Wrote ;12.Ci
11:0
5
P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Hello Down There'
guardian angel Whoop, Goldberg
- Cope
O - M niter E .
O
Exile Series Premiere
•- MOVIE. 'Ewoks The Battle for •- New iSild .Couple
12:05 P.M.
9:05 P.M.
Stereo)
Endor
'
MOVIE 'The Concrete Cowa) - NBA Basketball Los Angeles 61) - MOVIE: 'Ator, the Fighting Ea11:25 P.M.
boys' Two footloose Montana cow
NBA Today
Lakers at San Antonio Spurs From the gle' A valiant warrior battles malevoMOVIE: 'The Whoopee Boys'
O
boys en route to Nashville loin in the
lent
force
s
to retrieve a kidnapped prinHemisF air Arena (2 nrs 20 min I
5:15 P.M.
hunt for a missing singer Jerry Reed
cess Miles 0 Keefe, Sabrina
11:30 P.M.
- MOVIE 'Night of the Living Live I
Slant.
Tom Selleck Morgan Fairchild 1979
Rata Brown 1983
Nightline (CC)
71 - American Experience ICC,
Dead'
Hard Copy
ER`-- On Stage
12:30 P.M.
; 9:20 P.M.
Stere(ai
5:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Tarzan, the Ape Man' 00
- Late Night With David
MOVIE. 'Empire of the Sun'
SD -LA Law
0- Stories From Growing Up Jamie
Letterman (In Stereo)
(CC)
6D- MOVIE 'Next of Kin' ICC)
Lee Curtis and Hulk Hogan tell stories or
0X - Newham (CC) Part 1 of 2
Boxing From Las Vegas 12 hrs
SD - MOVIE In the Spirit'
their childhoods
0
s
A:c3
re
O - Green 9
011
O - Into the Night Starring Rick
111) - MOVIE 'Revenge of the Nerds •- All New Adventures of Sport
CrTv
hi ookparinm
deChase (In Stereo)
Dees (In Stereo)
Goofy Animated A combination of •- MOVIE: 'Blue Thunder'
12:50 P.M.
II Nerds in Paradise' (CC)
(CC)
- MOVIE: 'Come Back, Charlesscenes from different sports-rela
- MOVIE: 'Twenty'Plus Two' A
ted
ton Blue'
private investigator is hired to find a
Goofy cartoons 160 min I
SD - Up Close
Baseball Tonight
missing heiress
Machine With Nia PeeSb - MTV Prime
David Janssen.
6:00 P.M.
°
pies-(IPnaSrlYtereMoir
10:00 P.M.
Jeanne Crain
Agnes Moorehead
MOVI
•
E 'Hello Down There'
20o
0 600 12 OTLEDTOSTOTO0 s Dobie Gillis
- MOVIE 'Forbidden Planet'
News
- News
al - Snowmobile Racing Manitoba
1:00 P.M.
Catch the Spirit
- Current Affair ,r±..)
Challenge (R)
IL
- Nightly Business Report
E - 3-2-1 Contact Extra Down
•
/3 Al,
7:05 P.M.
- MacNeil Lehrer
- Night Court
American Telecast
the Drain (CC) Host Stephanie Yu
Newshour CCI
- MOVIE 'Tartan, the Ape Man'
- Love Connection
looks at the importance of water (In
11:50 P.M.
While exploring Africa with her father,
61 - I Dream of Jeannie
Stereo)
O Anthony Perkins at the Improv 0-MOVIE:'The Last Safari' A playyoung
a
Englishwoman is abducted
Andy Griffith
- MOVIE: 'Masters of the Univby
boy and a big-game hunter stalk the
Miami Vice Part 1 of 2 (In Stere
an uncivilized white man Bo Derek. Rio)
erse' He-Man races the evil Skeletor to a)- World of Survival
rogue elephant who killed their comBest of Saturday Night Live
chard Harris. Miles O'Keeffe 1981
MacGyver
modern-day California and the all
rade Stewart Granger, Kaz Garas, GaO - Sanford
powerful Cosmic Key Dolph Lundgren 0- Inspector Gadget
7:30 P.M.
briella Licudi 1967
News
(CC)
Ca . 2,
Frank Langella Meg Foster 1987
3 0- Davis Rules ICC)
- Our Voices
12:00 A.M.
- On Stage (R) (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Rated PG •
•- E/R
(1)- Inside Edition (CC)
•
- Tracey Ullrnan
1/2
Hour Comedy Hour
2:00 P.M.
- Metro Council (Live)
•CE) - Personalities
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- SportsCenter
MOVIE. 'Puzzle of a Downfall
0- Mork & Mindy
▪
- News (RI
SportsCenter 160 min
Child' A former fashion model relates a
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
- Screen Scene (Fl(
0- Gunsmoke
Scarecrow and Mrs. King
tale of destructive excess when she re
- OWLJTV (In Stereo)
•- Church Street Station IR) On O - Richard Jackson
Last Act Is a Solo
fleets on her Irfe Faye Dunaway Barry
Stereop
- Westbrook Hospital
Primus, Viveca Lindfors 1970
- MOVIE: 'Demonwarp'
10
.30
P.M.
al- Preseason Baseball Boston Red
- Word of Life
- MASH
O - MOVIE: 'Say Anything' (CC)
Patty Duke
Sox vs Cincinnati Reds 12 hrs 30
8:00
a
n
N_igThontiinigehtICCl
rnmn I (Live)
Our
O
Voices (R)
-2,0 3.
- Roseanne ICC) (R)
K I Ds
0CL
2:30 P.M.
Show (In Stereo) ID- Paid Program
fin Stereo)
6:05 P.M.
- Entertainment Tonight (CC)
3:00 P.M.
Bowling: National Collegiate
- Happy Days
00
- In the Heat of the Night (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE 'The Impossible
Championship From Portland, Ore
ICC)
(R)
(In
Stere
o)
Years'
6:30
P.M.
O Love Connection
A psychiatrist has a difficult time
(60 min I (R)
'5',
MOVIE:'A Triumph of
cop
- Family Feud
- Moyers -- The Arab World
Ughtmusic
the Heart: The Ricky Bell Story' Premiere,(CC) Based on the true story of
the Tampa Bay running back who suffered from a rare muscle disease Mario
Van Peebles. Polly Holliday. Susan Rut
tan 1991 fin Stereo)
0- MOVIE: 'Yukon Vengeance'
ate POWs across the Mexican border in
pursuit of Indians Charlton Heston RI
•- Last Act Is a Solo Olympia DuAuto
Life
5:00 A.M.
kakis ('Moonstruck) stars in this
chard
Harris, James Coburn 1965
Home :
ivw
:=•
11 Health
story of a hard -luck actress who tries 0- MOVIE:'Living Free'
7:00 A.M.
Business
An
SportsCenter
to recapture her glory days (60 mmn
1
O - MOVIE: 'The Front Page'
A tradition in serstee
MOVIE: 'The Killers'
•- Prime Time Wrestling
since 1981
Get Smart
- MOVIE:'High Road to China'
6:00 A.M.
Video Soul (R)
Art In the Third Reich
611 It - Evening of Championship
Jim Fain
7:30 A.M.
Earthday Birthday (CC)
Tracy D. McKinney'
Skating 1990
- SportsC•ntor
6:30 A.M.
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
Nashville Now (In Stereo)
8:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Major Dundee' A Union
MOVIE:
Major League Baseball's GreaTwo Loves'
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at - Murder, She Wrote
(CC) Part 1 we - All News Evening
Joined in Proof 2
- Midnight Love
gress
CD - MOVIE:'Guys and Dolls
O - Mister Ed
'
9:50 P.M.
fa - Nashville Now (R) (In
at
MOVI
E: 'The Mountain Road'
8:30 A.M.
Stereo)
4:00 P.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Hercules
- E.N.G
Against the
es- Celebrities Offstage X Host
at- MOVIE:'Funny Lady'
- Play Ball With Reggie Jack
Lor- Barbarians' Genghis Khan
son ianne Crook visas
kidnaps the
- MOVIE: 'Season of Fear'
country music stars, beautiful
_ Family Playhouse: A Town
at - World Cup Surfing From Hawai
heir to the throne of Crac
's including Charley Pride and
i Revenge
ow O - Best of
William Lee but true to form,
(R)
A woman, forced to leave
Spike Jones, Volume 3
Herctiles saves her
Golden (60 min )(In Stereo)
her town because of her progr
we - 120 Minutes
and defeats the Khari.-Mark
essive a - L.A. Law
Forre
9:00 A.M.
st
beliefs, returns to inherit her late
eg
for -san
Jose Greci, Ken Clark 1960
(RC)up '92: Setting Sail
broth- MOVIE: 'Murder at the
•
- MOVIE: 'Weekend at Berni
•
Gallop' er's farm (60 min )
America'sDiego
e's'
10:
00
P.M.
(CC)
- MOVIE:'Weekend at
- MOVIE: 'The Gambler From
Bernie's'
4:30 P.M.
GB CID ID II GU0OD WI WI •
(CC)
- MOVIE: 'Grave Secrets'
Natchez'
_ NCAA Today
- News
- MOVIE:'Sylvester'
•
- Synchronal Research
fe - MOVIE: 'Tarzan in Manhatta
5:00 P.M.
0X - Nigh* Business
n'
Report
0- All News Night Left in Progress
- MTV Prime
el - MOVIE: 'Courage of
U - MOVIE: 'Flipper'
Lassie'
- Night Court
Expedition Earth: Earthwinds
11:05 P.M.
-- ▪ - Wye Connection
fli - Inside the PGA Tour
9:05 A.M.
The Test Flight (R)
(.12 - Scene of the Crime Series
at- MOVIE:'Any Wednesday'
Craig
T.
Nels
MOVI
on at the Improv Prem
E:'High Road to China'
Every •
Is- MOVIE:'Father Was a
iere (In Stereo)
Fullback' Comics John Mulrooney and
Wednesday, a -model- husband
Cary
visits
•
5:1
MOVI
Odes
5
his mistress in a tax-exempt suite
E: 'The 'Burbs'
P.M
(60 min )
.
11:30 P.M.
Jane
ND - MOVIE: 'Repulsion'
Fonda, Jason Robards Dean
X - Nightline (CC).
at- Miami Vito Part 2 of 2 (In Stere
ap - Ben Haden
Jones
o) O
1966
- Hard Copy
- Best of Saturday Night Live
- Preseason Baseball: Cincinnati
•
5:30 P.M.
ta a X - Late Night With Davi
Reds vs. Detroit Tigers (2
•
10:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Looker'
•
d
hrs 30
Letterman (In Stereo)
min )(Live)
Cif- MOVIE: 'Julie'
•-2TDe
-sN
rn°n
ews(
dscc,
- Up Close
•
a
- Newhart (CC) Part 2 of 2
ep- Celebrities Offstage X Host
7:05 P.M.
Lor
- MOVIE:'Made in Heaven'(CC)
6:00 P.M.
ianne Crook visits country music
•- MOVIE:'Conan the Barbarian'
stars. O - Into the Night Starring Rick
comoescuoaDoona
including Charley Pride and Willi
11:00 A.M.
tam Lee Dees (In Stereo)
News
Golden (60 min )(R) (In Stereo)
7:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Rockabilly Baby'
- MOVIE: 'Pool of London' A
Bri- WI CL - Curr
111XIDCEW- Doogie Howser, fa - Tracey Ullman
ent Affair (CC)
tish seaman gets involved in
we - Party Machine With Nia Peea deadly
M.D. (CC) (In Stereo)
0 X 0 (21 - MacNeil/
smuggling plot Susan Shaw
ples (In Stereo)
fa - MOVIE: 'Brain Dead'
Lehrer
, Bonar
Newshour (CC)
at - Battle Line
Colleano 1951
W - Battle Line
Si - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
- I Dream of Jeannie
•
- Mork & Mindy
•
- MOVIE: 'Time Trackers'
fe - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
- Andy Griffith
- Insight
• - MOVIE: 'The 'Burbs'
•_ MOVIE: 'Portrait of a Love Af
MOVI
13°b
E. 'Cartel'
ieG
fair'
el - MOVIE: 'Lucky Terror' A trick •- World of Survival
8:0
x
49 0
_ P.M.
- World Cup Surfing From Hawaii.
e)- MacGyver
shooter in a medicine show tries
•R
CL
American Comedy •- For These Times
to
save a woman's mine from
- Inspector Gadget
Awards (CC) From the Shrine ExposiCa
- In Search of the Lord's Way
crooks
10:30 P.M.
Alan James Hoot Gibson,
Wally 0- Caribbean Music Awards Fran- tion Center in Los Angeles, the fifth an- O Et
- - MASH
Wales 1936
kie Crocker and Cicely Tyson
host the nual awards ceremony honors the top
- Nightline
11:45 P.M.
ceremonies from Jamaica (2
12:00 P.M.
hrs ) comedic performers in American enter▪
MOVIE. 'Futureworld'
X
Toni
(Live
ght
Show
)
tainm
(In
ent
Carl
Stereo)
Reiner is recognized for
(1)- MOVIE:'The Hellstrom Chroni_ Entertainment Tonight (CC)
lifetime creative contribution (2 hrs
11:50 P.M.
FS - E/R Part 1 of 2
cle' Documentary based on the scien
) (In Stere
o)
(Taped) (In Stereo)
fee - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
ED MOVIE: 'Penitentiary'
tific fact that insects have a greater
abil(cc)
wo- Love Connection
- Night Court (CC)
ity for survival than man Lawr
- SportsCenter
ence
- Moyers -- The Arab World
12:00 A.M.
Pressman 1971
- MOVIE: 'Pride of Maryland'
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
- Inside Edition (CC)
€1)- MOVIE:'Father Was a Fullb
Fight
We
Why
Prel
O
:
War
ude
to
- 30 Good Minutes
ack'
- Nakia
0
- Personalities
- MOVIE:'The Return of the Mu•
12:05 P.M.
6:05 P.M.
sketeers' (CC) Royal revenge brings e)- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo) fe 5. - News (R)
est - MOVIE: 'FlatbdI Anni
e & we - Happy Days
D'Artagnan and his three comrades out O - Fernwood 2-Night
fi) - Gunsmoke
Sweetiepie: Lady Truckers'
Two
6:30 P.M.
of self-imposed exile in 17th-century O - Screen Scene (R)
0- Why We Fight Prelude to War
women join forces to save a truck
ing W X - Family Feud
France Michael York, Richard Cham- a 21 - Russian Language
rig from the repossessor and
and Peo- (RI
to keep it 8.
ple
- Entertainment Tonight (CC) berlain, Oliver Reed 1991
19 - Prime Time Wrestling (Ft
out of the clutches of hijackers
Annie (In Stereo)
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd O - Patty Duke
O - Get Smart
Potts, Kim Darby, Harry Dean
Stanton • CL News
- Bootleg
fa - Video Soul (R)
1979
O - Our Voices (RI
o
at - SportsCenter
Cosby Show (CC) (In
- Nashville Now (In Stereo)
- Paid Program
12:30 P.M.
Stereo)
•- MOVIE: 'Bridge to Silence'
- MOVIE: 'Tarzan in Manhattan'
•
10:35 P.M.
- Not-So-Great Moments in
Nigh
t Court Part 2 of 2
Edgar Rice Burroughs' jungle hero travSports Take Ill (CC)
- Emmy Awards for Sports From a A - Night Court Part 3 of 4
at - Golden Girls (CC) Part 1 of 2
els to the Bag Apple to save Cheetah
New
York
(90
mm
n
11:
((Live)
00 P.M.
•MOVIE 'Disorderties'
- Wheel of Fortune (CC)
from a merciless animal researcher
(CC) up
- American Telecast
X - M•A•S•H
- Advance Copy (60 min
- Heroes (CC)
J7
1 89Lara, Kim Crosby. Tony Curtis
•
)(R)
O CL - Cheers (cc)
8:30 P.M.
O - Looney Tunes
12:45 P.M.
- Golden Girls (cc)
▪ o - Dear John ICCI Part 2 of 2
0- Volleyball: World Beach Chamtet - Be a Star (In Stereo)
at - MOVIE:'Romance on the
High
(R) (In Stereo)
- Nightline (CC)
pionships From Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
a - Duet
Seas'
Dragnet
0X - Computer Chronicles
O
- Danger Bay (CC) (In Stereo)
12:55 P.M.
- Twentieth Century (RI
•
(6°m
ew - mngh
- MOVIE: 'Buried Alive'
Li (tR)
music
at - Rock 'N Jock Softball Stars
W - MOVIE 'Beaches' (CC)
- Equalizer
•
et - First United Methodist Chur
- Major League Baseball Maga
12:05 A.M.
ch
- Looney Tunes
•
1:30 P.M.
zine
ett A - Mission: Impossible (R)
9:0
0
P.M
.
IR_ MOVIE:'Framed'(CC)
- This Is the Life
Quantum Leap (CC) (In
Stereo)
- Secrets of Speed: Reading the
- All News P.M. Joined in Pro- IB0
•
CE)
Road (R)
gress Left in Progress
•
(31D at - Jake and the Fatman
(CC) (Postponed from an earlier date)
2:00 P.M.
6:35 P.M.
(In Stereo)
- Noel Coward's Mr. and Mrs. Ed- at - Sanford and Son
0- News (cc)
gehill An English couple tries to make
a
7:00 P.M.
go of their life together in a Would War em
- Star Trek: The Next Generation
sxis- Wonder Years
(CC) (CC) (In Stereo)
II Pacific island outpost Stars Judi
(In Stereo)
Dench and Ian Holm (90 min )
we - Living Dangerously
aa CID - Unsolved Mysteries
(CC) ge - Alfred Hitchcock Pres
_ MOVIE: 'Mail Order Bride'
ents
(In Stereo)
- Scholastic Sports America (CC) swai
- One Night Stand (CC)
•
nSalute to the Troops
(RI
(CC) From Andrews Air Force Base
- MOVIE: 'Three Wishes for Jain
Washington, D C an all-star musical mie'
2:30 P.M.
special to welcome American troop • - Paul McCa
fe - Just for Kicks The Socc
rtney
s
er
home from the Persian Gulf (2 hrs )(In
Show
▪ - 700 Club
Stereo Live)
3:00 P.M.
- 30-Minute Movie: Open WinCitOa
- Living Against the dow A young actor is tormented
▪ _ MOVIE: 'The Tunnel of Love'
by a
A Odds (CC) An examination
of life's slamming window in a nearby apartchildless couple envies their neigh
bors. risks -- from accidents
like earthquakes ment
who have no trouble having child
ren
and plane crashes to chosen risks like
Doris Day, Richard Widmark Gia
- Cope
•
Scala gambling and rock climb
ing (3 hrs I
1958
9:15 P.M.
MOVI
E:
'Amazon Quest'
•- MOVIE 'For Love
and Honor'
O - MOVIE. 'Screaming Eagles'
fe - MOVIE 'Doctor Dolittle"
- MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
(CC)
9:30 P.M.
Mark Twain' Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn
•- Jen's Place A 14-year
(Nintendo)Machines
-old girl re- Green Acres
and BeckiThatcher join the illustrious
turns from camp to discover
her parautho
fa
Croo
on
r
hot-ai
ballo
a
and
k
Chase (In Stereo)
ents have separated With Mega
on flight to Halr
n Fol- ley's
RENTAL SALES
$895
comet in Will Vinton s. full length •- MOVIE 'Spring Fever USA'
lows and Michael Kirby (60 min )
Only
Claymation feature James Whitmore. •
for
the
week
- Baseball Tonight 160 min )
3:30 P.M.
Chris Ritchie, Gary Krug 1985
• - MOVIE 'The Innocents'
tie _ 30-Minute Movie: Hearts of
Twen
_
tiet
•
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100/00y
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O_

o -1(1. - Mystery!. Die Kinder (The

1 2 Hour Comedy Hour

ED - Come Alive
Children) (CC) Part 2 of 6
10:05 P.M.
- Beverly Hills, 90210(CC) (R)(In
O
ED Scarecrow and
ige - Missing Adventures of Ozzie
d Mrs King
Stereo)
and Harriet
O - MOVIE: 'Immediate Family' A
- MOVIE: 'Wallenberg: A Hero's
4/4/91
- 12:05 P.M.
married couple eager to raise a child
10:30 P.M.
Story' A Swedish diplomat risks his life
0-MOVIE:'Five Days From Home' meets a pregnant teen-ag
er planning to to stop the Nazis from eradicat
- MASH
5:00 A.M.
ing the 4/1
A fugitive tries to get to the bedside of give her baby up
for adoption Glenn Jewish population Richard Chambe
so - SportsCenter
T - Nightline (CC)
rhis seriously ill son George
. Close. James Woods, Mary Stuart lain,
Alice Knge, Bibi Andersson 1985.
ap _ MOVIE. 'Revenge of the Pink Neville Brand Savannah SmithPeppard
Tonight Show (In Stereo)
1978
Masterson 1989
Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
Panther The bumbling Inspector ClouT - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
•
Chnsto
12:30
pher
O
P.M.
Closeu
p
seau is on the trail of the French Con- MOVIE:'Crime Story' The lives (InStereo)
•
- MOVIE 'The Abyss' (CC)
nection Peter Sellers Dyan Cannon,
of a police detective, a young mobster •
- Love Connection
Herbert Lom 1978 Rated PG
s _ MOVIE. 'Spaceballs' (CC)
and a liberal lawyer intertwine in 1960s
Day5
O - Happy6:0
s
T - Moyers -- The Arab World
O
Chicago Dennis Farina, Anthony Deni- (CC).
- College Hockey: NCAA Division
6:00 A.M.
6:30 P.M.
Bill
Smitrov
son,
ich
1986
I Championship From St Paul, Minn
Family Feud
- Oscar Remembered
41. - Eischied
- Get Smart
(2 hrs I (RI
o T - Entertainment Tonight (CC)
•
- Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
O
- Earth to Kids. A Guide to ProdO - Video Soul (A)
(In Stereo)
1:00 P.M.
DI - Femwood 2-Night
ucts for a Healthy Planet (CC) Learn
ED
Nova:
Russian Right Stuff
J.
T - istaw•
- MOVIE: 'Valerie' Murder trial
ea - Screen Scene (R)
how to reduce reuse and recycle trash
ICC) Part 2 of 3
brings out conflicting stories Sterling
Cl_rj0 - Cosby Show (CC) (In
49 j - MotorWeek (In Stereo)
(Ro
Nashvil
Now
le
(In
Stereo)
Hayden. Anita Ekberg. Anthony Steel Stereo)
- MOVIE The Duchess and the
American Music Shop (RI (In
- MOVIE:'The Midnight Hour' A
1957
- Night Court
e
Stereo)
Dirtwater Fox'
300-year-old
witch
and
ghoulish
her
•E - Smoke Detectives Four child- Golden Girls ICC) Part 2 of 2
followers crash a Halloween costume ap - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
7:00 A.M.
ren teach Count Floyd (Joe Flaherty) the
12 - Wheel of Fortune (cc,
party Shari Belafonte-Harper, LeVar gg - MOVIE:'Captain Sinbad' Sinbad
- MOVIE 'Real Men' ICC)
basics of fire safety
• _ Heroes (CC)
the Sailor attempts to free his kingdom
Burton, Lee Montgomery 1985
_ MOVIE: 'The Magic Snowman'
from the clutches of an evil magician
2:00 P.M.
O - Looney Tunes
MOVIE
:
'Crazy
•
People'
A friendly Finnish snowman (voice of
- MOVIE: 'Rattle of a Simple O - Live From L.A. (R)
Guy Williams, Heidi Bruhl, Pedro Armai
Roger Moore) helps two children pre- Man' A timid bachelor accepts
(CC)
mendanz 1963 Rated G
a bet to FD - Be a Star (In Stereo)
MOVIE: 'River
;Fl
Piv
reda
er ;
pare for a skating event Justin Fried spend the night with a beautiful night
t
oo Death'
' In the •
- Big Picture
€i) - Duet Part 1 of 2
heart of the Amazon jungle, an
Dragana Marianovic, Jack Aronson club hostess Harry H Corbett
adven, Diane •- MOVIE: 'Real Men'(CC)
turer
10:35 P.M.
battles
a
Nazi
1987 Rated NR
scientist who plans
Client° Thora Hord 1964
to infect the world with a deadly
e (i - Night Court Part 4 of 4
1313
MOVIE:
'Bad
Jim'
virus
7:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.
Michael Dudikoff, Robert Vaughn,
Don11:00 P.M.
- Mirthworms on Stage Ani- ald
- SportsCenter
- MOVIE 'Hush Hush. Sweet mated
Pleasence 1989 (In Stereo)
VVormal
MAS
ine
H
sets
out
to
steal
the
Charlot
te' (CC)
8:00 A.M.
- Invitation to Life
_lead role in -Sleeping Beauty,- but her
.
EDICer•
CC),
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour
- MOVIE 'Jungle Jim
plans backfire
8:30 P.M.
•T - Golden Girls (CC).
3:00 P.M.
_ Major League Baseball Maga00 `j: - Seinfeld (CC) (In Stereo) •
O - Rock 'N Jock Softball Stars
- Nightline ICC)
- Aherschool Special: One
zine 1:t,
- Preseason Baseball Baltimore 419 - Dragnet
Naturescene
Too Many (CC) Teen-agers learn a
New York Yankees (3•
8:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The In-Laws' A mild- •
- World in Action (RI
tough lesson about the dangers of O
h
rri
s
o
(Live)olesvs'
ED - Countdown to Holyfield- drinking
mannered dentist becomes an unwill- •
- Equalizer
and droving Stars Michelle
Gloria
Foreman An inside look at the Pfeiffer.
ing cohort in espionage with his soon- Q)- Looney
Val Kilmer (60 min I (R)
Tunes
01
heavyweight fight of the year (RI
s P M Joined in Pro- to-be in-law Peter Falk, Alan Arkin,
- MOVIE: 'The Island of Dr. Mo•
- Afterschool Special One Too gress ANew
Richard Libertini 1979 Rated PG
Stereol
Left in Progress
reau' A seaman is lured into the bizarre
Many (CC) Teen-agers ,earn a tough
- Glory Days
6:35 P.M.
experiment of a mad scientist tinkering
9:00 P.M.
lesson about the dangers of drinking
sTalta- Primetime Live with evolutionary matters Burt Lancas- Sanford and Son
9:00 A.M.
and driving Stars Michelle Pfeoffer, V&
ter, Michael York, Nigel Davenport
(CC)
O - MOVIE. 'Murder Most Foul' Kilmer (60 min I
7:00 P.M.
Miss Marble is the lone member of a EID - MOVIE. 'Penelope' A neglected O
T - L.A. Law ICC) (In Stereo) 1977
1,0 1L U - Father Dowling
jury who holds out for an acquittal
0T
wife decides lo disguise herself and rob Mysteries (CC; (In Stereo,
_ Knots Landing (CC) (In O - Midnight Love
Margaret Rutherford. Ron Moody, her husband's bank Natalie Wood. PeStereo)
ED - Nashville Now IR) (In Stereo)
Cosby
Show
(In
ICC)
Charles Tingwell .1965
ter Falk Jonathan Winters 1 966
0T - Vietnam A Television His- ED Stereo)
_ MOVIE''Age-Old Friends' ICC)
- MOVIE.'Rags to Riches'
O - Kari Wuhrer
49
- Top Cops 1CC) (In tory ICC) (R)
01 - MOVIE . 'Monkeys Go Homer'
- MOVIE 'The Land of Faraway' Stereo)
O - Star Trek: The Next Generation O - Drag Racing: IHRA Winter Na(CC)
(CC) (In Stereoo
a)
tionals
aped From Darlington, S C (60 min
ED - Senior PGA Golf.'The Tradition 0 - Tennessee Crossroads
1119 - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
ED - Rodeo: National Circuit Finals at Desert Mountain First round from O Bull's Eye .
€1)11 - Frontline (CC,
C'Orn Pocatello Idaho (60 min ) IR)
o - MOVIE: 'The Big Land' Texas
Scottsdale A• z
t-Ts I ILIve)
O - Simpsons ICC) IRI In Stereo)
cattlemen attempt to re-route a railroad
700
119 - MOVIE 'Horse Feathers'
ED
Club
World
in
Action
3:30 P.M.
for their own benefit Alan Ladd, VirgiCope
CD
9:05 A.M.
ED - Clay Feet A compulsive super- O - Murder She Wrote ICC, Part 2
nia Mayo Edmond O'Brien 1957
9:05 P.M.
_ MOVIE 'Promise Her Anything' acnoever iearns that cheating his way to 0, 2
- Catch the Spirit
o
•
Mister Ed
A. young w,govy sets out to find a hus- the top destroys tne value of his
- MOVIE: 'Hercules Against the
0- All News Night Left in Progress
band for herself and a father for her achievements
•
- Sound and Style With Ramsey Mongols' Hercules defends a princess
from three rival sons of Genghis Khan
11:05 P.M.
baby Warren Beatty. Leslie Caron.
Lewis_
4:00 P.M.
Mark Forrest Jose Greci 1960
Robert Cummings 1966
- Fly by Night Series Premiere
'PMOVIE. 'The Buccaneer
0- MOVIE 'The Magic Snowman
- Stereo)
9:15 A.M.
ED 21 - Kentucky Afield
4:45 P.M
11:30 P.M.
€1)- MOVIE: "The Lost Tribe'
Acres P.M,
O - Green90
€0
(In Sterec
La
nA Stage
_ MOVIE,'Nightwing' Rabid varr• 0
OT H
Na
igrh
dtc
linoem(eCC ,
Crook
and
Chase
(In
Stereo)
pore bats terroroze the residents of Ar
10:30 A.M.
- It All Started With a Mouse The • - Countdown to Holyfield•
Er.) - MOVIE 'Men Don t Leave'(CC) zona NICk Mancuso David Warne' •
Foreman An inside look at the heavyT - Late Night With David
Disney Story ICC'
Kathryn Harrold 1979 Rated PG
MOVIE 'Mad Max Beyond
•weight fight of the year (R)(In Stereo) Letterman (In Stereo)
Stereo)
Thunderdome' (CC,
T - Newhart (CC)
- Baseball Tonight
ED - MOVIE 'Die! Die! My Darling!' 0
g) "
MTV
OVIPErim
'Heere Come the Girls
- Animated Haggadah
•
- Into the Night Starring Rick
9:40
P.M.
0
a3 Our W orld
5:00 P.M.
ED - MOVIE 'Think Big
- MOVIE 'The Bandit of Sher- Dees (In Stereo)
O
- MOVIE All Dogs Go to Heaven'
News
•
wood Forest' Robin Hood's son 0- MOVIE: 'Concrete Cowboys II'
Arxmated An orphart. in 1939 New Or •
11:00 A.M.
7:05 KM.
becomes a hero in his own right Corn& Two free -wheeling Montana cowboys,
_ MOVIE: 'Russian Roulette' Af- leans develops a unique relationship
W4
1 de
6 Anita Louise Edgar Buchanan on a cross-country tour in search of fun
- MOVIE 'Red Sonja'
ter being sprung from a Russian proson. with a group of race-fixing dogs
and adventure, find a small-town carni7:30 P.M.
a manipulative gangster becomes in- Voices of Burt Reynolds, Judith Barsi
val is being run by an unscrupulous op10:00
P.M.
volved in dirty dealings on the London Dom DeLuise 1989 Rated G
- Different World iifl, ili00
erator Jerry Reed. Geoffrey Scott.
Sterel
Stock Exchange Alfred Molina Gary •
01.00T
- Thoroughbred Digest
1981
0. SD0 4.
_ Party
Cady. Robert Hardy 1986
4:9 1 - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
- News
Machine With Ni. Pee5:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Cynthia' Parent s lost ED - Up Close
- Nightly Business Report
- NBA Basketball: Chicago Bulls
ples (In Stereo)
dreams make them overly cautious of
at New York Knicks From Madison 0o1ff, _ News (CC)
49 - Challenge of the Seas (RI
- 30-Minute Movie: Sapphire
daughter's health Elizabeth Taylor,
Square Garden (2 hrs 30 monI (Live) 41. - Love Connection
- Dobie Gillis
Man A young girl Kilns her father when
Mary Astor George Murphy 1947
- Babes ICC) (RI (In Stereo)
- Jack Scalia at the Improv Com- •
he escapes from prison
- MOVIE' 'The Handmaid's Tale'
- MOVIE: 'Lucky Texan' A cowED Challenge of the Seas
ics Jerry Minor, Jeff Bolt, Wendy Ka- (CC) Based on Margare
t Atvvood's
6:00 P.M.
boy tries to clear his sidekick of
menoff., Tom Parks 160 mm n I
- Mork & Mindy
novel about a futuristic society where
Ne
,001:061.'12
charges of armed robbery John FI4
_ Miami Vice (In Stereo)
fertile women are forced to bear child- Screen Scene
Wayne. Gabby Hayes 1934
ren for their totalitarian rulers Natasha
0 21 - Wild America (CC) 0- Best of Saturday Night Live
Current Affair (CC)
12:00 P.M.
49 - American Music Shop (RI (In ID -Soun
(R) d and Style With Ramsey Richardson, Robert Duvall, Faye DunaT
- MacNeil/Lehrer Stereo)
way 1990 Rated R (In Stereo)
_ MOVIE 'Mayflower' The PilLewis
grims' Adventure' The passengers on Newshour (CCI
- Mercury Media
- Westbrook Hospital
49 - On Stage (R) (In Stereoi
the Mayflower encounter many ordeals O - I Dream of Jeannie
- Tracey Ullman
- All News Evening
•
11:35 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
and conflicts on their Journey to the
0-MOVIE''Men Don't Leave'(CC)•- MOVIE: 'At Sword's Point'
8:00 P.M.
- World of Survival
New World Anthony Hopkins Richard
fD - MOVIE:'Blind Fury'(CC)
DITDDILID- Twin Peaks CC
11:45 P.M
04 - MacGyver P3r1 ' d' 2
Crenna, Jenny Agutter 1979
Stereo)
•- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
ED - Comedy Club Network in
- inspector Gadget
- MOVIE: 'Here Come the Girls'
•
00 T.- Cheers (CC) (In Stereo)
ED - SportsCenter (60
Sterec
Our Voices
•T MOVIE: 'Little Dorrit Part One.
O -T0 - Antagonists (CC) (In •- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
- E/Ft Part 2 D' 2
Nobody's Fault'
•
12:00 A.M.
5,ereo)
O - MOVIE: 'DeepStar Six'
_ Inside Edition (:_.-C)
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Ea - MOVIE: 'Shattered Spirits'
• - Comment on Kentucky
9:30 P.M.
- Kids on Kids on Kids(CC)
- On Stage (In Stereo)
▪ - Swamp Thing (In Stereo)
- Senior PGA Golf: The Tradition
- L.A. Law
•
- Green Acres
- Personalities
- MOVIE: 'See No Evil, Hear No
- Kids in the Hall (CC) (R) (In at Desert Mountain Second round
- Crook and Chase (In Stereo)
from
Scottsdale, Ariz (2 hrs.) (Live)
Evil' (CC)
Stereo)
- News (R)
- Jimmie Walker and Friends Ill
- MOVIE: 'The Goonies' (CC(
Tufftrax (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'Silk Stockings' An 0- MOVIE:'National Velvet'(CC)
9:35 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Wallenberg: A Hero's American film producer becomes in•
- Street Party
_ MOVIE- 'Sword of the Valiant'
Story' A Swedish diplomat risks his life volved with a female Russian agent in
- MOVIE: 'Walk Like a Man' •- National Aerobics Champion9:50 P.M.
to stop the Nazis from eradicating the Paris Fred Astaire, Cyd Chansse, Peter
ships From Los Angeles (60 min )
MOVIE: 'The Other' (CC)
O - MOVIE: 'The Moonshine War'
Jewish population Richard Chamber- Lorre 1957 (In Stereo)
(Taped)
5:00 P.M.
lain, Alice Knge, Bibi Andersson 1985
- Auto Racing: California Karting
10:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Court Jester'
- MOVIE: 'She's Having a Baby'
Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
OR)
53)0T00320I00
- MOVIE:'Pretty Woman'
(CC)
- Lightmusic
•
- MOVIE:'An Unmarried Woman'
- News
- Profiles
A dedicated wife and mother finds a
IDFantastic
Miss
Piggy
Host
Miss
0CID - Nightly Business Report
12:05
A.M.
new self-awareness after her husband
Piggy is pined by the Muppets, George O - News
0- Night Court
_ Mission: Impossible (R)
Hamilton and John Ritter for her first
of 16 years confesses that he's in love
7:05
- Love Connection
P.M.
12:15 A.M.
with someone else Jill Clayburgh, Alan
variety special (60 min )(R)
_
MOVIE: 'The Beastmaster' A
- Nancy Wilson at the Improv
0MOVIE:
'Think Big' Two muscleBates, Michael Murphy 1978
_ Motoworld
young warrior who can communicate
- Miami Vice (In Stereo)
bound movers race against time when
O - Patty Duke
with animals sets out to avenge his
5:30 P.M.
they learn that the bank is going to reO - Best of
Night Live
CD - Our Voices IR)
- MOVIE: 'The Legend of Hell father's murder Marc Singer, Tanya 0-,II _ NewsNews(R)Saturday
possess their truck David and Peter
(CC)
•- Paid Program
Roberts,
Rip
Torn
House' (CC)
1982
Paul, Martin Mull, An Meyers 1990
- Up Close
7:30 P.M.
- On Stage IR) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Cry-Baby'
O CE 5 CU IR - Family Matters
- Tracey Ullman
(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'The Lady From Shan6:00 P.M.
0 (I) - Wall Street Week: How ghai'
An Irish sailor becomes a murder
OCEOGICEOTO104111 Value Line Looks at
the Market ICCI pawn when he
accompanies a beautiful
drug and alcohol abuse Cheryl Ladd,
News
(In Stereo)
woman and her lawyer-husband on a
Jason Miller, Jennifer Salt 1987
- Current Affair (CC)
- Mork & Mindy
O
cruise Rita Hayworth, Orson Welles,
5:00 A.M.
01)0E- MacNeil/Lehrer •
12:00 P.M.
- Legislative Update
Everett Sloane 1948
5- SportsCenter
Newshour
(CC)
111 - MOVIE: 'The Adventures of
- Texas Connection (R) (In Stereo) e
eba
t Party
m Str
Basee
- MOVIE: The Sugarland Ex- Mark Twain' Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn 0- I Dream of Jeannie
- My Friend Liberty
light
press' A wife arranges her husband's and Becky Thatcher
join the illustrious
- Andy Griffith
- Lifestyle Magazine
- Bordertown (CC) IR) (In Stereo)
Jailbreak Goldie Hawn, William Ather- author on a hot-air balloon
flight to Hal- World of Survival
ton, Michael Sacks 1974 Rated PG ley's comet
- All News Evening
O - MOVIE: 'The Last Warrior'
in Will Vinton's full-length O - MacGyver Part 2 of 2
(In Stereo)
- Charles Stanley
Claymauon feature James Whitmore,
P.M.
8:00
33
j
_
e
0- Inspector Gadget
Chris Ritchie, Gary Krug. 1985.
5:30 A.M.
10:30 P.M.
Perfect
Strangers
- E/R
,CC) (In Stereo)
- Magic Circus: Cirque du Soleil
,21; - MOVIE: 'Brother Future'
- MASH
- MOVIE: 'Curly Top' (CC)
(CC) An inner-city youth is catapulted
Hunter (CC) (In Stereo) 0
- Nightline (CCI
- MOVIE: 'Cripple Creek'
back to a slave revolt in 19th-century • SportsCenter
Omen- Dallas (CC) (In Stereo)
CP X - Tonight Show (In Stereo)
7:00 A.M.
South Carolina A -WonderWorks Fa- Big Brother Jake (CC) (R) In 0(I) - Nova (CC) (In Stereo)
Entertainment Tonight (CC)
0- MOVIE:'Waldheim: A Commis- mily Movie- presentation Phil? Lewis, Stereo)
• - Against the Law (CC) (In Stereo) (In Stereo)
sion of Inquiry' An investigative team Carl Lumbly, Vonetta McGee 1991 (In
- Catch the Spirit
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Love Connection
attempts to
determine
whether Stereo)
Get
Happy
o
Smart
6:05
O
Days
P.M.
-- The Arab World
Austrian President Kurt Waldheim €11 - MOVIE: 'The Court Jester'
31F - Movers
RI - Washington Week in Review 111CC)
should stand trial for alleged Nazi war
ICC) (In Stereo)
o - Rousters
12:05 P.M.
crimes 1988
6:30 P.M.
0113 - Arsenio Hall (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
Nashville
MOVIE:
Now
'The
(In
Park
Is
Mine'
Stereo)
One
▪
- Family Feud
MOVIE: 'Ivanhoe'
man tries to call the public's attention
- Fernwood 2-Night
- Molly's Pilgrim
•
CE)- Entertainment Tonight (CC) el- MOVIE:'Infidelity' A miscarriage
to the plight of the Vietnam vet by tak- (In Stereo)
sends an emotionally distraught hus- Personal Diary (RI
ing Central Park hostage Tommy Lee
band into the arms of his wife's best
7:30 A.M.
- Texas Connection (R) (In Stereo)
CID - News
•
Jones, Helen Shaver 1985
friend Lee Horsley, Kirstie Alley Laurie
- SportsCenter
- Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
119 - Cosby Show (CC) (In
O'Brien 1987
12:30 P.M.
- Tom Arnold. The Naked Truth
Stereo)
- MOVIE: 'Cry -Baby'
- MOVIE 'The Trouble With
- Best of American Muscle (R)
- Night Court
SportsCenter
Girls'
8:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
- Golden Girls (cc)
- Bonanza. The Lost Episodes
CD - Baseball Tonight (RI
Gymnastic
Internatio
s:
nal
wa - Harry the Dirty Dog Hilarious an- • - Wheel of Fortune (CC)
Mixed Pairs Championship From At
lOp:3
iz
C0
5 P.M.
8:30 A.M.
tics of Harry, a family pet
- Heroes (CC)
lanta
12
Night
hrs
(R)
Court
I
- Thoroughbred Digest (RI
- MOVIE: 'The Letter' A woman
Looney
Tunes
- Missions '91
10:45 P.M.
standing trial for murder is blackmailed e - Personal Diary (R,
9:00 A.M.
8:30 P.M.
5- MOVIE '2069: A Sex Odyssey'
into
purchasing
an incriminating letter
(E) - MOVIE 'The Sisters'
- Be a Star (In Stereo)
Bette Davis. Herbert Marshall, James
11:00 P.M.
CL S Baby Talk rCC) (In
ea - MOVIE 'Torrents of Spring'
- Duet Part 2 of 2
aa
Stephenson 1940
- MASH
Rock
'N
Disney's
Jock
Coyote
Softball
63 Stars
Tales
ea - Warning: Medicine May Be HaStereo)• - Ray Bradbury Theater
0 32 - Krofft Latenight A bizarre
- Snosvboarding: World Cham- O Dragnet
news anchorman is joined by a mis- Scholastic Sports America (CC) zardous to Your Health (CC)
pionship at Breckenridge (Taped)
•
_ MOVIE 'Lady in the Lake"
_ Wall Street Week How chievous group of puppets for a comic
- MOVIE: 'Tempest'
- Maniac Mansion (CC) (RI (In Value Line Looks
at the Market 'CC) look at current world events 160 min
9:05 A.M.
- High School Basketball: Capital Stereo)
(In Stereo)
- Golden Girls (CC) ,
a
- MOVIE. 'Love Thy Neighbor' Classic From Landover Md f90 min I
- Day of Discovery
Window
the
on
Word
Nightline
Suburban neighbors. with clashing per- (R)
- Kentucky Afield
Tony Brown's Journal
9:00 P.M.
sonalities and habits, are drawn into an
1:30 P.M.
6:35 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Wallenberg: A Hero's
usx0
unlikely affair when their spouses run
x0_
20/20
ICC)
- MOVIE. 'Fast Food'(CC)
- Sanford and Son
off together John Ritter, Penny MarMidnight Caller ICCI (In Story' A Swedish diplomat risks his life
to stop the Nazis from eradicating the
shall, Bert Convy 1984
2:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
Stereo)
Jewish population Richard Chamberep
MOVIE:
'High
Treason'
cr
o
Spies
xen_
se
Full
True
(CC)
House
Detective
(R)
s
A.M.
(CC)
9:30
lain, Alice Krige, Bibi Andersson 1985
industrial
plot
create
(In
to
chaos
Britian
in
Stereo)
Search
for
mysteriou
a
s noise emanatea - MOVIE. 'The Bear' (CC)
Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
and seize power by the destruction of NI0
Lives of Black Jack ing from the Sausalito, Calif , water• - Inside the Senior PGA Tour (R) key hydro stations Liam Redmond, Savage (CC)100
- MOVIE: 'The Malibu Bikini
front, a Dallas reporter's investigation
(In Stereo)
May Moms, Andre Morelli 1952
10:30 A.M.
•Mina - Guns of Paradise (CC) of a convicted robber's alibi Host Gre- Shop' Two brothers, one a beach bum
and the other a college grad, inherit a
gory Harrison (60 minI (In Stereo)
- Babar the Little Elephant Ani- O - World's Largest Concert Par- (In Stereo)
beachfront bikini boutique Michael
ticipating
perform
schools
identical
an
mated An orphaned elephant be
ocu- Washington Week in Review O Cir) - The Jewish Daily Forward
David Wright. Bruce Greenwood. Barmusical program (In Stereo)
comes king (R)
(CC) (In Stereo)
- News )CC(
bra Horan 1986
- MOVIE: 'Where the Buffalo SD - Star Trek: The Next Generation 0
2:05 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
- Bewitched
al - MOVIE: 'Ali Baba and the Forty 0- Roger Rabbit and the Secrets of Roam' Unorthodox lournalist Hunter S CC) (In Stereo)
- Midnight Love
Thieves' The son of a murdered Caliph Toontown A behind-the-scenes look Thompson covers some of the major
- Revue
- Nashville Now (R) (In Stereo)
is adopted by a chief of thieves Jon at the making of -Who Framed Roger political and social events in the late
- Hitchhiker (In Stereo)
E.N G
'60s
and
early
Rabbit)"
'70s Bill Murray, Peter
with appearances by Bob
Hall, Maria Montez, Turban Bey 1943
0- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
_
Kids in the Hall (CC) (In Stereo)
Boyle, Bruno Kirby 1980
Hoskins,
Turner
Kathleen
Gene
Kelly,
MOVIE:
'The
Maid'
Old
O
eD - Video Soul (R)
- Video Disc Jockey
and Dick Van Dyke With host Joanna •- America's Most Wanted (In
SI- MOVIE:'The Seven Faces of Dr. Cassidy
Sip 21 - American Playhouse Three
Stereo)
- Billiards: Snooker-Pool ShooLao'
Hotels (CC) (In Stereo)
tout From London (60 min )(R)
- MOVIE: 'Wallenberg A Hero's
P.M.
2:30
- MOVIE: 'Little Dorrit Part Two
- MOVIE: 'I'm Gonna Gil You
- Quantum Marketing
Story'
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
Sucks' (CC)
Little Dorrirt's Story'
o _ All News Night
- Murder. She Wrote (CC)
- MOVIE: 'Side Out'(CC)
- MOVIE 'The Last Time I Saw
3:00 P.M.
- Mister Ed
11:05 P.M.
Paris'
700 Club
_
- MOVIE. 'The Catered Affair' A
•
- Dark Justice Series PreTwo Friends Sammy Davis jr
- Pair of Jokers Brian Regan and miere (In Stereo)
11.15 A.M.
woman uses ner husoand's life savings and Bill Cosby perform from Lake
Dennis Regan
- MOVIE: 'Deadly Care' In an ef- to give her daughter the kind of wed- Tahoe (2 hrs I
11:30 P.M.
fort to cope with her everyday pres- ding she never had Colonzed version
- Cope
110 - NBA Basketball: San Antonio
O 12 - Nightline (CC)
sures, a dedicated critical-Care nurse Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine, Debbie
9:20 P.M.
Spurs at Chicago Bulls From Chicago
- Late Night With David
O 121
descends into a dangerous world of Reynolds 1956
- Inside the NBA
Stadium (2 his , 20 'ran I (Live)
Letterman (In Stereol
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0- World Tomorrow
▪
- U.S. Farm Report
0
- Paid Program
- Kids' Court
12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Revolt at Fort Laramie'
O CL - Inside Edition (cc,
A group of soldiers leave their remote
a - Personalities
fort to pin the Confederacy despite the
threat of Indian attack John Dehner,
B CL - News (RI
_ Friday the 13th The Series In Gregg Palmer, Frances Helm 1957 .
Stereo)
op - Dumbo's Circus
O - Patty Duke
gp- Great American Events: Timber
Sports series(f)
- Sanford
gp - America's Backroads
- Paid Program
_ MOVIE. 'Blue Thunder' (CC)
- Color Me A Rainbow
The pilot of a super-chopper uncovers
6:45 A.M.
a plot to turn his crime-fighting machine
a
Weather Info
against an unsuspecting city Roy
7:00 A.M.
Scheider Malcolm McDowell Warren
n
winnio
scEs
the vNt Adventures of
Oates 1983 Rated R (In Stereo)
Pooh (CC)
- MOVIE. 'Curly Top' (CC) An
adorable orphan captivates the wealthy • - Saturday Morning
trustee of an orphanage Colorized
- Jim Henson's Muppet
Shirley Temple Rochelle Hudson, John gili
Babies (cc(g)
a
Boles 1935
0CL - Camp Candy (CC)
- College Basketball Slam Dunk U CU - GED
and Three-Point Championship From
iero
-e U.S.
I
Farm Report
Cl
Indianapolis 160 min I (R)
- Peter Pan & the Pirates (In
- Lightmusic

8:05 A.M.
Shoot the Picture' (CC) A photograWrestling: WCW Power Hour
pher who agreed to shoot a condemned killer s execution becomes in8:30 A.M.
volved in a race against time to prove
a i - Newhart (CC)
CD 0 i. - Gravedale High (CC)
his innocence Roy Scheider, Bonnie
- Heart of Chicago
O - Krofft Latenight A bizarre news
Bedelia 1990 (In Stereo)
anchorman is joined by a mischievous
- Attack of the Killer Tomatoes (In
81- Heavy Hitters Weekend Musical
group of puppets for a comic look at
Stereo)
artists Janet Jackson, Madonna, Micurrent world events (60 min I
- Hollywood Insider
chael Jackson, Aerosmith, M C Ham- MOVIE:'Brazil'
- Inspector Gadget
mer and Motley Crue (2 hrs I
- Party Machine With Nia-Pee• - Teaching Reading Compre- Outdoors
pies In Stereo)
hension (R)
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Dobie Gillis
- Joy of Gardening (In Stereo)
O - Outdoor Trails
- One Night Stand (CC) Higgins
5- Day by Day
10:30 A.M.
Boys & Gruber take center stage (R)(In
- Donald Duck Presents
00CC - Guys Next Door (CC)
Stereo)
gp - Outdoor Writers
33 al - Pee-wee's Playhouse
- Missing. Adventures of Ozzie
- Heathcliff end Marmaduke
(CC)
and Harriet
_ Kid Time
gp CL - Fun With Watercolor
_ MOVIE 'The McMaster*. A
8:50 A.M.
black Union soldier returns to the
es - It's Your Move
- MOVIE:'Her Alibi'(CC) A mysSouthwest and meets prejudice every- Don't Just Sit There
tery novelist suffering from writer's ge 2_1; where Burl Ives, Brock Peters David
Faces of Culture (RI
block becomes involved with a beautiCarradine 1970
Remode
ling & Decorating Toful murder suspect Tom Selleck, Pau- American Telecast
day (In Stereo)
line Ponzkova, William Daniels 1989
- MOVIE: 'Carnival of Souls' A
11:35 P.M.
Rated PG
woman who apparently died in a car
- MOVIE. 'Robinson Crusoe on
9:00 A.M.
accident continues to walk the earth as
Mars' A man and a monkey search for
CE0CE) 118 - Beetlejuice (cc)
one of the undead Candace Hillogoss,
food and water after their spaceship
gp pg
Sidney Berger, Frances Feist 1962
- Kid 'n Play (cc)
lands on Mars Paul Mantee Vic Lun12:05 A.M.
as - Journey to Adventure
es(I)10(_12,
din Adam West 1964
Th - Teenage Mutant Ninja Rated PG
_ Mission Impossible (R)
es - Financial Freedom
Turtles (CC).
O - SportsCenter
- 30-Minute Movie: Hearts of
CI1 - Count Duckula
12:10 A.M.
Stone Members of two street gangs
- Sewing With Nancy: Fitting
- American Telecast
for Style Part 1 of 3
decide to settle their differences by 0- MOVIE 'Senior Week' New Jer- (C) - Video LP
▪ - All News Morning Joined in Prosey teen-agers descend upon Daytona @II 121, - European Journal iCC.
playing Russian Roulette (RI
- Minority Business Report
gress Left in Progress
Beach for a sun-soaked fling before
- Paid Program
CD - Piggsburg Pigs (In Stereo)
11:50 P.M.
11:00 A.M.
graduation Michael St Gerard, Gary 0 MOVIE:'Millenium
•- Crime Story
(CC)
CD - MOVIE: 'The Fastest Guitar
ID X - Paid Program
Kerr, 0
s
G)eorge Klek 1988 Rated NR (In faJi
m H
) enson's Mother Goose
- Yogi Bear
Alive' Confederate spies masquerade
01)a - Little_Rosey ICCi
Stories
as entertainers to steal gold from the
C - How the West Was Won
00X - Saturday Videos (cc)
MOVIE
.
'Angel
of
Passio
n'
An
San Francisco Mint Roy Orbison Joan
- Great Outdoors Fc
21 - Western Tradition (R)
0 IC0
Dink, the Little Dinoamorous angel sparks up the sex lives
Freeman. Sammy Jackson 1967
- American Baby
ffl - Aleene's Crafts (In Stereo)
saur (CC)
of unhappy humans
- Davey & Goliath
- Michaels Arts & Crafts
1.3 - Adventures in Scale Model•- Kids Like You
• - MOVIE: 'Evvoks: The Battle for ing
Endor'
- Soul Train (In Stereo)
7:05 A.M.
ffl - Yo! MTV Raps: Ed & Dre Count- ▪ - WWF Superstars of Wrestling
- Bonanza
down (60 min )
- No Time to Say Goodbye A
7:30 A.M.
documentary focusing on the lives of
- Fly Fishing the World
4/6/91
'2,01
- Wizard of Or ICC)
5:30 A.M.
four children who were among 10,000
0
- Captain N and the Adven- ffl - Heathcliff and Marmaduke
Hangin. In
5:00 A.M.
Jewish children to take refuge in EngMOVIE
tures
.
of
'Hanse
Super
l
and
a - Heroes Made in the U S A
Mono Brothers 3(CC)
Gretel'
- Home Shopping Spree
land in 1938 (60 min ) (R)
- People to People
9:05 A.M.
- Spartakus and the Sun Beneath
0 - Facts of Life
- MOVIE: 'The Driver'
- Bobby's World On Stereo)
the Sea
CS- National Geographic Explorer (RI 0
- Dennis the Menace
New
Mike Hammer
13) - World of Survival
- Between the Lines
.1_9:030_AN.eMw
- Lassie
O - Teen Summit
T0
e gs a _ Paid Program
- Heathcliff
O
* Kids on the GP 21 - Business of Management:
- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
- MOVIE 'Village of the Damned'
- Video LP
•
Block iCC,
Managerial Stress (R)
O0
- Paid Program
• - Joy of Painting
al - Under the Umbrella Tree
Chipmunks Go to the 69 - Country Kitchen (In Stereo)
▪ - MOVIE 'Indian Agent'
- Paid Program
Oii3
MoviesCC)
- Baseball Tonight (RI
lieL- Frugal Gourmet
- Mousercise
_ Darkwing Duck
CD
- Quilt in a Day
- MOVIE 'Farewell to the King'
sp
Avonlea (CC) (R) (In Stereo)
- Video Disc Jockey
- Sportsman's Challenge
O - Babe Winkelman's Good Fish- Good News
- Horse Show Jumping: Ameri- Yachting: World Cup of Match
ing
- Gerbert
can Invitational From Tampa, Fla (60
6:00 A.M.
Racing From Auckland, New Zealand
- MOVIE:'Midnight' A girl in Paris ▪ - Fun House (In Stereo)
min ((Taped)
se CL - Little Rosey (CCi
(R)
goes from rags to riches on a pawn 113 - Yogi Bear
- Virginian
- Farm Digest
Orchestra! Dudley Moore introdticket Don Ameche, Claudette Colbert,
- Western Tradition (R)
- Dr. Jim's Animal Clinic
CE - Mornings on Five
uces the individual parts of an orches- •
a
gi
Jorehs_nsBarrymore 139
.,
- Side by Side (In Stereo)
- Teamwork
tra (R)
gp - Larry Jones
Sunshine Factory
E/R
- Bible and Life
es - Krypton Factor
11:05 A.M.
0 - All News A.M Joined in Pro- Countdown to Holyfield- pg - Beverly Hillbill
gp
- Perspective
ies (CC)
Foreman An inside look at the heavy- All Creatures Great and Small
11:30 A.M.
weight fight of the .year (RI (In Stereo
8:00 A.M.
)
up es se
- Paid Program
gp CU - How to Get a Second Pay- Fishin' Hole
O ri.; gp T B - Slimer! And the
gp - Eureeka's Castle
check Hawaiian Style
Real Ghostbusters (CCi
es - Flintstone Kids
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- MOVIE: 'To Hell and Back' gp cu a _ Weekend Special: Cap'n
CL 5'lz - Garfield and Friends
- SportsCenter
ICC)
Based on the true story of war hero- 0.G. Readroore's Puss in Boots(CC)
- C.arrascolendas
0 CL - Travels Barging Through turned -movie star Audie Murphy, the (R)
- NBA Inside Stuff
egressAll News A.M Joined in Pro Europe (CC)
most decorated soldier of WW II AuRemote VCR with on
a)0(Ii) - CBS Storybroak (CC)
die Murphy, Susan Kohner, Marshall•
- Charlando
sceen $8" per wk.
gp (10 - Amish Cooking From Quilt
es - Torn and Jerry Kids (In Stereo) Thompson 1955
6:05 A.M.
Country (In Stereo)
o
Circus
Gunsm
MOVIE
oke
.
'Rage
at
Dawn'
Two
Remote 19" TV
- Dennis the Menace
- MOVIE 'Joe Versus the Vol detectives pose as train robbers to win
10:00 A.M.
their way into the Reno Brothers' gang
$10°° per wk.
cano' (CC)
a _ Bugs Bunny & Surviva - Business of Management
CL
l and Advancement (RI
Randolph Scott, Mala Powers Forrest gi
Tweety0CE)
(CC
6:30 A.M.
Tucker 1955
Side
PR
by Side In Stereo)
Quasar
0?all,
byTte
&
!
hd sBell ‘CC)
go CL _ Widget
gp - Paid Program
- Sister Kate
Bill
Excelle
nt
Entettainment Center
- Captain Planet and the Pla 0- Inspector Gadget
• - MOVIE: 'Troop Beverly Hills'
Adventures (CCI
noteens
- American Telecast
Video
Soul
423
8,
Hometime (CC)
52(Y4 per wk.
- Family Ties (CCi
• - Sports Scrapbook
▪ _ Hondo
- WCW Pro Wrestling
-With this adED 21 - Computer Chronicles
0 • WWF Wrestling Challenge
11:35 A.M.
ffl - Backyard America (In Stereo)
_ Happy Days
- Footsteps of Man
tgi) - What Every Baby Knows' The ▪ - Youthquake
11:45 A.M.
First Three Years
(3 - Think Fast
0- MOVIE.'Your Cheatin' Heart'
A
ffl MOVIE "Haunted Honeymoon' C) - Rap City
fact-based account of the life of legenED Pound Puppies
dary
country singer Hank Williams
MOVIE - 'Southwest Passage'
Eli) Best of Pauly
(1923-531 Colorized version George
21 - Faces of Culture (RI
Hamilton, Susan Oliver Red Buttons
ED - Jimmy Houston Outdoors
ED - Great American Outdoors Fee- 1964
R & B entak
€1) - Popeye
'
caribou hun,ing in northern Que'111K\ II
12:00 P M.
•
Canada (In Stereo)
- Quigley's Village
• - Quantum Marketing
Central Shopping Center
co - All News Morning Lc:ft in Pri, ffl - Attitudes
a
grass
- MOVIE 'Somebody Has to a ri U _ PGA Goif Independent
Insurance Agent Open (CC)
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o - Champir

- Tam
Li'
01 - Yan I
- Hangin'
O- MOVIE:'
dealer leads a
intelligence agi
directly from tl
Robert Logan,
1979
C) - To Bo
CD - MOVIE '
Capra's Oscar
offascism in Gi
Japanese attac
0- Lassie
O - Screen 5
ffl 21 - Portr
ffl - Going 01
ElD - Superma
- MOVIE:
- MOVIE
losers sink thei
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Harvey Kormai
Rated PG-13
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12
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prove emergency services in his home0- Looney Tunes
town, a young boy runs for mayor (60
▪ - Video Soul (RI
min )
CI- MOVIE.'The Badlanders' A suco - Championship Fishing
Week
in
Rock
- Top 20 Video Countdown
1:30 P.M.
cessful robbery turns into a nightmare
a 33 - Terzan
- Border-town (CC) (Ft) (In Stereo)
- Horse Racing: Gotham Stakes
- Olympic Showcase Gymnaschase Alan Ladd. Ernest Borgnine,
Al Lindner's In-Fisherman
CD - Insight
tics -- U.S.A. vs. Romania From crcim Ozone. NY (60 min ((Live)
Katy Jurado 1958
0CC - Van Can Cook
CD - Outdoor Trail
Houston (90 min ) (Live)
- Gunsmoke The Mind (CC) Part 2 of 9 (R)
Hangin' In
CD - Media Arts
- American Telecast
5:05 P.M.
Opry Backstage (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'T.R. Sloane' An antique 0ID - BluBlocker
CD - Gary Cooper's Fishing Diary
• - World Championship Wrestling
Sunglasses
- MOVIE: 'Joe Versus the Voldealer leads a secret life as a counter- Tracks Ahead
cano' (CC) A terminally ill worker
3:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
intelligence agent whose orders come
0(2
j- America: The Second Cen- O 2_, ei 13
abandons his humdrum existence for a
_ Wide World of E)2 - ABC News (CC)
directly from the President of the U S
tury Part 2 of 2 (RI
suicidal voyage to a remote Pacific isSports (CC) Scheduled Santa Anita 0 CL - Amazing Micro
Robert Logan, Ann Turkel, Clove Revill
Diet
land Tom Hanks Meg Ryan, Lloyd
(1)- MOVIE: 'Say Anything' (CC) A Derby from Arcadia, Calif , taped cov1979
00
- NBC News (CC)
Bridges 1990. Rated PG (In Stereo)
high-school graduate works up the erage of the men's competition at the
gS It - To Be Announced
nerve to ask out the beautiful class va- World Cup Gymnastics Championships O 3.3 - WKRP in Cincinnati
- MOVIE: 'Casualties of War'
0- MOVIE: 'Prelude to War Frank ledictor
ian John Cusack, lone Skye, in Brussels. Belgium, and the Grand Na- O - Runaway With the Rich and Fa- :lub MW
pe
mous (RI
Capra's Oscar-winning look at the rise John Mahone
y 1989 Rated PG-13
tional Steeplechase from Aintree, Eng• - Auto Racing: Mickey Thompof fascism in Germany and Italy and the
8 - McLaughlin Group
- Heavy Hitters Weekend Musical land (90 min ((Live)
sori's Off-Road Racing 160 min
Japanese attacks on Manchuria 1942
- Hangin' In
artists Janet Jackson, Madonna, Mi- O DL - Joy of Painting
eB
iTa
0- Lassie
13
T21- World Tomorrow
chael Jackson, Aerosmith, M C Ham- Out of Control
- MOVIE 'Sherlock Holmes and
0- Screen Scene
mer and Motley Crue (90 min
0- Welcome Freshman
- Paid Program
the Secret Weapon' The master
0 21 - Portrait of a Family (R)
▪ - MOVIE: 'Heart of Dixie'(CC)
Bookmark (CC)
sleuth uses his repertoire of disguises
fp 21 - KET GED
efi - Going Our Way'n Stereoi
- Big Picture
CD - Good News
to94ensurethe safety of a weapon
- Exciting World of Speed and
eD - Supermarket Sweep
0- Sportsman's Showcase
created to destroy Hitler Basil RathZorro ICC) (R) (In Stereo)
Beauty Featured Buck Baker's NASC)- MOVIE: 'Weekend at Bernie's'
bone, Nigel Bruce, Kaaren Verne
MOVIE:
•
CAR
Race
'Who's
School
(In
Stereo)
Harry
Crumb?
'
2:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'The Longshot Three O
- MOVIE:'Big Bad John' A former CD - This Is the Life
- Kate & Allie
losers sink their money into an elaborag) - MOVIE: 'The First Power' A
PBA Bowling: True Value Louisiana sheriff is forced out of retire- 0- Billy Westmorland Fishing
devil-worshipping serial killer returns
ate race-fixing scheme Tim Conway,
Open (CC? From Peoria, III 190 min.) ment to track down a miner wanted for
6:00 P.M.
from the grave tq stalk the detective
Harvey Korman, Jack Weston 1986
manslau
ghter
Jimmy
Dean,
Ned
(Live)
Rated PG- 13
O 2 0 _ Hee Haw (RI ilo Stereo) who sent him to the electric chair Lou
Beatty,
T, s9 12, - High School Basket- 13 (In Bo Hopkins 1990 Rated PGDiamond Phillips. Tracy Griffith, Jeff
- Current Affair Extra
C)- Danger Bay (CC) (R) (In Stereo) ball:
Stereo) /
McDonald's All-America Game
Kober 1990 (In Stereo)
-E
- News
•- MOVIE: 'Farewell to the King' 00(:J
C)_ Rock 'N Jock Softball Challenge 12 hrs ) (Live)
CD - Sing Out America
0 - Auto Racing: NASCAR Grand 011,- Paid
- American Gladiators
CP - Plant Groom
Program
•- MOVIE 'Martin Luther'
Oa)- Rod & Reel Streamside
National Series From Darlington Race
O Best of Bill Dance
- MotorWeek (In Stereo)
way S C (2 hrs I (Love)
- Gidget
7:05 P.M.
11:1 - MOVIE:'A Man for All Seasons'
4:00 P.M.
▪ - Star Trek: The Next Generation ✓ - NBA Basketball: Indiana Pacers
C)- David Wade
- Perry Mason
_
MOVIE:'Destiny of a Spy' A brilat
orsAtlanta
(CC) (RI (In Stereoh
0- Get Wet
t5
Hawks From the Omni 12
liant Russian spy and a British double
ID - Art of William Alexande
o rider
r and C) it - Image II
minI (Live)
12:05 P.M.
agent discover that out of the murky Robert Warren
- All Creatures Great and Small
.
- MOVIE: 'When Dreams Come world of intrigue love ce bloom Lorne 0- Star Sea
7:30 P.M.
In
- Counterstrike
O
True' A young woman discovers that Greene, Anthony Ouayle, Harry An- Down Home (CC) (In
(j) - Colle e Wrestling: CAA
S•ereo]
her dream of being stalked by a killer is drews 1969
- Inspector Gadget
Division I Cha
ionship"(60
in )
taking shape in reality Cindy Williams, ▪ - Sports Profiles (60
fg) 71_ - Adam Smith's Money World C) - Yearbook (CC) (In Stereo)
min
- Caroline's C
edy Hour
Lee Horsley, David Morse 1985
- MOVIE:'Courage Mountain' On O - Bewitched
▪ - MOVIE:'The Last Run' A former •- Miami
Vice In Stereo)
the eve of World War I. Heidi stages a
getaway driver discovers a plot to kill
- Grand Ole Opry Live (In Stereo)
12:30 P.M.
0- Mr. Wizard's World (CC)
daring escape from a rat-infested orOP- National Geographic on Assign- the convict he is going to help escape
8:00 P.M.
▪
Rap
City
(R)
phanage Juliette Caton, Charlie Sheen,
George C Scott, Tony Musante, Trish
ment
a:e7CEO-MOVIE:'Raw Deal'
41D - Logan's Run
Jan
Rubes
1989
Van
Rated
Devere
PG
1971
0T - Championship Fishing
00
€1)
- Golden Girls (CC) (In
- Firing Line: What Do
- M.C. Hammer
21 - Business and the Law (RI
0 T - Frugal Gourmet (CC) (In
sTe
1 - SportsCenter
ef) - Celebrity Outdoors David Lynn Owe Our Country? (R)
Stereo)
0DLO
- MOVIE: 'Stroker Ace'
- Country Beat (In Stereo)
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop (CC) (R) (In
0- This Week in Baseball Mel Allen Jones fishes for lake trout and northern
L.A.
Law
Stereo)
pike
X
Austin
on
the
City Limits (In Stereo)
Canadia
n border (In Stereo)
discusses news and highlights from the
Senior PGA Golf: The Tradition (10 - That Good Ole Gospel Music •- Cops (In Stereo)
€10 - Hotel
major leagues
flp - Family Playhouse: A Town's at Desert Mountain Third round from
- All News P.M Joined in Pro- O - Get Smart
0- Lassie
gress Left in Progress
Revenge A woman, forced to leave Scottsdale. Ariz 12 hrs ) (Live)
21 - Mystery!: Die Kinder (The
O - Paid Program
her town because of her progressive €10 - Bonanza' The Lost Episodes
Children) (CC) Part 2 of 6
120 U - Portrait of a Family (R)
6:30 P.M.
CD - Quantum Marketing
beliefs, returns to inherit her late broth
ics 12. _ Wheel of Fortune iCC: fe - Barbara Mandrell & the Man ei - Remodeling & Decorating To- er's
0- This Week on Pit Road
farm (60 min ((A)
droll Sisters In Stereo)
day (Al (In Stereo)
0 CE - Accent
VVeightlifting: U.S. Championgo
- MOVIE:'Perfect Harmony'(CC)
C)
4:05
P.M.
0
Duet
NI CL - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
ships From Farmington Hills, Mich 160 ▪ - Fishing
A student at an all-white prep school
With Roland Martin
O - Zorro
$100,0
00
Fortune
Hunt
min I (Taped)
befriends a musically gifted black
e _ Rifleman
4:30 P.M.
- Looney Tunes
so - Big Valley
youth Peter Scolan, Darren McGavon,
O - Frank's Place
Media Arts
o DL - This Old House iCCJ
Justin Whalin 1991
0- American Telecast
0- Bulletin Board
fp 21 - Innovation
- Lone Ranger
•- Midwest Angler
•
- Video Disc Jockey
- Church Street Station (In Stereo) O - Saturday
O - Family Double Dare (CCi
1:00 P.M.
Night Thunder
2:05 P.M.
Ea
- McLaughlin Group
- M.0 Hammer Video Collection
O CE - World Wide Wrestling
- MOVIE: 'Mafia Princess' A
Twin
Star Productions
- Speed Week
is GU- Williams TV
daughter struggles to find her identity
Adventures of the Black Stallion
0jp - Making the Grade
in the desperate world of her father, a • Wild Game and Country Cook(CC) (R) (In Stereo)
0a)- Classic Car Shop (In Stereo) notorious Chicago crime boss Tony ing
- Gospel Music Today
4:35 P.M.
Curtis, Susan Lucci, Kathleen Widdoes
ala - Lead-Off Man
O - Kentucky Lottery Fun and
1986
0- Fishing With Orlando Wilson
0TD - To Be Announced
Games
s_ Fugitive
2:30 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
When you have a fa7:00 P.M.
World League of American
Ct,0 IT -News
- Star Search (In Stereo)
cility
as good as ours,
(430
TelFootball Orlando Thunder at London 0
Young Riders (CC)
O
CI,
- Synchronal Research
- ABC News (CC)
you let it speak for it(In Stereo)
Monarchs From Wembley Stadium in
CU - New Yankee Workshop (CC) 113 - Memories. . Then and Now (R)
London 13 hrs )(Live)
self
0 CL - Amen (CC) (Postponed
(In Stereo)
C1) - ALF )CC(
from an earlier date) (In Stereo)
4111 - Manxmouse The adventures of 4111 Friendliest and Funniest Fish in 0CL - Oriental Rugs
Manxmouse as he tries to find Manx - the Sea An
CU0
- Flash (CC) (In Stereo)
introduction to the beautiSuper Force (CC( Part 1 of 2 (R)
'Home
Mueray • Fut.! Rothe,"
cat (90 mon)
- Lawrence Welk Show: Harful and exciting creatures that live in the (In Stereo)
vest
on
III- Sports Report (60 min I
the
Farm
sea
▪ - Hee Haw (R) (In Stereo)
0- MOVIE:'Scruples' R
0 )- America: The Second Cen
ance and
C) 21 - Business and the Law (R)
iz - Lou Hobbs
corporate infighting go han
tury Part 1 of 2 (R)
hand
- Winners (In Stereo)
Miss Marple: A Murder Is An- with a woman'
s entry into the bus ess
O - BP Fins Game
131 - Super Handyman
nounced Part 3 of 3 (R)
world as the owner of a Beverly 14141s
a - Moonlighting
- Outdoor Encounters
- MacGyver
boutique Based on Judith Krantz's
MOVIE: 'Clarence, the Cross0- Wild and Crary Kids
2:35 P.M.
novel Shelley Smith, Priscilla Barnes,
Eyed Lion' A loon that can t seem to
Teen Summit (R)
Dirk Benedict 1981
- Animals of Africa
• focus on its prey is brought to an Afri- Bugs Bunny & Pals
O - Totally Hidden Video (In Stereo)
can research center for observation
3:00 P.M.
Marshall Thompson, Betsy Drake, Ri- 00
Tony
MOVIE:'Auntie Mame' A young
Brown'
s
journal
DL - Women's Tennis: Family
boy experiences a series of madcap adchard Haydn 1965 Rated G (In Circle Cup -- Semifinal FromHilton 61)- MOVIE:'Harem' A young AmeriStereo)
can woman is kidnapped and sold into ventures when he goes to love with his
Head,§ C 12 hrs I (Live)
•_ Wagon Train
01)- Victory Garden Season Pre- a Turkish harem at the turn of the cen- eccentric aunt Rosalind Russell. Fortury Nancy Travis. Ave Gardner. Omer rest Tucker Roger Smith 1958
0- Bible and Life
miere (C6)
Shard 1986
_ World League of American
ii _ Wheel Power
o - You Can't Do That on Television
a
_
MOVIE: 'Gleaming the Cube' Football: Barcelona Dragons at
Video
LP
O
1:20 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Steel Magnolias'(CC) Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks or Frank41' - KET GED
0- Preseason Baseball Milwaukee •
furt Galaxy at New York/Now Jersey
Brewers at Chicago Cubs
- Trucks and Tractor Power
- Lonester Kid In an attempt to
Knights (3 hrs ((Live)
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- Spenser. For Hire
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THE MI RIZAY LEDGER &
TIMES

SATI_RDAN.

IMP SATURDAYcoNT.

110.11 30. 1991

0-

Bewitched
- Sports Profiles (60 min (R)
EEO - Barbara Mandrell & the Man
drell Sisters (In Stereo'
- Great American TV Poll
)3E) - Headbanger's Ball
• - National High School Dance
Team Championship (R(
- Quantum Marketing
0- All News Night Left in Progress
11:10 P.M.
CD- MOVIE Hollywood Hot Tubs 2:
Educating Crystal

11:45 P.M.
0- Cartoon Express
- Country Record Guide
0- Heathcliff
C)
12:00 A.M.
- Paid Program
8:30 P.M.
ain - Jean Smart at the Improv Corn
T - Robert Tilton
ED 21 - Sesame Street {CC(
00
- Bob Hope's Yellow Rib- ics John Melichar The Raspini Brot
O - Soul Train (In Stereo)
€1) - Wonderful Wizard of Oz LIr
h
bon Celebration (CC) Bob Hope wel- ers Frank Santorelli,
Sheila Kay, Torn
Stereo)
- American Gladiators
comes performers Tony Orlando
Mc
Tigu
e
160
min
)
Patti
- Darkwing Duck
- MOVIE. 'Pick-Up Summer
LaBelle and Marie Osmond to his Palm
'
MOVIE: 'Stitches' Three smar
t
- Lee Haney's Championship
Patt
y
Springs home for a welcome home
Duke
alecky medical school students are
ce
de
Workout F'i)
lebration for the troops 190
- Rap City (R)
minI (In !ermined to make their'-dean s life mis
Stereo!
ea - American Music Shop Guest fia - Gerbert
erable Parker Stevenson. Geof
frey
host Chris Hillman is Joined by musical
- Mattç of Time A high-schoo
- Cops IR! lin Stereo'
Lewis Brian Tochi 1985
l
friends from his two-decade career, in- senior must ce the imminent deat
CD - Dragnet
- Best of Saturday Night Live
h of
her
cludi
moth
ng
w.
Emmy
lou
Harri
•- MOVIE 'Terror by Nigh
rminally ill with cancer
s, Vern Gosdin
Spornts Report fit-J
t' Time
) (RI
and Jim & Jesse 160 min ) (R) (In 160 min I
11:20 P.M.
Approximate Shecrlock Holmes tries
fa In the Spirit of Cooperation
to °
CB - Ben Haden
trap a iewel thief flasir Rathbone
al- MOVIE.'Death Val4ey' A woman Stereo)
Nige €13 - Opry Backglage IRI In
Stereo)
Bruce Aian Mowbray 1 946
and her son encounter a homicidal ell ED - Paid Program
7:35 A.M.
- L A Law
maniac while crossing Death
- MOVIE: 'Clarence, the Crossco - Good News
- Captain Planet and the Plan
Valley
(T)- MOVIE 'The Liberators' A plan- Catherine Hicks
eStephen McHatte, Eyed Lion' A lion that can't seem to tears
• 8:45 P M
tation owner s nephew and
Paul Le Mat 1982
focu
s
on
prey
its
his
is
best
brou
ght
Afrito
an
CD - MOVIE 'Cyborg
friend a slave, help other slave
can research center for observation
s es11:30 P.M.
:..ape the pre-Civil War South
- MOVIE7:4
'D5
Marshall Thompson. Betsy Drake. RiakA
otaM
8:50 P.M.
'(CC)
Robert
Amer
ican
Gladiators
Carradine Larry B Scott Cynthia
110 - MOVIE The Carpetba
s
chtear e
do Haydn 1965 Rated G (In
Dale 0
ggers A '987
I.6. - Saturday Night Live (R) (In
••' o • ,con takes the aviation
"52— - Kenn
8:0
eth
0 Cope
Stereo,
AM
and if) - Idiot
land
Box
-,-I-s!•es by storm in his quest
:SnowboTv
12
€1)
arding Winter Surf O T - James Robison
co•
MOV
IE
Spanish Cape Mys- Baseball Tonight
,ove and power George Peppati Car
Williams
- World Vision
tery' Ellery Queen interrupts his
'oil Barer Ala- Ladd • 964
_ Maniac Mansion CC , 4R, In
vacation to solve a rash of murders
12:
05
Sund
A.M
ayy Morning fcc
.
Todayna
Sd
Donald
9:00 P.M.
40- MOVIE: 'Let's Scare Jessica
Cook Helen Twelvetrees Berton Chur
0
13 14
- -19Sull
nd-a y
CB - Lightmusic
to
0 - MOVIE 'Miracle in Milan
chill
Death' Voices from the dead
haunt a EP- James Kennedy
orphan ors
woman recovering from a
10:15 P.M.
c' tui,g ja•, •
12935
- Lost in Space
ii - Wild America(CC) (In Stereo)
nerv
ous
st•uggie aga•nst a -icr. de..e oper
CD - Emo Philips An Amer
-breakdown Zohra Lampert,
- Dobie Gillis
T•r
ican
- Sunday Mass
Barton
:.escc, Go)saro Paolc, Stot,pa
Mam
mal in London The off
E•- ••
beat €1) - You're on the Air With Dr Ruth Heyman, Kevin O'Connor 1971
▪ - Charles Stanley
.,
G•a-nat ca '95 /
' s magic before a live 12) - Zola Levit
12:15 A.M.
t
- MOVIE: 'The Big Wheel'
O - News (CC.;
The
s Playhouse. Thea
- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- son of a race-car driver deci
CD- Mercury Media
des to fol- MOVIE :Moon Over Paradhr
mous IR
low
in his late father's foot
'st'ated A rt-'et
steps
10 20 PM.
Mickey Rooney, Thomas Mitch
ell, MiCa Night Tracks
chael O'Shea 1949
O Cartoon Kablooey
10:30 PM
'
„u
Era'ja 9TJr:
O 2
- Bobby Jones Gospel
12 - Night Court
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
O 3 - Cheers
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
0 8 - Weather Info
0- Inside Studio A
4/7/91
- Exciting World of Spee
- Saturday Night Live
(Th - Family Ties (CC)
ED 21 - Lonesome Pine Special •
d and
5:00 A.M
Beauty Featured Buck Bake
gai
r's NASRobe
rt
Schu
ller
MOV
CAR
IE
'Gho
Race
st
Scho
5
Valle
ol
(R) (In Stereo)
Gunsmoke
y Raiders' 0 1Z - Living Hope
- American Music Shop Season O
-Trinity Lutheran ED - Livin
Diamonds.
g With Diabetes
- Mama s Family
Premiere
(3 - Kids' Court
•
de
0-ABC News
C)
`-- - Paid Program
- World Tomorrow
gi
g) FM
raO
gV
glieE.RORco
- MOVIE 'Port of 40 Thie
decade care,
kcky'
' •
(2) - Fraggle Rock
ves (D 41) - Paid
Program
'is Vern Cy:A • - Video Disc Jockey
- Fernwood 2 Night
Earth
to
Kids
.
A
Guide to Prod(ID - Courtship of Eddie's Father
min I In Ste
- Inside the PGA Tour IR(
,
- •
133 - Grand Ole Opry Live
ucts for a Healthy Planet (CC) Lear
Ri Ill
n
- MOVIE. 'Revenge of the
- Tracey Ullman
- Pole Position
Ste re,,
Nerds how to reduce, reuse and recycle trash
IL Nerds in Paradise' (CC
a)- Methodist Hour
er) - One Night Stand (CC) Conic • - MOVIE 'Lethal
) More in - (RI
Weapon 2 (CC) dignities awai
t the brothers of Lambda
Jimmy Tingle takes center stage In
(13 - All News Morning
Dumb
- Video Disc Jockey
o's
Circ
us
Lakibda Lambda when they atten
Stereo,
d a
- Bodyshaping
e - SportsCenter
8:05 A.M.
----------o
Fort_ Lauderdale
convention
- MOVIE 'Caged Fury' A mad
Jan's Place A 14-year-old girl re- Videosyncrasy dr,
- Brady Bunch
killer creates panic in the circus wood
turns from camp to discover her parfffi - Video Disc Jockey
- Teens Talk
when a series of accidents start
8:30 A.M.
ents have separated With Megan Fols
Spe
6:1
edW
CDT - Kenneth Copeland
eek
happening wound the lion cage Buste
10:45 P.M
lows and Michael Kirby 160 min
r
((A)
0
€9 Nmeo
Crabbe Sheila Rvar Richard Denning a_ Wrestling
vvv
sliE
g ht
-TDa_yTorafvDeilsco
po avgeary
zine
- Westbrook Hospital
• 948
,
O
- MOVIE. The Yum-Yum Girls' A
Lassie Come Home'
a) - Frank Pollard
innocent girl from a small town
- Yo, MTV Raps
O - Al Lindner's In-Fisherman
travels
go_ flintston
6:3
es5 A •
to New York to follow her drea
- In Concert
5:30 A.M.
m of
becoming a model Tanya Robe
CD- All News Evening Joined in
21
- -pper
7Fli
- Heroes Made in the U S A
Zoobilee Zoo
rts
Pro- Barb
ara Tully, Judy Landers 1976
gress
0
- Hami
6:4
PEI - Truckin' USA Featured the
▪ - Spartakus and the Sun Bene
lton
n
A
Brot
hers
ath
Tired
Iron Antique Museum in New
the Sea
11:00 P.M.
9:20 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
York's
Letc
hwor
19
th
_
Park (R) (In Stereo)
It Is Written
t.- Country Showdown
- u S Olympic Gold U S Na- Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour
- Physicians' Journal Upda
• ED _ Paid Program
tional Swimming Championship
T,0 II - Oral Roberts
O
te
s 131,
-MO
VIE
'Tailspin Behind the C;) - Courtshi
160 min )(Tapedi
ED - Donald Duck Presents
p of Eddie's Father
O - Nashville Gospel
Korean Airliner Tragedy' A
fact
- Inside the Senior PGA Tour (RI
- Under the Umbrella Tree
01 - Coral Ridge Ministry
9:30 P.M
based drama exploring the gove
rn ED - Baseball
Tonight RI
- It Sounded Like a Freight Train merit s response to the Kore
Char
0
les
Stan
ley
an airline
a
Weatherman TomSkiing gives usefu tragedy that occu
M) C
O.°U
W'P.S
TV. (In Stereo)
- James Robison
CIE - Sesame Street
l
rred on August 31
tips for protection from tornados
1983 Michael Moriarty, Michael
O Chicago's Very Own
8:35 A.M.
6:00 A.M.
Mur
phy Chris Sarandon 1989
- Green Acres
(1) - Andy Griffith
- Faith Crusade Ministries
- Wall Street Journal Report
(31) - Days and Nights of Molly Dodd
"6, - Who's the Boss? ICC)
iZ - Jimmy Swaggart
O - Farm Digest
- MOVIE 'Weekend at Bernie's' e-o omic Strip: Late Nigh
- Journey to Adventure
O 2 - Larry:0
t (In
Jone
0A
s M,
Ste re
o
Im
10:00 P.M.
O - Jam
Jim
Robe
myS
- Robert Schuller
rtswagga"
O
gro
Nigh
t
Cour
t
0 Count Duckula
1114_01,001.0-4AD 12 - Robert Tilton
O - Gerald and Brenda Duncan
- MOVIE:'Auntie Mama' A young
News
_ Romantic Spirit
CD eal - Paid Program
I - Mystery!: Die Kinder
(The
boy
experiences a series of madcap ad
O - Love Connection
Children) (CC) Part 2 of 6
Popeye Hour
ventures when he goes to live with
his 0
- Honeymooners
0- Star Search (In Stereo)
112- C
Eu
arileio
- Mister Rogers (CC( (R(
ep
ke
a s Castle
eccentric aunt
13 Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
fa
aD Bj
aim
bar He
(R
nson,
:
- Garner Ted Armstrong
C)fl) - Paid Program
s Mother Goose
Stories (CC)
0
43 For the
Fraggle Rock
hBeeaRrecord
- Lifestyle Magazine
G)- MOVIE 'Gidget Goes
- MOVIE 'Children of the
to Rome'
Damned' Six strange children with su- a- Swiss Family Robinson
ED i - Shining Time Station (CC)
perhuman powers set out to defe •
Rich
ard
Lee
ffl - Trucks and Tractor Power Feand
themselves from the scientists experiAll News A M
tured • mud -bogging at Bayou
George
ment
ing
with them Ian Hendry, Alan
Jaycee Community Park in Pana
'Where the price and
7:0
5
A.M
ma
service
.
Badel Barbara Ferris 1964
City.
Fla
(In Stereo)
O - Flintstones
makes the pill easier to
0 Welcome to Pooh Corner
swallow
- Family Practice Update
•
7:30 A.M.
SportsCenter
•
- MOVIE: 'The Barefoot Execu
T
- Amazing Grace
O
James Kennedy
tive'
- Day of Discovery
a) This Is the Life
•_ Major League Baseball Maga
O - James Robison
zine_(:)OVIE
s
Glendale at WhIthell
- World Tomorrow
753-4175
Cf)
al
It's
6:
- Batman
Your
O
3
0
B
usin
i
ess
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:
0CL - Young at Heart
30
ED ou- Ag - Day
•
'Stella' A strong-willed
0- Heritage of Faith
mother battles class distinctio
- Community Worship
ns to
al- World of Survival
raise her daughter on her own
-
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- Welcome Freshman
- To Be Announced.
fp
Star
Shot
(RI
•- Paid Program
0 12 - Track and Field: NCAA In- ED
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
O
- Business and the Law
door Championships (60 min.)
Pa - Come Alive
CD
Voice of Peachtree
ct; - Nature (CC) (In Stere
- Hank Parker's Outdoor Maga•
o/
- All News P M Left in Progress
O
9:05 A.M.
zine In Stereo)
0- MOVIE: 'Pal Joey' A nightc
Rumpl
O estiltskin Animated
lub
Good News
entertainer romances a wealthy soci- Pediatrics Update
4:05 P.M.
- Paid Program
alite
who
finances a nightclub for him
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
- M.G. Hammer +RI
9:30 A.M.
CD 21 - Government by Cons
ent
Frank Sinatra, Rita Hayworth, Kim No- (ffl - Rifleman
- Two Rivers
O
€10 - Family Practice Update (RI
4:30 P.M.
vak 1957
- Robert Schuller
0- Jewish Spectrum
O
- Private Benjamin
- Hineni
Star
Trek:
The Next Generation
0- Amazing Facts
CD - All News Today
- World in Action (RI
1:00 P.M.
(CC) Part 2 of 2 (In Stereo)
- Charles Stanley
e C - Hawaii Five-0
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
CD
2:40 P.M.
- Last Act Is a Solo
o LIE - Paid Program
0- Family Double Dare ICC)
0
- Firing Line: What Do We •- MOVIE. 'Real
▪ - All-American Wrestling
Geniu
s' (CC) A
- Garner Ted Armstrong
Owe Our Country? (RI
- Paid Program
group of gifted scientific stude
- Wild and Crazy Kids
nts
• - Making the Grade
0- MOVIE: 'Take the Money and seeks revenge against
ED 21 - New Yankee Workshop (CC)
the
ED
unscr
upu_
For
Veterans Only
ED 12, - Face the Nation
Run' A young man tries to become
a lous professor who has been stealing •- Road Test Magazine (In Stereo)
- Championship Rodeo From Mes- bank robberilbut can't
O - Yogi Bear
their ideas Val Kilmer, Gabe Jarret (0- New Mandates for Asth
stay
out
of
jail
,
ma Care
quite, Texas (60 minI (In Stereo)
long enough to turn a profit Wood
E)- Video Gospel
ED- MOVIE:'Star Trek II The Wrath
y William Atherton 1985 Rated PG
ED - Physicians' Journal Update
Allen, Janet Margolin, Marcel Hillair
PI 21 - Long Ago & Far Away:
of Khan' The crew of the Starship Ene
3:00 P.M.
- All New Adventures of Sport 1969
Beauty and the Beast(CC) (In Stere
:_27, U LC
- PGA Golf' Indepen- terprise faces the genetically superior
o) Goofy Animated A combi
Livin
g Dangerously (R)
nation of
(gEl - Wirmers Part 1 of 2 (In Stere
dent Insurance Agent Open (CC) Khan in a deadly game of cat and
scenes from different sports-related
- MOVIE:'Stagecoach'
mouse William Shatner, Leonard NiFinal round from TPC at The Wood
•- Internal Medicine Update o) Goofy
cartoons (60 min)(R)
- moy, Ricar
do Montalban 1982 Rated
- MOVIE: 'The Wayfarers'
lands, Texas (2 hrs I (Live)
ED - MOVIE: 'Side Out' (CC) A Mil- fla - Virgi
Lasnian
sie's family leaves for Australia,
waukee youth's decision to work for
Quest for Education (CC) Ed- PG (In Stereo)
but o
- MOVIE 'Plaza Suite'
their plans for Lassie go awry Jon
Senior PGA Golf. The Tradition
his uncle in California leads to romance
Pro- ward James Olmos narrates this look ED - Ed Young
at Desert Mountain Final round from
vost 'clune Lockhart 1962
at the American and Japanese educa
and a championship game of beach volC)- Paid Program
tional systems, which focuses on the Scottsdale Ariz 190 min 1 (Live)
11:15 A.M.
leyball C Thomas Howell, Peter Horbyes of two teens
ton, Courtney Thorne-Smith 1990 ED- MOVIE:'Gun Glory' A gunfighter
21 - Portrait of a Family
min ((In Stereo) CD - 30 Good Minutes
returns home and ts shunned by ever- Qa - Bill Dance
Rated PG-13 (In Stereo)
4:35 P.M.
Outdoors (In Stereo) 0 - MOVIE: 'Hardly Working'
yone, including his own son Stewart ED - MOVI
- Just Say Julie
- Captain Planet and the PlaneE: 'Tarzan, the Ape Man' CD - Square Pegs
Grang
er, Rhonda Fleming, Chill Wills
•- SportsWeekly
- You Can't Do That on Television teers
Casebusters A brother-and •1957
- Big' Brother Jake (CCI (R) (In Pa
sister team saves their grandfather's
- Paid Program
4:55 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Other' (CC) A security servic
e by solving a neighbor- ED
- Discovering Psychology ICC) ED - MOVIE. 'Beaches'
1930s New England town is terrorized hood crime
(CCI
160 min ((RI
- Infectious Disease
9:35 A.M.
by a series of strange deaths which a
5:00
P.M
.
- Heavy Hitters Weekend Musical el- MOVIE:'Sylvester
- MOVIE 'Jaws 2'
young boy blames on his dead twin •
' An orphaned 113 2
6
artists Janet Jackson, Madonna, Mi- Texas teen-ager sets
out to turn a ragbrother Uta Hagen, Chris and Martin
10:00 A.M.
0- ABC News (cc,
chael Jackson, Aerosmith, M C Ham- gedy rodeo horse
into a champion JumUdvarnoky, Diana Muldaur 1972
- Daily Mixer
mer and Motley Crue (3 hrs I
per Richard Farnsworth, Melissa Gil- O I C 12. - CBS News CC ,n
Rated PG
00
- Paid Program
Pa - Wagon Train
bert, Michael Schoeffling 1985 Rated Stereo)
0
11:30 A.M.
O - Master Wok
- America's Schools. Who
- MOVIE 'The Rose Garden' An PG
•
Ea 2 - This Week With David Brink- attorney uncov
0 8 - Tennessee Crossroads
Gives a Damn? (CC) Henry Cisneros
ers a ghastly war crime (1) - Gunsmoke
ley (CC)
and Marshall Loeb are among those ex 0- Wild, Wild West
while defending a man accused of at- •
- MOVIE: 'High Road to China' A atruni
ng the plight of inner city class• - Star Trek: The Next Generation IP• la - To Be Announced.
tacking a suspected Nazi Liv Ullman, flapper hires a former
World War I ace rooms 160 min
I Part 2 of 2
Maximilian Schell, Peter Fonda 1989 to help find her
Part 1 of 2 (In Stereo)
O - Home Again With Bob Vila
father Tom Selleck
pa 12 - Wally's Wok
0 757, - All in the Family
•
- JNF Entertainment
Bess Armstrong, Jack Weston 1983 0 - MOVIE 'Battle of the Bulge'
CD - Revue
- How to Get a Second Paycheck
- Clarissa Explains It All Clarissa
PI - Breath of Life
1:15 P.M.
Darling dreams of driving, keeps a pet aHawaiian Style
O - Cartoon Kablooey
MOVIE: 'Cattle King' Cattle bar3:15
P.M
.
- American Caesar P.ir! 5 of 5 (R)
- Sound and Style With Ramsey alligator (he's only a foot long) and ons battle ranchers for land grazi
ng •
- MOVIE: 'Hellcats of the Navy' 0
plots against her little brother from her rights
Lewis
- Murder, She Wrote ICC)
in 1883 Wyoming Robert Taybedroom headquarters
3:30 P.M.
0- Wild and Crazy Kids
lor, Joan Caulfield, Robert Loggia
- 3-2-1 Contact (CC) (RI
(5) - Sports Sunday SchedED- Inside Winston Cup Racing Fea- O - Paid Program
1963
PholacoidvPIErog
uled American Ski Classic from Vail,
- Comment on Kentucky (R)
tured highlights of the Mountain Dew
'Saha
m ra'
1:30 P.M.
Colo
(90
min
(Taped)
500 from Hickory, N C (In Stereo)
• - Family Practice Update (R)
QD
Victo
- Innovation
ry
Gard
en (CC)
CD Dog House
go- Hoop-It-Up Basketball From Dal- Pa - Paid Program
- Cardiology Update
- Truckin' USA Featured the Iowa
Out
of
Contr
ol
- Warning. Medicine May Be Ha- las (Taped)
State Fair and the NTPA Truck Pull EvU j2 - Portrait of a Family
- Paid Program
zardous to Your Health (CC) Inter- 0- All News Today
ent from Des Moines, Iowa (In Stereo(
Excit
ED
ing
World
of Speed and •
- Discovering Psychology
views and case studies on the accuracy
(CC) •
- Issues in Cancer
12:00 P.M.
Beauty Featured Buck Baker s NAS- Pa
- NHRA Today (In Stereo)
of lab tests, the effects of hysterectomIP - MOVIE: 'Walk Like a Man' A
CAR
Race School (RI (In Stereo)
I IED - World League of Ameriies and the interaction of medications
•
- Special
young man raised by wolves returns to
can Football: Sacramento Surge at si - Cardiology Update (R)
(RI (In Stereo)
fp - MOVIE: 'Beyond the Stars
San Antonio Riders From Alamo Stad- o - NJT Special Prog
A civilization to find himself heir to a faburamming
- Top 20 Video Countdown
boy
with
dreams of becoming an as- lous fortune Howie Mandel,
ium (3 hrs ((Live)
Christotronaut becomes disillusioned after pher Lloyd, Cloris
2:00 P.M.
CD - Sports Reporters
Leachman 1987
- Women's Tennis: Family
o0
00 X - NBA Showtime
meeting the moonwalker he idoliz
ED - Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
Rated
PG
Circle Cup -- Final From Hilton Head,
es
Martin Sheen, Christian Slater, Rober
▪
- American Telecast
- Catch the Spirit
S C (2 hrs ) (Live)
t EEO - Avonlea ICC) (R) (In Stereo)
Foxwo
rth
1989
0
Rated PG (In Stereo) Pa - Big Brother
X - Lonesome Pine Special (In
- Hawaii Five-0
Jake (CC) (In Stereo)
10:30 A.M.
- Missions '91
Stereo)
•
CD - First United Methodist Church
- Nova ICC) (In Stereo)
0
- Woodmont Baptist Church
0
To
Be
Anno
unced.
4:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Alice in Wonderland'
0T- This Week With David Brink5:05 P.M.
o - MOVIE: 'Northwest
- America's Schools: Who
Mounted
ley (CC)
0 12j - To Be Announced
- Wrestling WCW Main Event
Police' A Texas Ranger, in Canada to Gives a Damn?(CC)
- Larry Jones
- Broadway. The Great White capture a murderer,
5:30 P.M.
runs into an Indian
- Train Your Dog in Ten Minutes
Way Jimmy Breslin gives a tour of the uprisi
O
- Paid Program
ng led by the man he is searching
2 - ABC News (CC
O
Swam
famo
CD
us street 160 min )(R)
p Thing (In Stereo)
0- Family Ties ICC)
for Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll
O 3 - Wild Kingdom
•
CD - Fifteen
- MacGyver
0c - Word on Words
Paulette Goddard 1940
00 9- - NBC News (CC)
Paid
Fifte
Prog
en
ram
- Paid Program
- To Be Announced
•
0 5 - News
ED 2-t- This Old House (CC)
- Paid Program
CD - Cartoon Express
- Government by Consent
erbo
S
any
arprv
d
Hu
ff)- Inside Winston Cup Racing Fea•
i 2J - Business and the Law
- Dentistry Update
- Harry the Dirty Dog Hilarious an- •
(R)
the Hendersons
lured
highli
ghts
of the Mountain Dew
- Bassmasters (In Stereo)
tics of Harry a family pet (R)
- MOVIE. 'Looker' A plastic surCI 12 - To Be Announced
500 from Hickory, N C (R) (In Stere
Inter
nal
Medic
ine
o)
geon
investigates the mysterious
Update (RI
O Our Voices
- Clarissa Explains It All
- Herpes Viruses: The New Curri- MOVIE: 'Immediate Family' deaths of his patients Albert Finne •
fip 21 - Newton's Apple (CC)
y, culum
- Best of Walt Disney Presents: James Coburn, Susan Dey 1981
- Paid Program
- Motorsports Magazine (In
PD - Rock 'N Jock Softball Challenge fla
Rated PG (In Stereo(
From the Pirates of the Caribbean
21 - Frugal Gourmet (CC)
Stereo(
to
- swiss Family Robinson
•
- Obstetrics/Gynecology Update the World of Tomorrow
- Week in Rock
•
- Big Valley
ea- MOVIE 'Tragedy of Flight 103 •
in- Auto Racing: NASCAR
The Inside Story' (CC)
Winston o - Shalom Show
Cup -- Tran-South 500 From Darlin
g2:05 P.M.
Compietery erected, including concrete floors Not pre lab Carpenter toll All quality matena
ton Raceway, S C (4 hrs (Live)
ls
- SportsCenter 160 min )
We offer you FREE estmates, references and locator of garages in your area, and
- MOVIE: 'Don't Give Up the
•
critter
o - Jerusalem on Line
warrant
al - Day of Discovery
y
Ship' A dim-witted naval lieutenant
is
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
accused of stealing a destroyer Jerry
12:05 P.M.
10:45 A.M.
With hardboard siding
Deluxe Models
Lewis
Vinyl siding
Dina
MOVI
Merril
E:
l
'Shark!' An underwater
fp - Morris Goes to School Ani
Mickey Shaughi'f, ear (12:20)
92,475
1'/1 Car (12:20)
$2,117
mated Morris the Moose goes to search for sunken treasure leads to be- nessy 1959
2 Car (19120)
$3,175
2 Car (11:20)
$3,575
- American Sports Cavalcade Feaschool to learn how to read and count trayal, murder and a climactic attack by •
Large 2 Car (22:22)
$3,475
Urge 2 Car (22:22)
$3,975
a monster white shark Burt
2'fi Car (24:24)
(R)
$3,675
VI Car (24:24)
Reynolds, tured the NHRA Motorcraft Arizona
$4,075
Arthur Kennedy, Barry Sullivan
Large 2'il Car (24:30)
Natio
$4,175
nals
from Phoenix 185 min ) (In
Large 2'h Car (2400)
$4,675
1968
1 1:00 AM,
Stereol
Plus oft level lot 8 fre.ght
12:30 P.M.
O - It Is Written
ea cz-)- World League of
VOW SATIVACTION IB 0* GOAL
2:30 P.M.
11.(1)S - Paid Program
American
1
Football Sacramento Surg
PD
X
NBA
Baske
tball
Phila
'
dele at San
11)S - First Baptist Church
Antonio Riders Joined in
phia
76er
Chica
s
at
go
Bulls
Meter, Ky • (502) 674-5530
Progress
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SUNDAYcoNt
-

Motorsports

Magazine

•-

Algorithmic Approach to Gall
stones
- Week int Rock P
eD - Maniac Mansion
•
Wollocl-fir Today
O - Feature

s•—

clo_

6:00 P.M '
El

2 0 3 0- Life Goes On

.6
Super Bloopers & New
Practical Jokes oCC )I, Stereo,
0 5
1z. - 60 Minutes ,C.0

al

I.

SATE RDAY. 1ARCH 30, 1991

- Ben Haden
El - MOVIE 'Physical Evidence' A
lawyer defending a suspended policeman from a murder charge becomes
7:30 P.M.
dangerously over-involved in the case
L0
America's Funni- Burt Reynolds Theresa Russell 'Ned
est People )C(2) Iln Stereoi
Beatty 1989 (In Stereo)
T Real Life ICC} (In Stereoi
- Richard Jackson
t
a,
B e-aG
r1Le
et
,a
laLi
tefe joI,C,Ci
strPeoositponed from
9:15 P.M.

- Trucks and Tractor Power Featured mud-bogging at Bayou George
Jaycee Community Park in Panama
City FI (R) (In Stereo)
0-MOVIE:'Sylvester' An orphaned
Texas teen-ager sets out to turn a raggedy rodeo horse into a champion Jumper Richard Farnsworth, Melissa Gilbert, Michael Schoeffling 1985 Rated
0 - MOVIE: 'The Far Horizons' PG
- 120 Minutes
Based on Lewis and Clark s 19thcentury expedition to map the newly
- Baseball Tonight oR)
purchased Louisiana Territory Charl- Larry Jones
ton Heston Fred- MacMurray Donna CB - Synchronal Research
Reed '955
0- All News Night Left in Progress

T U_

ID0

-

- Inside Winston Cup Racing
- Synchronal Research

11:35 P.M.
-

MOVIE 'Predator' (CC) A paramilitary rescue team is stalked by an
intergalactic trophy hunter in the jungles of South America Arnold Schwarzenegger Carl Weathers, Elpidia Carrillo 1987 Rated R (In Stereo)

•

O - Bewitched
- Paid Program

- NHRA Today (RI (In Stereo(
- Dentistry Update (Fli
•- Zorro ,CC In Stereo)
0- All News Evening
9:30 P.M.
O - Green Acres
8:00 P.M.
63 --_LoTo- MOVIE 'Separate 0- Video Gospel (Hi

ED

- Celebrity Outdoors David Lynn
1:3 8 - Black Men Uncertain Fu- but Equal' Premiere, (CC)
00 6 - MOVIE 'Don't Touch My Jones fishes for lake trout and northern
tures
Daughter' Premiere,(CC) A mother s pike on the Car adian border In Stereo)
- True Colors CCF
Sterec
- Family Practice Update (RI
force
d to take drastic measures to pro
Why We Fight Prelude to War
tract her young daughter from a child
M C Hammer Video Collection
molester Victon'a Principai
John
Ankerberg
MOVIE The Return of the Mu
Harris Jonama- Banks '99'
sketeers ICC) Pr,-0
9:40 P.M.
nys Stereo
J- I
S
o - Instant Replay
.3"Ies
1
12 - MOVIE Field of
O
10:00 P.M.
Dreams 'CC
I
C: .•••-•
i•
•
2 0 3 00 6 0 News
d Lid
8 - The Mind ICC Part 3 of 9
co,^‘,eid K.-. •
Inspector Gadget
•- Portrait of Castro's Cuba
es -a- '989 • S•••-e..
Rogg
Monstersi•
n s HPeroes iR!
1 0121 - Masterpiece Theatre ID - Caroline's Comedy Hour
2 House of Cards CI
Per' 2 .•uf 4
• - Miami Vice Stereol
- Chicago s Season of Champions
- Best of Saturday Night Live
Paid Program r
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Ke%in Costner holds two of the seven
Oscars his film "Dances With
Vkulres" won during last Monday's
Academy Awards in Los
Angeles. Costner was selected best
director and the film won best
picture of the year honors.
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